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CHAPTER 1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1. AIM, SCOPE AND EXPOSITION 
The sensory pathway through which we receive speech reflects the 
activities of the speech producing system in a specific manner. The 
physical stimuli that are received may be either sound or visual 
pattern (e.g. seen movements of articulators). In this sense hearing 
and speechreading (lipreading) are merely different means of perceiv-
ing the same speech event. It does not mean, however, that given opt-
imal hearing and speechreading conditions, speech will be received 
with the same accuracy irrespective of which one of these two input mod-
alities is being used. With speechreading less distinctions can be made 
between several elements than with hearing (e.g. Woodward and Barber, 
1961; Ewing, 1962 and Frisina, 1963). 
Another important point of difference between hearing and speech-
reading concerns the fact that in speechreading one is restricted to 
a direct face to face communication, thus to a specific body relation 
to the speaker. Of course, this does not mean that the speaker must 
be bodily present. The communication may be perfectly established 
by means of a visual recording system, for example, a closed circuit 
television system that enables the speaker and speechreader to be 
in different places. Nevertheless one must look in a specific 
direction in order to receive the relevant speech cues. In contrast 
to speechreading, however, hearing encompasses all directions all the 
time. When we are listening, it is not necessary to maintain a fixed 
body position with respect to either a fixed or changing environment. 
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Notwithstanding the limited proficiency with speechreading, it must be 
considered one of the means by which the speech producing activities 
of the speech mechanism can be recovered. 
If we are interested in speech recognition, this identical referent 
(speech producing mechanism) for hearing and speechreading becomes very 
important. More specifically, by referring to this common speech-encoding 
mechanism one may initially disregard altogether the specificity of the 
physical parameters that are involved separately in hearing and speech-
reading and attempt to describe the recognition of speech elements 
received both by hearing and speechreading in terms of the same set of 
articulatory attributes. In the present study, precisely this line of 
reasoning has been followed. 
We have exploited the possibility of assuming a recognition system 
that is characterized by the processing of general attributes (features) 
of stimuli, but also in doing so of using as a characterization of 
speech elements their description in terms of phonetic distinctive 
features, which is essentially a linguistic description of elementary 
classes of speech events (phonemes). In this way, we could describe the 
recognition of speech elements independent of the way (hearing or 
speechreading) speech has been received. When speech recognition is, 
moreover, described in terms of an attribute analysis of the incoming 
physical speech stimuli, we can see whether it is valid to consider this 
attribute analysis identical to the phonetic distinctive feature 
description of the speech elements that we started with. If this is the 
case, i.e. if phonetic distinctive features, which indicate articulatory 
differences between phonemes, have perceptual validity, then one cannot 
escape the necessity to consider their role and relevance with respect 
to the structure of the underlying speech recognition system. The aim of 
the study, therefore, is to consider the relevance of the phonetic 
distinctive feature as a unit in phoneme recognition irrespective of the 
input modality and given the relevance of this unit, the way in which it 
is processed. 
We attempt to show that the same distinctive feature description of 
phonemes can be used to account for the processing of speech which is 
received in three different ways: auditorily (hearing only), visually 
(speechreading = lipreading only) and audiovisually (hearing and speech-
reading combined). This will be done by studying the recognition of 
consonants and vowels presented in Dutch CV (consonant - vowel) 
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syllables to normal hearing subjects. In either way of speech reception, 
performance will be considered the result of one underlying speech 
processing device, which uses the distinctive feature as a processing 
unit. Furthermore, it will be assumed that distinctive features are 
processed serially (one feature at a time) rather than in a parallel 
(several features simultaneously) fashion. This point of view of course 
leads us to the question whether the decoding of speech follows a 
functional scheme strictly conforming to sane linguistic feature system 
or whether it will conform to an "empirical" feature systan which 
deviates in number and kind of features from the linguistic system. 
Finally, an attempt is made to test various combination principles 
which might Be descriptive of the interaction between hearing and 
speechreading, when speech is received audiovisually. More specifically, 
we will be concerned with finding a combination rule on the basis of 
which the combination from hearing and speechreading can be described 
satisfactorily. 
The study is organized in the following way. The remaining part of 
the present chapter is devoted to a description of the status of the 
distinctive feature, both as a linguistic category and as a unit in 
speech processing. With respect to the role of the distinctive feature 
as a linguistic category, we shall be concerned with both the distinctive 
feature description of the phoneme and the nature of the linguistic 
feature system that has been used in our study to obtain a linguistic 
description of the various phonemes. Considering the distinctive feature 
as a processing unit, we first present evidence from the literature 
which confirms its role in speech processing, then a preliminary model is 
discussed which expresses the initial perceptual analysis of the incoming 
information in terms of the notion "relative degree of discriminability 
of a feature". This notion is introduced in order to indicate the 
easiness of extracting information concerning a particular distinctive 
feature from a distorted speech signal. 
In Chapter 2, the possible rank orderings of distinctive features are 
used to relate the conditional probability of stimulus- response combin-
ations in a confusion matrix to the relative degree of discriminability 
of features. Furthermore, the confusion matrices obtained are interpreted 
in tems of a choice theory which can be characterized by a sequential 
elimination process that is based on serial processing of distinctive 
features. 
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Chapter 3 concerns a description of the interaction between hearing 
and speechreading, when speech is received audiovisually. We attempt to 
express the relative degree of discriminability of a feature,when it 
is received audiovisual ly, as a function of this when speech is received 
auditorily only and visually only. For this purpose three different 
canbination rules concerning the joint effects of information fron two 
independent sources are tested. 
In Chapter 4, response latencies are used as a measure in an indep-
endent test concerning the assumption of serial processing of distinctive 
features. Besides, supporting evidence is given relating to an interpret-
ation of the combination rule which gives a satisfactory description 
of the interaction between audition and vision, when speech is received 
audiovisually. 
Chapter 5, finally, is devoted to a discussion of the relationship 
between linguistic structure and speech processing fron the point of 
view of a distinctive feature description of phonemes. The question is 
whether the feature system that is used for the purpose of presenting a 
linguistic description of phonemes can also be used for an interpretation 
of recognition data. 
1.2. DISTINCTIVE FEATURE DESCRIPTION OF DISCRETE SEGMENTS 
In a phonetic description of speech, utterances are decoded as sequ -
enees of discrete segments called phonemes. Tnese are considered the ling-
uistic units of a particular language. We must, however, be aware of the 
fact, that by examining an actual utterance in its purely physical manifest-
ation as an acoustical event, there are no "obvious markers which would all-
ow one to segment the signal into entities standing in a one-to-one relat-
ionship with the phonemes (Halle, 1964)". The phoneme itself can be subject-
ed to a further linguistic description. This has been done within different 
distinctive feature systems (cf. Jakobson, Fant and Halle, 1952; Halle, 
1964; Chomsky and Halle, 1968). Most of them are revisions of the distinct-
ive feature framework proposed by Jakobson, Fant and Halle. Assuming that 
distinctive features are binary, they assert that any minimal distinction 
in a nessage conveyed to a listener, will confront him with a two- choice 
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Situation. The listener will then consistently make binary choices eith­
er between two polar qualities of the same category, such as "grave 
v. acute" or between the presence of a certain quality such as " voiced 
v. unvoiced", or "nasalized v. non- nasalized". Thus, every feature will 
confront the listener with a yes- no decision regarding two terms of an 
opposition concerning a property that is different from the properties 
of all other oppositions. 
Let us consider the mono-syllabic words "bull" and "pull". The words 
can be discriminated because of the difference in their initial segments. 
"Bull" differs from "pull" because the initial segment /b/ in "bull" is 
voiced, whereas the initial segment /p/ in "pull" is unvoiced. It may 
be said that because of the opposition voiced- unvoiced, the distinction 
between the words "bull" and "pull" becomes apparent. The same lexical 
unit, as for example "bull" may now be compared in a systematic way 
with all other lexical units which differ from it only in respect to 
the initial segment. On the basis of each of these comparisons, the 
features which lead to a difference between the two lexical units сслр-
ared, can be determined. This is done by indicating which value of 
each of those features (+ or - in the case of binary features) is associ­
ated with the standard lexical unit and which value with the other lexic­
al units. The distinctive features which describe the difference between 
the standard lexical unit and any other lexical units form together a 
particular set of distinctive features. This set of distinctive features 
is considered a full feature description of the initial segment of the 
standard lexical unit. Such a segment is called a systematic phoneme, 
which is no more than a bundle of distinctively specified features. 
The number of features defining a systematic phoneme consists of the 
optimal number of distinctive feature specifications required to account 
for its phonetic realizations as opposed to the realization of other 
phonemes. This number may vary, however, as a function of sequential con­
straints . Thus, the /s/ in /spin/ can have fewer feature specifications, 
because it is the only possible conscnant in native English that occurs 
initially before an obstruent. Therefore, a "sequential- constraint" 
rule may account for most of its distinctive ïeatures (cf. Harms, 1968). 
The tem systematic phoneme is used for the full distinctive feature 
specifications of the segment by disregarding the effect of such 
sequential constaints on the nunber of relevant features. In this sense, 
and also understandably from the way the term is developed, the syst-
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ematic phoneme is "one of the set of segments that contain only distinct­
ive specified features - and from which no distinctive feature specif­
ications have been deleted by virtue of environmental Csequential-
constraint) redundancies - and that underlie the segments actually used 
to designate morphemes" (Harms, 1968). Another form of constraint, of a 
simultaneous character, will be discussed later on. 
Each systematic phoneme can be represented as a column-matrix of 
classificatory features, of which the rows indicate the distinctive 
features which optimally specify the phoneme segment, i.e. without 
sequential-constraint redundancy. An entry in this matrix will have a 
category value dependent on the category of the feature that applies to 
the phoneme. If one assumes binary features, this category will be either 
+ or - . Likewise, a matrix may be formed which consists of η columns, 
dependent on the number (n) of segments of a word or sentence. An entry 
in such a matrix may have the additional specification: 0 (zero) to ind­
icate that the information concerning membership of the related segment in 
either of the two categories of the feature in the row is redundant (see 
Section 5.2). The segments of the matrix will also be systematic phonemes, 
i.e. the number of distinctive features will not be reduced because of 
sequential-constraint redundancy. This matrix is a classificatory matr­
ix and as such an "abstract" representation of the actual phonetic form 
of an utterance. 
When the message received is not transmitted by sound but by the shape 
and movements of the speaker's lips, a similar description of the phoneme 
can be given. In this case, one might even be inclined to restrict the 
term phoneme (class of speech sounds) to a description of speech segments 
which are received by ear and to introduce the term kineme (class of 
speech movements) for a description of speech segments which are received 
by eye (Alich, 1960). This means that the kineme may be used as the visual 
counterpart of the phoneme. These two input modalities of the articulatory 
pattern of movements are given in Diagram 1.1. It is the acoustical 
pattern which is relevant for hearing, whereas the visual pattern is used 
in speechreading. The two input modalities differ markedly with respect 
to the completeness in which they reflect the articulatory pattern. Where­
as any distinction in the phonetic representation can be reflected in the 
acoustical pattern, there are various articulatory distributions which 
are very hard to detect visually. Take, for example, the feature voice. 
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Voicing can easily be heard, but it can hardly or not be seen. On the 
other hand, all features that can be visually discriminated, can also be 
heard. Therefore, the kineme can be considered not a substitute of the 
phoneme but a description of the visually detectable features which are 
also features of the produced speech sound. In this sense, the term 
articulatory pattern 
acoustical pattern 
visual pattern 
hearing 
speechreading 
Diagram 1.1 
kineme refers to a subset of the set (bundle) of feature specifications 
which is necessary to describe fully, in terms of produced speech sound, 
the characteristic phonetic realization of a discrete segment. 
Since the same set of features will be considered in either manner 
of speech reception, each consonant or vowel used in this study will be 
regarded as a segment with a complete feature specification (systematic 
phoneme) irrespective of the input modality. As a consequence of 
experimental findings, it can be determined then to what extent a 
particular feature contributes in distinguishing two phonemes when they 
are received visually only. 
1.3. THE CHOMSKY - HALLE DISTINCTIVE FEATURE SYSTEM 
The nature of the classificatory matrix which provides a feature 
representation of phonemes depends on the phonetic feature system which 
has been used. Phonetic feature systans differ with respect to the number 
or kind (abstract or close to phonetic facts) of features employed and 
with respect to the number of categories one particular feature in the 
system comprises. 
In our study, the feature system proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) 
has been used to assign a distinctive feature description to the diff-
erent consonants and vowels considered. This phonetic feature system 
1
 See Chapter 5, Section 5, for an account of the description of Dutch 
phonemes in terms of the Chomsky-Halle feature system. 
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is based on the point of view adopted within generative phonology 
(phonology in generative grammar) concerning the way an adequate descr-
iption of the phonetic data as well as that of phonological generaliz-
ations (e.g. constraints on feature co-occurrence and feature contrast) 
ought to be given (cf. Postal,1968). The features are binary. Though 
the same set of features is used at two different levels of phonologic-
al description of speech, the different role of the distinctive 
feature within these descriptions is very well stressed. A distinction 
is made between the phonological representation, which is the input to 
a system of ordered rules, and the phonetic output of this system 
called the phonetic representation. Diagram 1.2 shows the stated relat-
ionships . 
phonological representation 
(classilicatory matrices) 
system of 
ordered 
phonological 
rules 
phonetic 
representation 
Diagram 1.2 
The phonological representation is a classificatory matrix (sequence 
of classificatory matrices). In this matrix the distinctive feature is 
a classificatory device. The specification (+ or -) for some of the 
features of a phoneme may be absent (a zero marking in the cell concern-
ed) . This may be due to the presence in the same column of a plus (+) 
or minus (-) relating to another feature, which constraints (the simult-
aneous-constraint mentioned in 1.2) the occurrence of other feature 
categories. For example, if a systematic phoneme is I + nasal ] then it 
is also [ + voice]. Thus, the latter specification can be deleted in 
that column of the phonological matrix without destroying the classific-
atory representation. It has been stated, hcwever, that the phonological 
representation cannot characterize the articulatory movement pattern of 
the speech apparatus, because it has diverse realizations in distinct 
environments. That is, the phonological representation does not represent 
the existing phcnetic variation or allophony. 
The phonological rules provide information about how to pronounce 
the phonemic sequence. When applied, the phonological matrix may change 
radically: entries may be added or revised and also whole columns may 
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be added or deleted. These rules are usually morphological rules (.e.g. 
assimilation, coarticulation, stress placement). After application of 
the phonological rules, a phonetic representation emerges, which is 
taken to give a direct description of the ideally proper sequence of 
articulatory movements. Within this representation, which is also given 
in terms of a sequence of matrices, the set of distinctive features 
"can be interpreted as a set of instructions to the physical articulat­
ory system, or as a refined level of perceptual representation" (Chcnisky 
and Halle, 1968). This means that in the phonetic representation, the 
distinctive features give a description of the activities of "partially 
independent subparts of the human vocal system, which are capable of 
independent action and of different types of action (Postal, 1968)". 
In its phonetic function, the distinctive feature is considered a 
physical scale. The-number of relevant scale values for a feature can 
be different for different features, but in all cases a finite number 
of values will suffice. Therefore, such scale values for a feature can 
be indicated by integers ranging frem 1 to n, where η may be different 
for different features. The phonetic representation of an utterance is 
then considered a phonetic matrix in which columns stand for successive 
segments (phones) and rows define phonetic distinctive features. In 
this matrix each entry can take integral values corresponding to the 
scale values of the features. A set of phonological rules map the 
binary feature specifications in the classificatory matrix ση such n-ary 
phonetic specifications. One example must suffice to show the character 
of such rules. In the case of the Dutch word /zakduk/ the phonological 
matrix (1 ), with + and - in the cells changes into the phonetic matrix 
(3), with integers in the cells. Because of the phonological rule (2) 
/zakduk/ is pronounced with a voiced /k/ at the end of the first 
syllable. The rule asserts that a [ + obstruentl segment will always be 
realized as a [+ voice] segmenti when it is followed by a segment 
which is [ + obstruent] and [ + voice] . 
At the time the study was performed, no detailed description of 
Dutch phonemes in terms of the Chomsky - Halle feature system 
(CH feature system) was available. Therefore, we assigned a hypothet­
ical feature description to each of the consonants and vowels used 
in the study. This was done by transforming phonological descriptions 
of Dutch phonemes based on an other feature system (Cohen et al, 1969) 
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(1) /zakduk/1 
consonantal + ++ + 
vocalic 
voice 
anterior 
coronal 
+ -+ -
+ -+ -
+ -+ -
continuant + 
strident 
(2) [ + 
+ — -
obstruent] •* 
ω 
consonantal 
vocalic 
voice 
anterior 
coronal 
continuant 
strident 
[+ voice] / — * 
/zakduk/ 
1 11 1 
2 22 2 
1 21 2 
1 21 2 
1 21 2 
1 22 2 
1 22 2 
obstruent 
voice 
into a phonological description based on the CH feature system. The work­
ing principle used for this transformation was to determine for each 
phoneme separately, whether the specification plus (+) or minus (-) of 
a feature in the CH feature system that could be assigned to it, fits 
the phonological description that has been given to that phoneme in the 
other feature system. A correct fit was assumed when the articulatory 
or acoustical correlate of the feature description of the phoneme in 
terms of the other feature system incorporated, was identical to, or was 
incorporated by the articulatory or acoustical correlate of a feature 
category in the CH feature system. Whenever this was the case that 
feature category was considered one of the set of feature categories 
that describes the phoneme in terms of the CH feature system. In a few 
cases, however, there were departures from this procedure in such a way 
that a plus (+) instead of a minus (-) was placed in a cell of the col­
umn matrix relating to a particular phoneme. The ultimate reason for 
this kind of change in the feature specifications of a phoneme will be 
discussed in Chapter 5. Moreover, also in Chapter 5, we shall discuss the 
problem of accepting a particular classificatory matrix as the phonolog­
ical representation of the set of phonemes used іяі this study. However, 
in advance, we present a complete description in terms of the Ш feature 
The feature specifications for the vowels have been deliberately left out. 
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systan of both the differences among the consonants, Table 1.3.1, and the 
differences among the vowels, Table 1.3.2, used in the present study. In 
the following Chapters, we shall choose from these tables only those 
feature specifications of phonemes which describe the differences among 
the consonants or the vowels used in the experiment which wil l then 
be discussed. 
Table 1.3.1. Feature specifications describing the difference among the conson­
ants used in the present study. 
m p f t s b d z k 
voice + 
nasal + 
coronal 
continuant 
strident 
anterior + 
back 
high 
Table 1.3.2. Feature specifications describing the difference among the vowels 
used in the present study. 
і і е е э о у л 
round - - - - + + + + 
tense - - - + _ + _ _ 
high + _ _ _ _ _ + _ 
low - - + - + _ _ _ 
back - - - - + + _ _ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
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1.4. THE ROLE OF DISTINCTIVE FEATURES IN SPEECH PROCESSING 
Given the linguistic description of speech one may ask whether dist-
inctive features are psychologically valid. That is to say, does speech 
perception, production and memory reflect the functioning of basic phon-
ological categories which are used in the linguistic description of 
speech? Several studies have answered this question in the affirmative. 
First of all, the results of saie studies can be related indirectly 
to distinctive features. Recent work has suggested that a mere physical 
description of a speech sound cannot account for its recognition. Speech 
appears to be processed different from non-speech stimuli. A major observ-
ation is that whereas a relative change in the structure of a non-speech 
stimulus may cause a concomitant change in perception, only "gross" 
structural changes in a speech sound result in the recognition of a diff-
erent phoneme. The following studies may serve to examplify this whole 
research area. In a study of Harris et al (1961) the recognition of the 
words "split" and "slit" was considered. These words differ acoustically 
only in the duration of the silent period between /s/ and /1/. Results 
indicate that when the length of this silent period is varied in a cont-
inuous manner there is not a gradual shift in the relative amount of 
correct responses to each of the words. The peak of correct responses 
was actually fomd to shift very sharply from "split" to "slit". With 
non-speech stimuli, however, the same variation of a silent period 
resulted in a monotonie shift in the responses. The perception of the 
plosive /p/ seems therefore to be categorical. Liberman et al (1957 and 
1967) present evidence which strongly supports the categorical percept-
ion of stop consonants. It is indicated that when we listen to a series 
of synthetic speech sounds in which the formant transition (specific 
changes over time of a frequency area with greatest energy distribution) 
is varied progressively in such a way as to produce in succession /b/, 
/d/ and /g/, we do not hear a gradually changing stimulus. In fact the 
speech processing system seems to be organized in such a way that we 
hear the first three or four stimuli as identical /b/'s, then very 
abruptly with the next stimulus the perception is of /d/, where it 
remains essentially unchanged until, again abruptly, it shifts to /g/. 
Thus ,what we call phonemes may be described as classes of speech sounds 
of relatively different acoustic shapes. When a speech sound is far 
removed outside the range of a particular phoneme class, another phoneme 
is heard (Fant, 1968; Peterson, 1968; Klein, Plcmp and Pols, 1970). A 
particular member of the phoneme class, an allophone, may appear as a 
function of surrounding phonemes. For example each of the stop consonants: 
/b/, /d/, /g/, /p/, /t/ and / V may have a variety of acoustic propert-
ies, depending on the vowel environment in which it occurs (Liberman et 
1 2 
al, 1962, 1967) ' . If the same phoneme is heard, we may ascribe this 
to the effect of phonological rules on a "bundle of distinctive features", 
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though this may not be a very simple relationship . The difference 
between speech and non-speech stimuli may also be considered with respect 
to the rate of information processing. Liberman (1967) has emphasized 
the uniqueness of the speech code relative to other forms of coding. In 
spite of thorough training, both Morse code and non-speech acoustic codes 
appear to be less efficient, in terms of processing speed, than comp-
arable speech comunicaticn. Speech may have an identification speed of 
20 to 30 different complex wave forms per second. Non-speech stimuli of 
that rate would be an "unanalysable buzz". Another example of a higher 
processing speed of speech relative to non-speech is given in an exper-
iment of Warren et al (1969), in which the recognition of the temporal 
order of sounds was considered. Results of the study reveal that the 
subjects were unable to perceive the temporal order of three different 
sounds: a 1000 Hz tone, a broad-band noise and a 600 Hz tone. Although 
each of these sounds had a 200 msec duration, which is longer than the 
70-80 msec duration for the average speech sound in conversation, the 
subjects were unable to perceive the order in which the sounds occurred. 
The temporal order of speech sounds (number digits) of comparable 
duration could be recognized very easily. Thus, in the case of speech 
the acoustic information is processed in such a way that a maximum of 
information can be transmitted in a very short time. This suggests 
that only gross linguistic cues are involved in the decoding of speech 
sounds; one could think of distinctive features. 
More direct evidence of the role of distinctive features in speech 
1
 The failure to define the phoneme uniquely in terms of boti perceptual 
isolation of individual phonemes and articulatory movements of the tongue 
and lips has cast some doubt on the status of the phoneme as a perceptual 
entity (Liberman, 1967). 
2
 If the /k/'s in /ku/ and /ki/ are to be considered one phoneme we have to 
"identify the common features, which differentiate it from all other phonemes 
of the language" (cf. Jakobson and Halle, 1968, p. 419-420). 
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processing is ^і еп in studies that investigate performance in speech 
perception, memor-'.zing and production. First to be mentioned is the 
frequenctly cited study by Miller and Nicely (1955). In this study con­
sonant-vowel syllables differing only in the initial consonant (the final 
vowel was always the phoneme /a/ as in /father/) were presented with 
varying degrees of band pass filtering and masking noise. The reactions 
collected were suranarized in matrices of frequencies indicating how 
often each stimulus was reported as each of the possible consonants. 
The results were described in terms of β distinctive feature system. 
This system (the Miller-Nicely feature system), which was defined for 16 
consonants, consisted of five dimensions: voicing, nasality, affricat-
ion, duration and place of articulation. Results indicate that errors 
are non-randan and tend to correlate with their distinctive feature 
analysis. That is to say, errors relating to any of the features seem 
to vary quite independently from errors on other features. Besides, the 
distinctive features involved show a different degree of discriminabil-
ity.1 
Confusions between presented vowels have been studied by Miller 
(1956) and Pickett (1957). Although the way of distorting the signal 
was different in the two studies, low-pass filtering in Miller's study 
and noise in the study by Pickett, the same three dimensions were recov­
ered as determining factors for correct recognition. These dimensions, 
the first two Formants (F.. and F,) and Duration (D), are also recommend­
ed by Cohen et al (1957) for maximal recognition of synthetic vowels. 
The study by Woodward and Barber (1960), mentioned in section 1.З., 
is also related to a distinctive feature approach of speech processing. 
In this study, however, speech was presented not only auditorily, but 
also visually (for speechreading) and audiovisually for hearing and 
speechreading combined). Especially with respect to speechreading the 
researchers expected to isolate critical dimensions, "in terms of which 
articulations may be received visually and interpreted phonemically" 
(cf. Woodward and Barber, p. 214). Data from the visually presented pairs 
gave rise to the classification of English initial consonants into four 
visually contrastive categories: bilabial, rounded-labial, labiodental 
and non-labial. It is to be noted that these categories differ fron each 
' The discriminability of the Miller-Nicely features has also been described 
in terms of amount of information transmission (cf. Miller and Nicely, 1955 
and Gamer, 1962). 
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other with respect to at least one distinctive feature. For example » 
bilabial and labiodental consonants differ mly with respect to the feat­
ure continuant . The labials are Γ - continuant ] and the labiodentals 
[ + continuant]. The feature strident (high pitch noise), which also 
gives different values for bilabials and labiodentals when speech is 
presented auditorily, is not distinctive when speech is presented visu­
ally. 
Wickelgren (1965 and 1966) shewed in studies of short-term memory 
for vowels and consonants that the intrusion errors which occurred when 
a short series of auditorily presented items had to be reproduced di­
rectly after the series had been copied, correlated with their phonetic 
feature analysis. Results of the studies make it seem likely that a 
vowel or consonant " is coded in short-term memory, not as a unit, but 
as a set of distinctive features, each of which may be forgotten at 
least semi-independently" ( see also Thomassen, 1970)J. It was also 
shown that a larger amount of intrusion errors appear when the items 
differ with respect to a specific distinctive feature than with respect-
to others. This finding was explicitly tested with consonants in a 
study by Cole, Haber and Sales (1968). A sequence of consonants with 
the same manner of articulation (voiced, unvoiced or nasal) is more 
difficult to recall than a sequence of consonants identical with resp­
ect to place of articulation (bilabial, alveolar or velar). 
Scaling of similarity or dissimilarity of both synthetic and human 
speech sounds has been used to determine dimensions of the speech 
sounds in a psychological space. These dimensions may receive both a 
physical interpretation in terms of formants and a phonetic interpret­
ation in tems of distinctive features. Wilson (1963) perfomed the 
Principal-Axes-Method of factor analysis on the data of the Miller 
and Nicely (1955) experiment. He used two different distance 
measures in the transfoimation of the confusions between two pairs 
of consonants into a distance value. Although the distance measures 
were associated with somewhat different spatial configurations, the 
factors could be related to the articulatoTy and acoustic differences 
between the speech sounds. Hanson (1967) used both similarity and 
dissimilarity judgments (ratio estimations and triadic comparisons) of 
the relationship between both synthetic and human speech sounds. 
Results from a principle conpment analysis gave rise to the follow­
ing conclusion: 'The three response dimensions obtained, F T, F T T and 
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F T IT coistituing a psychological space containing a set of latent phon­
emic vcwel sounds are molarly one-to-one related to defined distinctive 
features in Jakobson, Fant and Halle's terminology (1952) and corres­
ponding acoustic variables of the vowels (Hanson, 1967 p. 165)". Mohr 
and Wang (1968) used a paired сотрагізоп procedure in order to determine 
similarity values of vowels. They found a correlation between these 
similarities and known articulatory features. Pols, van der Kanp and 
Plomp (1969) have performed a multidimensional scaling analysis using 
the Kmskal-scaling method (cf. Kruskal, 1964) on similarity judgments 
(triadic ccnparisons) of vowel sounds. The relevant dimensions were 
in accordance with those received fron a dimensional analysis of the 
frequency spectra of spoken vowels. They have an obvious relation to 
formants, which can be regarded as distinctive features. 
Evidence of the role of distinctive features in speech is also rel­
ated to speech in language acquisition (Jakobson, 1941). As a result of 
differences in feature acquisition some phonemes, for example stop 
consonants, are acquired earlier than others (Jakobson and Halle, 1968). 
Menyuk (1968) found the same rank order of feature usage for both 
Japanese and American children. For both language groups, consonants 
with the feature specifications ( [ + nasa]] , [ + grave] , [ + voice] ) 
were used earlier than consonants with the feature specifications 
( [ + diffuse] , [ + continuant] and [ + strident] ). It was suggested 
that feature usage may be hierarchically ordered in language develop­
ment. Tikofsky and Mclnish (1967) did a pilot study on discrimination 
of CV syllables by 7 year-old subjects. Results indicated that the 
findings of Miller and Nicely with respect to non-random distribution 
of errors across features were also confirmed for children. The import­
ant aspect of this study was that no masking noise was used. Presum­
ably because of the age of the subjects, confusions correspond with 
features that were not yet fully mastered. Closely related to this 
point of view is the discussion of Abbs and Minifie (1969) with res­
pect to the child's ability to speak and discriminate speech sounds. 
They argue that as the child develops his communicative abilities, 
confusion errors vanish feature by feature. 
Deviations in speech production, finally, also seem to proceed accor­
ding to a feature processing of speech. In aphasia stop consonants ( ρ 
and b) are lost later than, for example, fricatives (cf. Jakobson, 1971). 
Speech errors due to tongue slips too tend to differ in only one or 
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two distinctive features from the intended segment of a sound sequence 
(Cohen, 1969; Nooteboom, 1967; Máckay, 1972) . 
In conclusion, we may say that the feature processing of the incoming 
speech signal suggests a correlation between speech representation and 
speech processing. It also means that the distinctive feature corresponds 
to specific characteristics of the speech signal. The speech perception 
system is then adapted to transmission of these characteristics of the 
speech signal whereas other characteristics are disregarded. We shall 
present, now, a preliminary model concerning the initial perceptual anal-
ysis of auditorily, visually and audiovisually received CV syllables. 
1.5. INPUT NDDALITY AND SPEECH PROCESSING 
If we assume that the processing of the speech signal is based on a 
feature processing system, the output of this system may be considered 
a feature representation of the speech signal. This feature representat-
ion may then be the input to the speech recognition routine. That is, 
between the incoming speech signal and the process through which the 
signal is perceived there is a feature representation of the speech sign-
al which may be considered its "apparent (phenomenal) external structure". 
The "apparent external structure" of a speech signal can be considered 
a matrix, with the columns indicating the position of a segment along 
the features. If the speech signal is received without distortion, (dist-
ortion may be a function of either environmental "noise" or incomplete 
analysis by the perceptual system, or both), the matrix will reflect the 
feature specification in the abstract representation of the articulation 
of the speech sound (i.e. the phonetic matrix). 
The feature matrix of the "apparent external structure" is the input 
to the recognition routine. This means that, given this matrix, the 
correct abstract representation of the syllable, word, phrase or sentence 
which has been produced can be recovered. This abstract representation 
may underlie an overt reaction when repetition is required of the syll-
able, word, phrase or sentence presented. The abstract representation 
1
 Hcwever, articulator/ similarity may not be the major cause for tongue slips. 
Segmental slips are often the result of interaction, at the neural level, of 
higher-order units: phonemic clauses or tone-groups (Boomer and Laver, 1968). 
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may also serve for higher order speech processing, i.e. semantic 
interpretation or memorizing. So, when a syllable, word, phrase or 
sentence is presented auditorily, the "apparent external representat-
ion" reflects the phonetic representation. Description of the process 
according to which presented speech is perceived is given in recognition 
models. The initial perceptual analysis discussed so far is presented 
in Diagram 1.3. The proximal stimili resulting from a speaker's articul-
ation can have an acoustical and a visual aspect. In order to derive 
a feature representation of the perceived speech, some auditory and 
visual feature processing should be performed on the internally 
represented acoustical and visual pattern i.e. the echoic representat-
ion and kinetic representation of the proximal stimulus. The result of 
this processing is the "apparent external structure", which serves as 
input for further higher order processing. 
auditory 
matrli 
"apparent external 
structure" 
visual 
matrix 
The feature matrix of the "apparent external structure" is only 
related to one particular speech signal. Each time the same syllable, 
word, phrase or sentence is presented, a new feature matrix emerges. 
Feature matrices that emerge from repeated presentations of the same 
speech signal differ. Such a difference may be due to distortions in 
the speech signal caused by less than optimal environmental conditions 
or poor functioning of the perceptual system. When the speech signal 
is distorted, the correct value of a feature may not always be recover-
ed. For example, because of environmental noise, the word "Danny" 
can be understood as "Benny". In the feature system of Chomsky and 
Halle (1968) the segment /d/ which has the feature specification 
1 coronal has received the specification 2 coronal for the binary 
feature coronal. When the word is repeated, the correct specificat-
ion 1 coronal may be assigned to the first segment of the word. To 
find the degree of discriminability of the feature coronal for auditorily 
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articulation 
pattern 
temporary store 
echoic 
representation 
auditory feature 
processing system 
visual 
pattern 
temporary store 
kinetic 
representation 
visual feature 
processing system 
Diagram 1.3 
presented speech, we may perform a forced choice experiment with two 
syllables, /bi/ and /di/ for example, which differ only with respect 
to this feature. Repeated presentation, one syllable at a time, of 
both /bi/ and /di/ under a fixed signal-to-noise ratio will, if the 
ratio is low enough, cause a considerable amount of confusion. All 
other things being equal, the percentage of correct reactions is a 
measure of the degree of discriminability of the feature coronal given 
the specific speech-to-noise ratio. To express the degree of discrimin-
ability of a feature representation of a speech signal, we may use an 
extended categorical matrix. A cell of this matrix will not only have 
a specification + or - , but also a D. value indicating the degree of 
discriminability of the feature. If the feature is binary and D. is ex-
pressed in terms of percentage correct, then with D. = .70 for ooronal 
the feature specification for /b/ in such case is given in (4) and 
that for /d/ in (5); the D. value for the other features has deliberat-
ely been left out. 
consonantal 
vocalic 
voiced 
anterior 
coronal 
continuant 
nasal 
strident 
/b/ 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
.70 
-
-
-
Cs) 
consonantal 
vocalic 
voiced 
anterior 
coronal 
continuant 
nasal 
strident 
/d/ 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
.70 
-
-
-
Note that the value of D. can only be determined after presentation of 
stimuli that differ with respect to the feature in question. 
Thus, in the following, we shall be talking about two types of feat-
ure matrices. First, the "apparent external structure", which is an 
abstract perceptual code. It has integers as entries. Second, an exper-
imental data matrix, based on overt reactions of the subject which will 
therefore be called "performance matrix". It is an extended categorical 
matrix with entries + or - and D· values. With respect to the "apparent 
external structure" we have assumed that this matrix provides the 
necessary information that is used by the speech perception system in 
higher order processing. As such, this feature matrix is specific and 
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limited to a particular presentation of a speech signal. If the feature 
specification (scale value) of an entry is wrong, for example, 1 F, in-
stead of 2 F. then the feature matrix may cause a wrong perception of 
the presented speech signal. Hcwever, a following presentation of the 
same speech signal may be represented correctly. The "perfoimance ma-
trix" on the other hand only indicates the discriminability of a feat-
ure. The value D· in a square of this matrix is based on repeated pres-
entation of the same speech signal and expresses the degree of discrim-
inability of the feature in question. Th assimed feature matrix for the 
"apparent external structure" and the "performance matrix" will now be 
considered in relation to the recognition of consonant-vowel syllables 
when presented auditorily, visually and audiovisually. 
Let us first consider the matrices with respect to hearing. If we 
assume that the incoming acoustic signal is analysed in terms of the 
CH feature system (Chomsky and Halle, 1968), the feature matrix for the 
"apparent external speech structure" (henceforward Auditory matrix) 
specifies for each entry the scale value expressed by the integers 1 
and 2. If the speech signal is received correctly, the correct value 
appears in each square of this matrix. A change in scale value within 
one of these squares will result in a wrong percept. As has been said 
above, a wrong scale value may be caused by less than optimal discrim-
inability of the corresponding feature. The degree of discriminability 
may be described in an "Auditory performance matrix". What can this 
"perfoimance matrix" tell us about the recognition of CV syllables 
when they are presented under adverse hearing conditions? Consider 
a forced choice experiment with the following four CV syllables: 
/bí/, /di/, /pi/ and /ti/. The difference among the syllables 
can be described by two distinctive features, namely coronal and 
voice. Table 1. S. 1 gives the categorical feature specificatims 
which are related to the two distinctive features. If, because of en-
vironmental noise, the feature coronal becomes less discriminable than 
voice, the D^ value for the square in the row coronal will be smaller 
than the D. value for the square in the row voice, given that a large 
D- value corresponds with a better discriminability of the feature. 
Table 1.5.1 Distinctive feature specifications for four CV syllables 
(the /i/ is deliberately omitted). 
coronal 
voice 
b 
V 
i 
V 
V 
Ρ 
V 
D 2 -
t 
V 
V 
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ïhe consequence is that CV syllables which differ only with respect to 
coronal (/bi/ and /di/ or /pi/ and /ti/), will be more frequently con-
fused than consonants which differ only with respect to voioe (/bi/ and 
/pi/ or /di/ and /ti/). These predictions can be tested by inspecting 
the confusion matrix, which indicates the frequency of a specific react-
ion to the presentation of a specific CV syllables. Conversely, given 
a confusion matrix which represents the frequency of confusions between 
each pair of the four CV syllables /bi/, /di/, /pi/ and /ti/ when pres-
ented an equal пшіЬег of times, the relative discriminability of both 
coronal and voice can be detennined by comparing the confusion between 
syllables which differ with respect to coronal to that of syllables 
which differ with respect to voice . An alternative measure of the 
discriminability of features can be the amount of information trans­
mission in bits (cf. Miller, 19S5; Gamer, 1962). 
When speech is presented visually (speechreading only) to the hear­
ing subject, any of two different strategies may be applied. First, the 
seen movements of the articulators may be rehearsed. This strategy is 
depicted in Diagram 1.4. The subject may try to repeat the seen movements 
of the articulators and in so doing may produce the speech signal 
subvocally or aloud. The resulting echoic representation is then process­
ed by the usual auditory feature analysis, i.e. an auditory matrix will 
then represent the information in the apparent external structure. 
Secondly, the seen movements of the articulators may be analysed immed­
iately in terms of distinctive features. This is shown in Diagram 1.3. 
In the present study these different strategies for translating the 
stored information into features are assumed to exist and will not be 
further analysed. The starting point for our research will be the 
assumed feature matrix that represents the information from the inccming 
signal whatever the intervening process. For purposes of simplicity we 
shall speak of "Visual matrix", when we refer to the feature matrix 
based on information from speechreading and of "Auditory matrix" when 
the original signal is sound. In the case of speechreading, it is to 
be expected that the D values of features will show a different pattern 
from that for auditory presentation of speech. For example , it is 
likely (and it will be shown in Chapter 2) that the feature coronal 
has a higher D value than voice in speechreading as opposed to hearing. 
Foi; whereas the difference between voiced and voiceless, e.g. between 
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/Ъ/ and /ρ/ is hardly visible, these labials may almost perfectly be 
discriminated from dentals such as /d/ and /t/. 
acouslical 
/ pattern 
articulation 
temporary store 
^ \ visual 
pattern 
Diagram 1.4 
echoic 
representation 
kinetic 
representation 
Diagram 1.5 
temporary store 
auditory feature 
processing system 
visual feature 
processing system 
echoic 
representation 
I uditory fealu re 
1 processing system 
kinetic 
representation 
auditory 
maini N . 
visual / 
matrix 
echoic 
rticulatorv 
1 imitation 
audiovisual 
Interaction 
system 
auditory 
malrix 
"apparent external 
combined 
feature matrix 
" pparent external 
When speech is presented under adverse hearing conditions and both 
hearing and speechreading are used (audiovisual reception) the presentat-
i m of the "apparent external structure" of the speech signal in terms 
of a feature matrix cannot be given in a straightforward fashion. It 
is not necessary that both the auditory and visual information determine 
the scale value of a feature. But if they do interact, which will in 
general be the case, the form of such an interaction must be specified. 
Consider the feature matrix of the "apparent external structure" that 
occurs in relation to a particular audiovisual presentation. Let us 
call this the conbined feature matrix. The scale value in each entry 
of this matrix emerges as a result of the interaction between the audit­
ory and the visual information. How can this interaction be character­
ized? Let us assume that on each presentation there first emerge separ­
ate feature matrices for the auditory and visual information, i.e. 
the second visual strategy is followed. These matrices might then 
interact in such a way that one coiibined feature matrix results ; see 
Diagram 1.5. For purposes of illustration, an experiment may be consid­
ered in which the four CV syllables /bi/, /di/, /pi/ and /ti/ are 
presented one at a tine. As has been mentioned above, these CV syllables 
are each distinguishable on account of two features: voioe and eoranal. 
On a specific presentation, for example /bi/, the cells of the segment 
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/b/ may have a scale value of 1 or 2. Let us assume that the scale 
value for /b/ in the row coronal of the visual matrix is 1, but 2 
in that of the auditory matrix. What scale value is then to be given to 
the segment /b/ in the combined feature matrix? If in the case of speech-
reading the feature can be discriminated quite clearly, the combined 
feature matrix will get the specification 1. That is, it is reasonable 
to assume an interaction process in which the discriminability of the 
feature is taken into account. This can be done by expressing the prob-
ability of a feature value, i.e. its discriminability, in a particular 
cell of the Audiovisual performance matrix as a function of the prob-
abilities of the same feature value in the corresponding entries of the 
Auditory and Visual performance matrices. The exact character of this 
interaction will be considered in Chapter 3. In Chapter 2, ordinal 
relations between features will suffice in order to describe the percept-
ual confusions of audiovisually, auditorily and visually received CV syll-
ables. 
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CHAPTER 2 
P R O C E S S I N G O F D I S T I N C T I V E F E A T U R E S 
A N D R E S P O N S E P R O B A B I L I T Y 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Whenever experimental data are interpreted in teims of distinct-
ive features an additional statement may be necessary concerning 
the underlying speech processing system that uses the distinctive 
feature as a processing unit. This will certainly be the case where 
the relationship between on the one hand linguistic description in 
terms of phonological distinctive features and on the other hand 
language behaviour must be made understandable rather than be taken 
for granted. In this chapter evidence will be related to both the 
distinctive feature as a unit in speech processing and the way the 
distinctive features are processed. The underlying speech processing 
system will be considered only from the point of view of the recogn-
ition of CV syllables. The issue whether or not the speech process-
ing system will be different when either the processing unit or the 
speech signal is different, falls outside the scope of our study 
and, therefore, will remain untouched. The discussion is organized 
as follows. First, we use a clustering procedure to obtain a hier-
archical representation of confusions among CV syllables which is 
then interpreted in terms of the feature system proposed by Chomsky 
and Halle (1968). Subsequently a procedure will be developed on the 
basis of which the confusion matrix can be predicted. This will be 
done in order to present evidence in favour of an assumed underly-
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ing tree-like decision structure that characterizes the recognition 
process. Finally, this particular recognition process is considered 
the reflection of a general choice strategy. 
2.2. HIERARCHICAL ORDERING OF DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
It has been stated (see Section 1.5) that the discriminability of 
features is recoverable fron the confusion data of CV syllables which 
are distinguishable on these features. Conversely, given a numerical 
description of the degree of confusion within a set of CV syllables, 
an optimal clustering of this set into subsets, sub-subsets, etc. may 
be derived. The empirical issue, now, is whether these clusterings 
can be related to theoretical phonological features, and whether a 
hierarchical representation of the confusions in terms of these emp-
irical features gives an adequate description of the data. An algor-
ithm for the cluster analysis of the confusion data will be reviewed 
in connection with the discussion of the experimental results. 
Experiment 1 
Method 
Stimuli. Six consonant-vowel (CVI syllables were used consisting of 
the consonants /b/,/p/,/d/,/t/,/z7, /s/followed by the vowel /ty.The vocal-
ic nucleus selected is phonetically a short /I/. In each of the 7 ser-
ies constructed, each consonant occurred 7 times, i.e. each series cont-
ained 42 items. The random order in which the items appeared differed 
in each of the series. The CH feature specifications for the six stim-
uli are given in Table 2.2.1. 
Procedure. The presentation of the auditory and visual information 
was varied by means of a video recorder. In the visual and audiovis-
ual presentation conditions, the subject faced the speaker directly 
(front view) from a distance of 7-8 feet in front of the monitor 
screen. Head and neck of the speaker could be seen on the television 
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monitor. The Of syllables were pronounced in Dutch by one female speak­
er, who kept her own natural speaking rate and had a plainly set facial 
expression rather than a smiling one and a normal lip movement rather 
than a tight lip movement (cf. Stone 1957). Hearing was restricted, 
because the speech signal received by earphones was mixed electronic­
ally with noise generated by a random noise generator. Signal-to-
noise-ratios of -15 db,-12 db,-9 db were used. During the video-
recording the speaker monitored the speech intensity level visually 
on a VU meter. In the auditory and audiovisual conditions the sound 
pressure level of the speech received at the ear was 60 db and in the 
visual condition a constant noise of about 60 db could be heard. In 
the auditory condition the image of the speaker could not be seen bec­
ause the monitor screen was then covered. In all cases subjects knew 
in advance the pool from which items were presented one at a time. 
Prior to the presentation of an item (approximately 1 sec.) a warning 
light in the lower left comer of the monitor screen flashed on for 
0.5 second. Subjects were instructed to give as a response the conson­
ant fron the pool of items which matched the stimulus best. In the aud­
iovisual condition they were instructed to use information from both 
sources in the choice of their response. They wrote their response on 
answer sheets. Each of the 3 (signal-to-noise ratios) χ 2 (auditory + 
audiovisual) + 1 (visual) presentation conditions appeared once in 
each of four experimental sessions. The conditions were presented in 
a random order. 
Subjects. Three students served as subjects in this experiment after 
receiving training trials during one hour in order to become used to 
the s et of CV syllables and the presentation conditions. They were 
native speakers of Dutch. All subjects had normal hearing as tested by 
pure tone audicmetry. The subjects were paid an hourly wage. 
iable 2.2.1. Feature specifications describing the difference among 
the consonants /b/, /p/, /d/, /t/, /z/ ала /s/. 
h ρ d t ζ s 
voice + - + 
coronal + + 
continuant -
strident -
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Results 
The confusion matrices are presented in Appendix A. Each of these 
matrices was transformed into a similarity matrix. In order to derive 
a similarity matrix, a measure of similarity s(x, y) was obtained for 
each of the n(n-1)/2 pairs of consonants χ and y, defined by 
f(x, y) f(y, x) 
(6) s(x, y) = + (Johnson, 1967) 
f(x, x) f(y, y) 
where f (x, y) is the frequency with which the consonant χ was heard as 
the consonant y. These symmetrical matrices were subjected to a clus­
ter analysis. We chose Johnson's "Hierarchical Clustering Schemes-
analysis" (cf. Johnson, 1967). For details of this much used procedure 
we refer to the original article. In essence, Johnson's algorithm is 
a constructive procedure giving a step-by-step reduction of the order 
of the similarity matrix. At each step, the highest similarity value 
in the matrix indicates which pairs of objects have to be clustered. 
Clustering proceeds by coalescence of the corresponding rows (and 
columns, respectively) in the similarity matrix. Coalescence can be 
achieved in two different ways. One procedure (the connectedness 
method) replaces each pair of corresponding similarities by the lar­
ger of the two. The other procedure (diameter method) favours the 
smallest similarity as representative for the relation between the 
new cluster and the other object. By applying both procedures, any 
necessity is avoided of taking sane weighted average of the two origin­
al similarity values as representative; this would make the clusterings 
sensitive to monotonous transformations of the similarity data. The 
step-by-step clustering of objects ends when all the objects considered 
have become elements of one cluster (strong clustering). The results 
of this procedure can be represented as trees. The branching of the 
tree pictures the successive clusterings. The nodes of the tree have 
values, which are simply the similarity values indicating the similar­
ity between particular clusters to be made at each successive step. 
If the trees obtained from the diameter and the connectedness meth-
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ods axe structurally identical, this is usually taken as evidence for 
the existence of what is called an "underlying hierarchical structur-
e". Technically speaking, a similarity matrix has an "underlying hier­
archical structure" if the so-called ultrametric inequality holds. It 
says that the similarity between two objects in the set should never 
be smaller than the smallest similarity of these objects with a cann­
on third object, i.e. s(x,z) > min ['s(x,y), s(y,z")] . where x,y and 
ζ are any three objects in the set. If a data matrix is hierarchical, 
diameter and connectedness solutions are identical. Inversely, struct­
ural identity of the two solutions is likewise indicative of an und­
erlying hierarchical structure. Miller (1969) uses an overlap meas­
ure, 0, for the correspondence of the two trees. 
2 NC C 
(7) 0 
NC,- + NC dia con 
Where NC is the number of clusters camion to both methods of anal­
ysis , NCj- the number of clusters obtained with the diameter method 
and NC the number of clusters obtained with the connectedness 
con 
method. Under identical clustering conditions the overlap proport­
ion 0 equals 1.00. In the present stage of our analysis we will use 
this measure as an indication of the degree of hierarchy underlying 
the data. In a further analysis to be given in section 2.3 we will 
use a more direct measure for the correspondence between tree 
structure and data. 
The tree solutions are given in figures 2.2.1 - 2.2.6. Table 2.2.2 
gives the corresponding overlap values. Figure 2.2.1 gives a present­
ation of the tree structure for the visual (V), auditory (A) and 
audiovisual (A/V) conditions (signal-to-noise ratio of -15 db) obt­
ained with the diameter method. The numbers down the left-hand side of 
each graph are the similarity values associated with each cluster­
ing. Adopting the teiminology of Chomsky and Halle (1968) we may 
say that in Figure 2.2.1 a (visual cues only) the first partition­
ing is due to the feature coronal, the second one to the features 
continuant and strident, (henceforward continuant/strident) and 
the third to the feature voice. In Figure 2.2.1 b (auditory cues 
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only) the order is 'Voice-continuant/strident-coronal 'land in Figure 
2.2.1 с (auditory and visual cues combined)'toronal-voice-continuant/ 
strident!'With the connectedness method the same Hierarchical Clust­
ering Schemes (HCS3) were found as with the diameter method. The ov­
erlap proportion, <L is,therefore, 1.00 in each of the three present­
ation conditions. The HCSs derived by the connectedness method are 
shown in Figure 2.2.2. Notice that the HCSs can be described by the 
same set of features. Only the order of features is different for the 
three cases, but corresponds perfectly to the respective connected­
ness solution for their conditions. 
Table 2.2.2. Overlap of HCS solutions by the diameter method and the connect­
edness method. 
Auditory Visual Audiovisual 
-15 db -12 db -9 db -15 db -12 db -9 db 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 0.67 
Figures 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 show the HCSs obtained with the diameter 
and the connectedness method respectively for the consonants pres­
ented at a signal-to-noise ratio of -12 decibels. With respect to the 
auditory presentation, the same HCS was obtained with both methods 
(0 = 1.00). Furthermore, these HCSs do not differ from those obtain­
ed with data of the "auditory -15 db" presentation condition. With 
Equation (7) an overlap percentage of 1.00 was found between the 
diameter and connectedness solutions. These overlap percentages are 
given in Tables 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. In the case of the audiovisual pres­
entation, however, different HCSs have been obtained with the two 
methods, as shown in Figures 2.2.3 b and 2.2.4 b. An 0 of only .57 
is obtained in this case. In this condition the partitioning of the 
consonants into clusters cannot be meaningfully related to separate 
features. With the diameter method the first partitioning gives the 
Clusters (d-z) on the one hand, and (b-p-t-s) on the other hand. The 
two clusters cannot be contrasted on the basis of a single one of the 
three features voice, coronal and continuant/etrn.dent. Take for inst­
ance the consonants in the cluster (d-z). Although both consonants 
are [ + voice] and [ + coronal], they do not form a separate cluster 
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Table 2.2.3. Overlap of HCS solutions (diameter Method). 
Auditory Visual Audiovisual 
A -IS db 
-12 db 
- 9 db 
V 
A/V -IS db 
-12 db 
- 9 db 
-15 db -12 db 
1.00 
-9 db 
1.00 
1.00 
0 
0 
0 
-15 db 
0 
0.50 
-12 db 
0 
0 
0.30 
0.86 
-9 db 
0 
0 
0 
0.86 
0.30 
0.J3 
on the basis of their feature specificaticns because in the cluster 
(b-p-t-s) the consonant /b/ is [ + voice] and the canscnants /s/ and 
/t/ are [ + coronal]. Since the clusters are not different with resp­
ect to oontinuant/etrident either, this first partitioning of the 
consonants into two clusters does not reflect the operation of just 
one feature. 
Table 2.2.4. Overlap of HCS solutions (connectedness method). 
Auditory Visual Audiovisual 
A -15 db 
-12 db 
- 9db 
V 
A/V -15 db 
-12 db 
- 9 db 
-IS db 
-12 db 
1.00 
-9 db 
1.00 
1.00 
0 
0 
0 
-15 db 
0 
0.50 
-12 db 
0 
0 
0.50 
0.75 
-9 db 
0 
0 
0 
0.57 
0.30 
0.30 
The HCS in this condition has an overlap of 0.86 with the correspond­
ing one at a signal-to-noise ratio of -15 db. With the connectedness 
method an HCS had been obtained that has an overlap of 0.75 with that 
at a signal-to-noise ratio of -15 db. After the first partitioning 
which reflects the feature oorcnal the alternatives with the value 
[ + coronal] are not further partitioned according to one unique feat­
ure. On the contrary the voioed etap (d) is first partitioned off, 
then the voioed fricative (ζ), leaving the unvoiced ooronals Ct-s) 
for further partitioning. 
At a signal-to-noise ratio of -9 db the auditory condition gives the 
same HCS as at a signal-to-noise ratio of -15 db and -12 db (0 • 1.00). 
The HCSs related to the diameter and connectedness method are shown 
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in Figures 2.2.5 and 2.2.6, respectively. In the audiovisual condition 
the diameter method gives three clusters, (b-p), (d-t) and (z-s). The 
overlap between this tree and those obtained at signal-to-noise ratios 
of -15 db and -12 db is 0.30 and 0.33, respectively. The HCS obtained 
with the connectedness method (Figure 2.2.6) has an overlap of 0.67 
with that obtained with the diameter method. An overlap of 0.30 is found 
with the HCSs at signal-to-noise ratios of -15 db and -12 db. At the 
level of three clusters, the partitioning of the consonants was : (b-p), 
(d-z-s) and (s). The cluster (d-z-s) was partitioned further into the 
clusters Cd) and (z-s). 
Two major conclusions can be drawn from the results of this experi-
ment. First of all, a hierarchical clustering representation could be 
derived for most of the similarity matrices. This means that we could 
obtain an optimal grouping of CV syllables into a set of non-overlapp-
ing clusters, which are grouped further into a set of "super-clusters" 
and so on until only one cluster remains. Secondly, except for the 
conditions audiovisual -12 db and -9 db, the clusterings (non-over-
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Іарріпк clusters) could properly be related to the distinctive feat­
ures that describe the differences among the six CV syllables. 
Discussion 
The results of the experiment revealed that for most conditions the 
HCS of a data matrix can be considered one of the set of HCSs which 
could be obtained by partitioning the CV syllables on the basis of the 
distinctive features involved. This is in accordance with the view 
(see Section 1.4) that confusions between CV syllables can be mean­
ingfully described in terms of distinctive features. Or, stated diff­
erently, the distinctive feature can be considered a meaningful unit 
in speech processing. 
The order of features reflected by the respective feature hier­
archies corresponds to that of earlier findings. With respect to 
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visual presentation of CV syllables Woodward and Barber (1961), and 
Eggeimont (1964) found that labials are hardly ever confused with non-
labials (the feature coronal) and the differences between CV syllables 
on the basis of voicing alone (the feature voice) do not guarantee 
perceptual discrimination in speechreading. Thus, a difference betw-
een CV syllables due to the feature coronal will lead to a better 
discrimination between the CV syllables than when the CV syllables 
differ with respect to voice. In the case of auditory presentation 
condition, the same ordering of features has been found in the HCSs 
obtained from the Miller and Nicely data. (cf. Johnson 1967). 
The identical hierarchical structures of the three HCSs that are 
associated with the three auditory presentation conditions (-15 db, 
-12 db and -19 db) suggest that for auditory presentation, an increase 
of noise does not affect the relative ordering of the features. Wheth-
er or not the same will hold for audiovisual presentation cannot be 
said on the basis of the HCS solutions obtained. In two cases of aud-
iovisual presentation, at -12 db and -9 db, different HCS solutions 
were obtained with the diameter and connectedness methods; a result 
which prevents expressing an opinion in favour of any specific HCS 
solution. 
The Experiment also throws seme light upon the effect of comb-
ining hearing and speechreading in the recognition of CV syllables. 
Firstly, in the audiovisual condition, the probability of confusion 
between two CV syllables is generally less than that in the auditory 
and visual presentation condition. This is noticeable fron a compar-
ison of the similarity values related to the audiovisual condition 
which were relatively smaller than those related to both the audit-
ory and the visual condition. Secondly, when speech is received aud-
iovisually, the CV syllables with which a specific CV syllable is 
most frequently confused, may be different from the CV syllables with 
which it is most frequently confused in the auditory or the visual 
condition. That is to say, "in the audiovisual condition the similarity 
relations between CV syllables are generally different from those in the 
auditory and visual conditions. Finding different HCSs in the three 
presentation conditions supports this conclusion. 
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2.3. TREE STRUCTURE OF HCS AS A DECISION STRUCTURE 
2.3.1.The underlying decision structure 
So far, the experimental evidence relates to a description of 
the confusions among speech sounds in terns of phonological dist­
inctive features. By merging consonants into clusters on the basis 
of similarity values derived from an asymnetrical confusion matrix, 
those distinctive features could be recovered which give a linguist­
ic description of the differences between the speech sounds involved. 
This suggests that the distinctive feature should be considered a 
fundamental unit in speech processing. In the present section the 
possible role of the distinctive feature in speech processing will be 
considered somewhat more closely. The central issue of the discuss­
ion will be the assumption that the hierarchical structure of the tree, 
representing the HCS obtained, reflects a corresponding underlying 
tree-like decision structure. 
The underlying decision structure can be regarded as a sequence 
of cycles of two-stage processes which starts at the moment a CV syll­
able has been received. Figure 2.3.1 shows a flow diagram indicating 
the main parts of this process. The incoming speech signal is design­
ated as "apparent structure" (see Section 1.5), thus including the 
possibility that, due to either environmental conditions (e.g. noise) 
от organic malfunctioning (e.g. loss of hearing), the incraning signal 
may have been distorted prior to processing. This information enters 
the feature analysing system which successively generates and tests 
phonological distinctive features and outputs the category + or -
for each feature, given the "apparent structure" as input. Note that 
this category may differ from that in the feature specification of the 
stimulus. Due to distortions of the kind mentioned above, the apparent 
structure might reflect another category of the feature than did the 
actual stimulus. The ease of distinguishing the categories plus(+) and 
minus (-) of a feature is considered its degree of discriminability. 
Thus, feature F.. has a larger degree of discriminability than feature 
F 2 whenever the feature generator can attach one of the categories + 
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Flow diagram indicating the main parts of the underlying process 
or - of Fj more easily to the "apparent structure" than would be the 
case for F-. Later on the relative discriminability of a feature will 
be expressed in terms of the probability of correct identification. 
At stage 1 of each cycle of the process, represented by Figure 
2.3.1 one feature only is selected. This may occur on the basis of 
different selection procedures. Let us consider the selection proced­
ure which has been applied in this study. We assume that at stage ] 
of the different cycles those features only should be considered for 
selection which provide information concerning the differences betw­
een the alternatives in the set. These features are represented by 
F p F-, Fj and F. in the flow diagram of Figure 2.3.1; the features 
represented by F are those which do not provide such information. 
Furthermore we assume that features will be selected on the basis of 
their relative degree of discriminability, the feature with a relat­
ive higher degree of discriminability being selected prior to that 
with a relative low degree of discriminability. At the second stage, 
the feature selected together with the information concerning the 
category + or - to which the "apparent structure" belongs will be 
used as the criterion on the basis of which a covert categorizing 
response is made. This criterion divides the total set of response 
alternatives into two parts: one part labelled "accepted" (A) 
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and the other "rejected" (R). The part labelled "accepted" (A) consists 
of those CV syllables in the set which belong to the same category of 
the feature F as the "apparent structure" had been ascribed to. Thus, 
after selection of feature F.., the response alternatives represented 
by A are pertitioned into the subsets labelled A. (accepted after F..) 
and R.. (rejected after F J in Figure 2.3.1. The accepted CV syllables 
enter the second cycle as possible response alternatives, where at the 
first stage the feature with the next highest degree of discriminabil-
ity will be selected. At the second stage of this second cycle the numb-
er of response alternatives is reduced further. After this cycle a 
third one, fourth one, etc., follows until only one of the response 
alternatives remains in the accepted part, which is then given as a 
response. 
It is obvious that, whenever in a cycle only one response remains in 
the "accepted" set that alternative will be given as a response indep-
endent of whether or not all the features describing the differences 
between the alternatives in the original set have been selected. Note 
further that when a selected feature provides a similar description of 
a set of CV syllables as one that has been selected earlier, the number 
of response alternatives in the part labelled "accepted" should remain 
as after the preceding cycle. Thus, if F.. and F3 in Figure 2.3.1 give 
information that leads to an identical feature specification of the 
alternatives in the set, the subset of response alternatives represent-
ed by A, should be identical to that represented by A, ; the subset R, 
is zero. The features F- and F_ will be called the complex feature 
VF3· 
The assumed underlying tree-like decision structure implies that the 
distinctive features specifying differences between CV syllables are 
processed serially and in a fixed order. Besides, given the tree-like 
decision structure, seme responses will be given before all distinctive 
features specifying the differences between the CV syllables have been 
processed. This manner of feature processing is called "self-terminat-
ing"; this in centrasi to "exhaustive", the mode of feature processing 
in which all relevant features are processed before any reaction foll-
ows (cf. Egeth 1966). In summary, the mode of feature processing repre-
sented by a tree-structure is defined by the .terms: serial, fixed 
order and self-terminating. This mode of feature processing is one of 
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the possible eight modes which are obtained when the opposites of the 
terms serial, fixed order and seIf-terminating are also counted. These 
should be taken into account, because in contrast to serial feature 
processing the manner of processing might be parallel, which means that 
the features are considered independently of each other and simultaneous­
ly, also in contrast to fixed order, the processing of features can take 
place in a random order (Egeth, 1966). Since the latter contrast is 
redundant when the feature processing is based on a parallel processing 
system, it should be replaced in that case by the contrast "constant ν 
variable feature processing time". This contrast, however, is irrelev­
ant in the serial case. So , in spite of these redundancies we shall 
still have to consider 8 different processing models (cf. Egeth, 1966, 
Howard, 1969 and Grill, 1971). 
An explicit test concerning the question which of the possible eight 
modes of feature processing would give the best account of obtained 
performances will be presented in Chapter 4. In the present chapter, 
however, experimental data will be interpreted only in terms of the 
assumed tree-like decision mode, i.e. serial, fixed order and self-
terminating. At the same time, more evidence is presented in favour of 
the role of the phonological distinctive feature as a unit in speech 
processing. We shall start this exposition by giving a detailed anal­
ysis of hew the model might work in the case of the recognition of a 
concrete set of three CV syllables, namely: /si/, /ti/ and /ài/. 
Consider, in Table 2.3.1, the feature specifications describing the 
differences among the CV syllables /si/, /ti/· and /di/. The feature 
system by Chomsky and Halle (1968) has been used. With regard to these 
features there are two possible underlying decision structures, which 
may be represented by two topologically different tree graphs, either 
the tree in Figure 2.3.2a or that in Figure 2.3.2b. 
In the case of the tree graph in Figure 2.3.2a the feature voiee 
is selected first. The set of alternatives is then partitioned into the 
subsets {/si/, /ti/} and {/ài/}. When {/ál/} occurs in the part labelled 
"accepted" (Α..), the response will be given without a further selection 
of features. However, when the subset {/si/, /ti/} occurs in A^ fur­
ther feature selection will take place. Either oontinuant or strident 
can be selected next, dependent on their relative degrees of discrimin-
ability. After selection of one of these two features, the subset 
SO 
{/si/, /tl/} will be partitioned further into {/si/} and {/ti/}, with 
the result that the response will be given without the other member 
of the feature pair being tested. In fact, for the set of consonants 
in question there is complete confounding of aontinuant and etrident 
as can be seen from Table 2.3.1. In this case one may speak of the 
complex feature oontinuant/etrident, indicating that after the select-
ion of one member of the couple, selection of the other will not contr-
ibute to a further reduction of the subset of response alternatives 
considered at the moment of selection. In the second case represent-
ed by the tree in Figure 2.3.2.b, this complex feature is the first 
to be selected in the underlying decision process. The branching 
structure of this tree indicates that either aontinuant or strident 
should be selected first. Because of one of these features the set of 
alternatives will be partitioned into the subset {/si/} and {/tI/,/dI/}. 
Let us assume that the feature aontinuant has been selected first and 
that the part labelled "accepted" (A.) contains the subset {/tl/Jdl/}, 
then the selection of strident will not lead to a further partition-
ing of this subset. The further partitioning of {/tl/./dl/} into {/ti/} 
and {/di/} can occur after selection of the feature voiae. That is to say, 
whether or not strident has been selected prior to voice, it will not 
contribute to the partitioning of the subset {/tI/,/dI/}. The same reas-
oning holds, of course, with respect to continuant, when strident has been 
selected in the first cycle of the sequence of cycles of two-stage 
processes. 
Table 2.3.1. Feature specifications describing the difference amonj¿ 
the consonants /s/, /t/ and /d/. 
voice 
continuant 
strident 
s 
_ 
+ 
+ 
t 
_ 
-
-
d 
+ 
-
-
Given a confusion matrix resulting from the presentation of the 
CV syllables /si/, /ti/ and /di/ in a recognition experiment, one 
might ask which of the two tree graphs (Figure 2.3.2 a and 2.3.2 b) 
represents the correct underlying decision structure. One way of find-
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ing an answer is to perform a hierarchical clustering scheme analysis 
and just consider the structural equivalent of the tree representation 
of the HCS the correct underlying decision structure. There are at 
least two major reasons why this should not be enough. The first one 
is methodological. This procedure would entail a certain circularity. 
The HCS findings led us to the assumption of a tree-like decision 
procedure which means that the same data cannot be used also as a 
test of such a procedure. Secondly, in the case where the fallible 
data matrix does not satisfy the condition of ultrametric unequality 
(see Section 2.1) the method could not lead to an unambiguous decis­
ion concerning the HCS related to the confusion matrix. Therefore, 
an independent and more direct test of the assumption of underlying 
tree-like decision structures is necessary. A test of this kind may 
be made by trying to predict the conditional probabilities in the coiv-
fusion matrix, given the ordering of the distinctive features in ternis 
of their degree of discriminability. Basically, one could make as 
many predictions of the confusion matrix as there are possible order-
ings of the distinctive features in HCSs, i.e. tree graphs represent­
ing possible HCSs which differ with respect to the ordering of dist­
inctive features. The tree graph which is finally selected as the 
theoretical representation of this assumed underlying decision struct­
ure, is the one that leads to the best fit with these confusion data. 
For the same example, i.e. the stimulus set Usi/, /tl/, /dl/}, 
we will, n w , discuss how the confusion matrix might be predicted 
from such decision structures. 
Table 2.3.2. Theoretical confusion matrix Y based on the tree in 
Figure 2.3.2a. 
Stimuli 
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Figure 2.3.2 Tree graphs representing possible underlying decision structures 
for the set {/s/, /t/, /d/} 
v= voice and c/s= continuant/strident 
2.3.2. Predicting the confusion matrix 
Assuming that the tree-like decision structure can be related to 
the recognition process, the choice of a response will be based on a 
sequential elimination of response alternatives that do not have a 
particular feature category in their feature specifications until a 
single alternative remains. In our analysis the probability of that 
response will be related to a particular feature ordering (i = 1,2,.. 
...k) that is reflected by an underlying tree representation x- and 
to the set of parameters y. (j = 1,2,3,4,....m). These parameters 
refer to the choice probabilities of the feature categories plus (+) 
and minus (-) that are associated with the branches of the tree, 
0 < y· < 1.00. At a particular decision node, the subject's decision 
can always be either + or - . The related probabilities of deciding 
+ or -, given the stimulus information, add up to 1.00. But there 
are nevertheless two independent parameters associated with each dec­
ision node. The first parameter, y., concerns the case where the 
particular feature is indeed present in the stimulus, and where the 
[+ category] is selected at that point in the decision procedure. Of 
course, (1 - y.) is the value for the case where for the same stimul­
us information the decision is negative. The second parameter, y. , 
concerns the case where the feature is absent in the stimulus, and 
where the decision is correctly the [ - category] . Again (1 - y. ) 
indicates the wrong choice (the [ + category] ) in the same case. This 
means that there are twice as many parameters as there are decision 
nodes in the tree or, stated otherwise, there is one parameter for 
each branch in the tree. On the basis of the branching structure of 
x· a theoretical matrix Y. can be inferred that expresses the cond­
itional confusion probabilities of stimulus (s) - response (r) comb­
inations , p(r/s), in terms of its parameter set y·. 
Consider, for example, the matrix Y presented in Table 2.3.2. 
This matrix is based on the tree in Figure 2.3.2 that presents the 
probability of the response /ti/ given the stimulus information. Thus, 
the conditional confusion probability of the response /ti/ given the 
stimulus /di/, P(t/d), should be expressed by the product (1 - УіЗУд· 
This means that at the first node of the tree, which is related to 
voice in Figure 2.3.2.a, choice of the branch associated with 
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['-voice] has been incorrect, /di/ being [+voice] ; according to the truth 
table presented in Table 2.3.3 the probability of this incorrect choice 
is (1 - y.). At the second node, however, the correct branch has been 
chosen; both /d/ and /t/ are [ +coronal]. The probability of this correct 
choice is y.. In the same way, the values in the other entries of the 
matrix Y, presented in Table 2.3.^ have been determined. 
Table 2.3.3 Truth table n l a t i n g to the probability of correctly 
and incorrectly chosen branches of the trees in t-igure 2.3 2 
Braich chosen 
• voice 
• voice 
- voice 
- voice 
* c n i u n u a n i / s m d n u 
* cmtinuant/strident 
- COTtinuant/strulent 
- continuant/strident 
True/False Probabilitv 
У^ 
і-у
г 
у
г 
1-У, 
'з 
1
-и 
*4 
^ З 
The probability of a particular stimulus (s) - response (r) combinat­
ion, P(r/s), can be expressed as well in terms of the subset of resp­
onse alternatives that is daninated by a branch of the tree. Equations 
(8 ) - (11) describe this relationship for the correct choice of /s/ from 
the set {/s/,/t/,/d/}, where the correct choice of /s/ from the subset 
i/s/,/t/} is related to the correct choice of the subset {/s/,/t/} from 
the larger set {/s/,/t/,/d/}. In this sense, the probability of the resp­
onse /si/ given the stimulus /si/ from the set {/sI/,/tI/,/dI/}, P(/s/, 
{/s/,/t/,/d/})fis equal to the probability of choosing /si/ from the subset 
{/sI/,/tI/}), P(/s/, {/s/./t/}), multiplied by the probability of choosing 
that subset, Ρ ({/s/,/t/}, {/s/,/t/,/d/}). In general terms, the probabil­
ity of a response r- given the stimulus s., where s. is a member of the 
accepted set A, is equal to the probability of choosing r- from a subset 
of A multiplied by the probability of that subset. 
(8) Ρ (/s/, {/s/,/t/,/d/}) = у2Уз (see Table 2.3.2) 
(9) Ρ ( {/s/,/t/}, {/s/,/t/,/d/}) = y2(see Figure 2.3.2.a) 
(10) Ρ Us/, {/s/,/t/,/d/}) = y 2 Ρ (/s/, {/s/,/t/}) 
OD Ρ (/s/, {/s/,/t/,/d/}) = у2Уз Ρ (/s/, {/s/}) = y 2y 3 
Note, however that these equations describe the probability of a 
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correct response. If /si/ had been the response when the stimulus was 
/tl/^ Equation (10) should not be used, but Equation (12) where /s'/ 
indicates that /s/ had been an incorrect choice from the subset 
i/s/, /t/}. As a consequence of it Equation (11) should be replaced by 
Equation (13), where (1-y4) is the probability of the incorrect choice 
of the relating branch. Furthermore, the confusion probabilities based 
on Equation (8) - (11) depend on a particular tree x.. Accordingly y, is 
the probability of selecting the subset {(/s/, /t/} from the larger set 
{/s/, /t/, /d/} for that tree only. However, it is also possible (see 
Figure 2.3.2 b) that with another feature ordering and therefore anoth­
er tree, the first subset that includes /s/ is {/s/}. In this case, the 
probability of choosing the branch that dominates the subset {/s/} will 
be y,. As a result, the probability of the correct response /si/ should 
be expressed by Equation (14). 
(12) P(/sV, i/s/, /t/, /d/}) = У 2 P(/s·/, i/s/, /t/}) 
(13) P(/s·/, i/s/, Iti, /d/}) = y 2 (1-y4) P(/s/, {/s/}) = y 2 (1-y4) 
(14) P(/s/, i/s/, /t/, /d/}) = Уз P(/s/, {/s/}) = y 3 
The matrix Y can be transformed into a numerical confusion prob­
ability matrix M by substituting for each parameter y. (j = 1,2,3,.. 
...m) its estimated numerical value. This value should be estimated 
in such a way that the discrepancy between the resulting predicted 
matrix M and the obtained matrix M is minimized. As was mentioned 
above, the number of predicted matrices M, i.e. the number of differ­
ent matrices, should be equal to that of the possible feature order-
ings i. We may then determine, by using a goodness-of-fit measure, 
which of the predicted matrices M has the best fit to the obtained 
matrix M. The tree underlying this predicted matrix M can be consid­
ered as the representation of the assumed underlying decision struc-
ure. 
It should be noted that the trees x. are a subset only of the 
possible trees that may be related to a confusion matrix. Only those 
are considered of which each node is associated clearly with one 
"simple" or "complex" feature. That is to say, one of the two branch-
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es fron a node should point at the subset of alternatives containing 
the category plus (+) in their feature specifications and the other 
to the subset of alternatives containing the category minus (-) in 
theirs. 
2.3.3. Experimental evidence favouring tree-like decision structures 
The procedure outlined above was used to predict the confusion 
matrix of various sets of CV syllables. With respect to each of these 
sets different predictions of a certain confusion matrix were made. 
The number of Y-matrices to predict the confusion matrix was equal 
to the number of tree graphs representing possible underlying tree-
like decision structures. The CV syllables in the sets considered, 
differed with respect to either the consonant, the vowel being the 
same, or the vowel, the consonant being the same. As in Experiment 
1, the CV syllables in Experiments 2 and 3 differed with respect to 
the consonant, whereas those in Experiments 4 and 5 differed with res-
pect to the vowel. 
Experùnents 2 - 5 
Method 
The experimental method of Experiment 1 has been described in Sect-
ion 2.2. Therefore only those of Experiments 2 - 5 will be consid-
ered here. 
Stimuli. Table 2.3.4 shows the information relating to the CV syll-
ables presented and the stimulus series constructed. Since each CV 
syllable had to be presented more than once, randan series were 
constructed in such a way that all CV syllables occurred the same 
number of times in the series. Besides, series containing the same 
CV syllables differed with respect to the random order of occurrence 
of the CV syllables. 
Procedure. The procedure used in Experiments 2 - 5 was similar to 
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Table 2.3.4. Series of CV syllables presented іл Experiments 2 - 5. 
For Experiment 1, see Section 2.2. 
Experiment 2 
Experiment 3 
Experiment 4 
Experiment 5 
CV syllables 
s i , t i , di 
f i , pi, bl, ml 
pi, pi, pe 
pi, Pi, ре, РУ 
Nimber of series 
constucted 
9 
6 
9 
6 
Nunber of items 
in a ser ies 
00 
80 
60 
120 
that of Experiment 1 (see Section 2.2) except for seme minor differ­
ences that are sunmarized in Table 2,3-5. 
Table 2.3.b, Experimental procedure related to Lxperments 2 - S. 
For Experunent 1, see Section 2.2. 
Nunber of sessims Nurber of series Signal-to-noisc 
(different days) m each of the three ratio 
presentation condit­
ions per session 
hxperunent 2 
Lxperunent 3 
Experiment 4 
Experuient 5 
2 
3 
3 
s 
3 -15 db 
2 -12 db 
3 -19 db 
1 -18 db 
Subjects. Just as in Experiment 1, students participating as subjects 
in the Experiments 2 - 5 were native speakers of Dutch, 22 in total. 
Hearing test and payment were the same as in Experiment 1. The number 
of subjects in each of the different subject-groups was 5, 6, 5 and 
6, respectively, for Experiments 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
Results 
Feature ordering as related to the predicted confusion matrix. 
The confusion matrices expressing relative frequencies of stimulus-
response combinations are presented in Appendix A. Each of these 
matrices was transformed into a matrix M of conditional confusion 
probabilities. The procedure described in Section 2.3.2 was then used 
to predict for each possible tree the conditional confusion probab­
ilities, the matrix M. Figures 2.3.2 - 2.3.6 show the trees on the 
basis of which the different predictions were made. Each node of one 
of these trees can be associated with one particular simple or ccm-
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п и т и и \к 
b p d t z s b p d z l s 
~Ε7Γ 
ή íVi 
Π 
π π 
z s b d p t z s b p d l 
Figure 2.3.3 
Tree graphs representing possible underlying decision structures 
for the set {/b/, /p/, /d/, /t/, /z/, /s/} 
v= voice; c= coronal and c/s= continuant/strident 
f ρ b m ρ b I m 
-с7Г 
b m ρ f ρ b m f 
ñ И 
f ρ b m 
Figure 2.3.4 
Tree graphs representing possible underlying decision structures 
for the set {/f/, /p/, /b/, /m/i 
n= nasal, v= voice and c/s= continuant/strident 
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•Л 'il 
„· -, ^  г- I « I l i t 
Figure 2.3.5 
Tree graphs representing possible underlying decision structures 
for the set {/I/, /e/, /i/} 
h= high and t= tense 
I l l y Ι ι · y 
ι ι y t ι y ι > 
Π Fl 
Figure 2.3.6 ι . ι r 
Tree graphs representing possible underlying decision structures 
for the set {/I/, /e/, /i/, /y/} 
r= round, h= high and t= tense 
Table 2.3.6. Feature specifications describing the difference 
among the consonants /f/, /p/, /b/ and /щ/ 
nasal 
voice 
continuant 
strident 
Table 2.3.7, Feature specifications describing the difference 
among the vowels /I/, /i/ and /e/. 
high 
tense 
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Table 2.3.8. Feature specifications describing the difference 
among the vowels / 1 / , /i/, /e/ and /y/. 
Ι ι e y 
high + - + 
tease + 
round + 
plex distinctive feature present in the corresponding feature specif­
ications shown in Tables 2.3.1, 2.2.1 and 2.3.6 - 2.3.8. It should be 
said in advance that these feature specifications have been considered 
linguistically correct. Later on (Chapter 5), we shall discuss the 
procedure to be followed whenever there is scane doubt about the exact 
feature specifications that should be assigned to a set of vowels and 
consonants. 
In order to estimate for the predicted matrix M the parameters 
y. that minimize the discrepancy between M and M, a computer pro-
J 1 2 
gram called Farmfit ' which minimizes the least squares goodness-
of-fit between M and M, has been used. Essentially the program uses 
Table 2.3.9. Estimated parameters y and F values expressing the fit 
between obtained and predicted confusim probabilities Experiment 1 
(/b/, /p/, /t/, /г/, /s/f. 
continuant/ 
voice coronal strident 
+ - + - + -
y i У 2 у 3 У 4 y 5 Уб F 
A/V-1S db .966 .931 .996 .986 .894 .935 .01442 
A/V-12 db .964 .949 .1000 .990 .952 .954 .01635 
A/V- 9 db .986 .955 .995 .993 .969 .983 .00261 
A -IS db .986 .939 .675 .580 .452 .970 .04274 
A -12 db .977 ,981 .756 .627 .656 .980 .03831 
A - 9 db .983 .995 .849 .645 .880 .986 .03056 
V .296 .734 .975 .1000 .830 .813 .05175 
a. A/V • audiovisual, A » auditory, V = visual 
J_ I an. indebted to Mr. G. Fast for providing the computer 
program and to Mr. W. Verstegen for his assistence in adapt­
ing the program to this problem. 
2 I am grateful to Prof. Dr. E. Roskam for his advice during 
the theoretical stage of this analysis. 
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Table 2.3.10. Estimated parameters y , ani F values expressing 
the fit between obtained and predicted confusicn probabilities : 
Experiment 2 (/s/, /t/, /d/ ) a . 
A/V 
A 
•V 
voice 
+ 
'l 
.965 
.938 
.513 
-
h 
.961 
.951 
.661 
continuant/ 
strident 
+ 
Уз 
.519 
.362 
.446 
-
у* 
.789 
.771 
.739 
F 
.00003 
.00019 
.00600 
a. A/V - audi visual; A - auditory; V - visual 
the Gauss-Newton method which works on the basis of a linearization 
procedure. Starting from a set of initial y. values for a given tree, 
these are varied in succession over a range s. At each new value of 
the parameters, an inteimediate matrix M is fitted to fl until the 
2 
difference has been minimized. A measure F, F = -^¡(и1-;.: " ÄJJD » 
has been used to direct the search for the optimal set of parameter 
values. 
Tables 2.3.9 - 2.3.13 show the estimated parameters y. and the 
fit between obtained and predicted confusion matrices in terms of 
F value. Feature orderings and trees which are related to these pred-
icted confusion matrices are indicated in Table 2.3.14. The data in 
this table give rise to the following remarks. First of all, in the 
Table 2.3.11. Estimated parameters y, and F values expressing the fit 
between obtained and predicted confusion probabilities : Experunent 3 
(/f/. /p/. /b/, / m / ) a . 
A/V 
A 
V 
nasal 
-
f 
.985 
.988 
.580 
+ 
У2 
.969 
.966 
.609 
continuant/ 
strident 
-
У3 
.998 
.681 
.998 
+ 
У4 
.993 
.511 
.987 
voice 
+ 
h 
.933 
.90S 
.715 
-
У6 
.945 
.942 
.541 
F 
.00005 
.00044 
.00236 
a. A/V = audiovisual; A - auditory; V = visual 
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Table 2.3.12. Estimated parameters ν and f values expressing the fit 
between obtained and predicted confusion probabilities Experunent 4 
C/I/. /i/. /e/f. 
A/V 
A 
V 
tense 
+ 
Уі 
.825 
.774 
.647 
h 
.761 
.731 
.713 
high 
+ 
Уъ 
.704 
.578 
.668 
У4 
.893 
.802 
.899 
F 
.00036 
.00227 
.001 SS 
a. A/V - audiovisual, A " auditor/, V - visual 
case of Experiment 1, three of the six trees in Figure 2.3.3 could 
be considered the 'correct' underlying decision structure. This is 
due to the fact that in these cases the theoretical matrices Y, 
based on each of these three trees, were identical. That is to say, 
that despite the differences in feature ordering that is reflected 
by the trees, the product of parameters in corresponding entries of 
the matrices Y was based on Figures 2.3.3 b, с and d. So, in these 
cases, the question which of the trees should be considered the 
representation of an underlying decision structure cannot be solv­
ed straightforwardly. However, given the assumption (see Section 
2.2) that the order in which the features are processed depends on 
their relative discriminability, the 'correct' tree can be found by 
deriving the related feature ordering from the probability of the 
feature categories, i.e. the y· values. If D.. and D, are the de-
Table 2.3.13. Estimated parameters γ and F values expressing the f i t 
between obtained and predicted ccnfusim probabilities Experiment 5 
(/I/, /i/, /e/, /y/)a. 
round tense high 
- • - + + -
У 1 y 2 У 3 ' i yS У 6 F 
A/V .994 .998 894 .977 .959 .984 .00020 
A .516 .820 .857 .827 .981 .956 .00021 
V .998 .991 .665 .594 .708 .940 .00264 
a. A/V - audiovisual, А в auditory, V - visual 
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grees of discriminability of features F.. and F,,respectively, and 
(Р^СО» Pi С-)) and (s>2(+), P2C")) ^ 6 probabilities of the relating 
feature categories, then Equation (15) indicates the feature that 
has a greater degree of discriminability, on account of which it 
receives a lower rank in the feature ordering than the other. That 
(15) D1 > D 2 if and only if 
max [ p ^ * ) , P 1 (-) I > max [ p 2(+), P2(-) ] 
is, the feature with a relatively greater degree of discriminabil­
ity will be represented by a node of the tree closer to the root 
than that representing the feature with a relatively smaller de­
gree of discriminability. Substitution of the y. values of Table 
2.3.11 into the right-hand side of Equation (is) leads to the feat­
ure ordering presented in Table 2.3.16. Although it will be rememb­
ered that the HCSs derived from the data matrices of audiovisual 
-12 db and -9 db do not reflect the three distinctive features prop­
erly (see Section 2.2), in the present analysis tree d in Figure 
2.3.3 should be considered the "correct" tree underlying the data 
matrices obtained in these conditions. Later on these discrepanc­
ies between KCS analyses and the present analysis will be subject­
ed to a closer examination. 
A second remark based on the data in Table 2.3.14 concerns the rel­
iability of the feature ordering based on Equation (15). The results 
of the other experiments should be used as an independent test of 
whether or not Equation (15) can be used to recover the "correct" tree, 
i.e. the tree found by the F-maximization procedure. In order to find 
this, both the procedure based on the smallest F value and that based 
on the Equation (15) will give the same feature ordering i.e. the same 
tree. Computation showed that for all of the Experiments 2 - 5 , Equat­
ion (15) led to exactly the same feature ordering as was obtained by 
the F-procedure. This testifies to the reliability of the discrimin­
ability interpretation of the ordering of features. 
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Feature ordering as related to signal-to-noise ratio and presentation 
condition 
With respect to signal-to-noise ratios the results based on the sequent-
ial elimination procedure allow a comparison of the trees obtained und-
er different signal-to-noise ratios. On the basis of the data of Exper-
iment 1 (see Table 2.3.14) it can be said that the hierarchical struc-
tures underlying the confusion matrices obtained under different sig-
nal-to-noise ratios were identical. Thus, feature orderings were stable 
across signal-to-noise ratios. 
Across presentation conditions, however, feature orderings (see Table 
2.3.14) were either identical (Experiment 4) or different (Experiments 2, 
3 and 5). The occurrence of similar or dissimilar feature orderings 
between pairs of presentation conditions seems to be dependent cm the 
nature of the distinctive features involved. With respect to vowel diff-
erences, the feature ordering "high-tense" was quite stable across pres-
entation conditions even when a third feature (Experiment 5) was involv-
ed. Therefore, one can say that in these experiments the feature tense 
had a relatively lower degree of discriminability than the feature high 
irrespective of the presentation condition. 
In the case of consonant differences, however, a consistency of this 
kind in feature ordering was not found. Take, for example, the ordering 
"voice-continuant/strident", voiae being associated with the node that 
is closer to the root of the tree than the node to which continuant/ 
atrident is related. In none of the Experiments was this feature order-
ing stable across presentation conditions. It was found either with both 
audiovisual and auditory (Experiments 1 and 2) or with auditory only 
(Experiment 3). This feature ordering seems to be characteristic of the 
auditory condition. With respect to audiovisual, the order relationship 
between voice and continuant/strident is more dependent on the nature 
of the stimulus set. One aspect of the relevance of the stimulus set 
for the ordering of these features might be the category [ -coronal ] or 
[+coronal ] to which the alternatives belong. The stimulus set which 
was [ -coronal ] was associated with the feature ordering "continuant/ 
strident-voice" (Experiment 3) and when the ordering was "voice-contin-
uant/strident" (Experiment 2), the consonants involved were [ +coronal ] . 
The latter ordering is also supported by the data of Experiment 1. 
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However, when the presentation condition was visual, the relationship 
between αονσηαΐ and the rank ordering of oontinuant/etrident and voice 
did not occur. Whereas the results of Experiments 1 and 2 are in accord­
ance with that relationship, those of Experiment 3 are not. In Experim­
ent 3, where all stimuli are [-coronal], the relating feature ordering 
associated with the tree that underlies the confusion matrix was "cont­
inuant/strident-voice" and not "voice-continuant/strident". Naturally 
enough, the visual cues relating to aontinuant will be picked up bett­
er from lip movements than those of voice which are hardly visible. 
In Chapter 5 the feature orderings obtained in these and other exper­
iments will be interpreted in terms of a phonological description of 
the hierarchical ordering of distinctive features. 
Table 2.3.14. Feature ordering and tree related to the predicted 
confusion matrix with the best f i t to the obtained confusion matrix. 
(A/V » audiovisual, A - auditory, V • visual). 
Experiment Feature ordering 
1 A/V-15 db 
1 A/V-12 db 
1 A/V- 9 db 
Ι Α -15 db 
1 A -12 db 
Ι Α - 9 db 
1 V 
"coronal-voice-CŒitinuant/stndent" tree d Figure 2.3.3. 
"voice-continuant/strident-coronal" 
"coronal-continuant/strident-voiceV 
tree a: Figure 2.3.3. 
tree с: Figure 2.3.3. 
2 A/V 
2 A 
2 V 
"voice-continuant/strident" 
"continuant/strident-voice" 
tree a: Figure 2.3.2. 
tree b- Figure 2.3.2. 
3 A/V "continuant/stndent-nasal-voice" 
3 A "nasal-voice-contmuant/strident" 
3 V "continuant/strident-voice-nasal" 
tree d: Figure 2.3.4. 
tree a: Figure 2.3.4. 
tree с: Figure 2.3.4. 
4 A/V 
4 A 
4 V 
"high-tense" tree a: Figure 2.3.5. 
5 A/V ι 
S V ! 
5 A 
"rcwnd-high-tense" 
"high-tense-round" 
tree a: Figure 2.3.6. 
tree e: Figure 2.3.6. 
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HCS analysis and matrix Y 
The question, whether or not the feature ordering obtained by pred­
icting the matrix of confusion probabilities, is similar to the freq­
uency ordering obtained when an HCS analysis is applied to the related 
matrix of confusion frequencies has already been answered in the affirm­
ative for one case. On the basis of the results of Experiment 1 in both 
the preceding section (2.2) and the present one, the comparison could 
be made straightforwardly. Comparisons relating to the other Experim­
ents, however, were not made because no HCS analysis of those matrices 
was performed. In order to make these comparisons we also applied Johns­
on's HCS analysis to each of the obtained matrices of Experiments 2 - 5 . 
Table 2.3.15 shows that in most of the matrices considered the under­
lying feature ordering, derived by predicting the matrix in terms of 
the assumed tree-like decision structure, was similar to that related 
to the tree-representation of the obtained HCS. A difference between 
tree structures based on the HCS analysis and that based on the matrix Y 
was only found in a few cases: Experiment 4: auditory presentation, 
Experiment 1: audiovisual -12 db and Experiment 1: audiovisual -9 db. Not­
icing that in the two cases of Experiment 1: audiovisual -12 db and -9 db, 
the nodes of the trees relating to the HCS obtained could not be relat­
ed properly to the distinctive features, only the result related to 'Έχ-
periment 4: auditory" has been a clear instance of a discrepancy between 
the two procedures. 
The relationship between HCS analysis and the estimation procedure 
can be described empirically. This can be done by substituting the en­
tries of the theoretical matrix Y into Equation (6) in order to obtain a 
theoretical similarity matrix X. Subsequently, the procedure described 
in section 2.3.2 can be used to estimate the parameters y. that minim­
ize the discrepancy between the predicted similarity matrix S and the 
similarity matrix S based on the obtained confusion matrix. The number 
of predicted similarity matrices S should be equal to that of the poss­
ible feature orderings i that can be related to the set of CV syllables. 
The feature ordering related to the matrix S that is the best predict­
ion of the matrix S should then be similar to that recovered by both 
the HCS analysis and the prediction of the confusion matrix. The entries 
of matrix X, x-., express the similarity, s(i,j), of i and j, where 
the confusion probability of these alternatives is given as an element 
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of the related matrix Y. It should be noted that the matrix X is a symm-
etrical matrix, s(i,j) = s(j,i) and that s(i.,i).is assumed to be unity. 
In order to illustrate this kind of relationship between the HCS 
analysis and the sequential elimination principle, similarity matrices 
were predicted for the CV syllables presented in the Experiments 3 and 4. 
In each case, the obtained similarity matrix was derived by using Equat-
ion (6) and predicted on the basis of the tree structure that might un-
derlie the confusion matrix. 
Table 2.3.15. Correspondence between feature orderings recovered by the 
HCS analysis and the sequential elmmation model (Matrix Y). 
(AA =» audiovisual; A • auditory; V • visual). 
ExperJjnent Matrix Y 
Diameter method Connectedness method 
1 A/V-1S db tree d: Figure 2.3.3 tree d: Figure 2.3.3 tree d: Figure 2.3.3. 
1 A/V-12 db -- — tree d: Figure 2.3.3. 
1 A/V- 9 db — — tree d: Figure 2.3.3. 
1 A -15 db 
1 A -12 db i tree a: Figure 2.3.3 tree a: Figure 2.3.3 tree a: Figure 2.3.3. 
1 A - 9 db ' 
1 V tree c: Figure 2.3.3 tree c: Figure 2.3.3 tree c: Figure 2.3.3. 
2 A/V | tree a: Figure 2.3.4 tree a: Figure 2.3.4 tree a: Figure 2.3.2. 
2A \ 
2 V tree b: Figure 2.3.4. tree b: Figure 2.3.4 tree b: Figure 2.3.2. 
3 A/V tree d: Figure 2.3.5 tree d. Figure 2.3.5 tree d: Figure 2.3.4. 
3 A tree a: Figure 2.3.5 tree a: Figure 2.3.5 tree a Figure 2.3.4. 
3 V tree c: Figure 2.3.5 tree c: Figure 2.3.5 tree c: Figure 2.3.4. 
4 A/V tree a: Figure 2.3.6 tree a: Figure 2.3.6 tree a Figure 2.3.5. 
4 A tree b: Figure 2.3.6 tree b: Figure 2.3.6 tree a: Figure 2.3.5. 
4 V tree a: Figure 2.3.6 tree a: Figure 2.3,6 tree a: Figure 2.3.5. 
5 A/V | tree a: Figure 2.3.7 tree a: Figure 2.3.7 tree a: Figure 2.3.6. 
sv y 
5 A tree e: Figure 2.3.7 tree e: Figure 2.3.7 tree e: Figure 2.3.6. 
The tree structures considered were those presented in Figures 2.3.2 
and 2.3.5. The estimated y values and F value related to the predicted 
matrix S with the best fit to the obtained matrix S are presented in 
Table 2.3.16. In each case the tree in question was identical to that 
associated with the corresponding conditions when the parameters were 
estimated from the data in the confusion matrix M (see Tables 2.3.10 
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and 2.3.12). Furthermore, feature orderings based on Equation CIS) were 
identical in the two approaches except for Experiment 4: Auditory. In 
this case, the feature ordering obtained after application of Equation 
(15) differed from both the one related to the F value presented in the 
last column of Table 2.3.16 and the one obtained in the analysis of the 
confusion matrix (see Table 2.3.14). Inspection of Table 2.3.16 reveals 
that the discrepancy can be ascribed to the category [ + tense ] , which 
has a slightly greater y. value than [ - high ] , instead of one 
having a smaller y. value. This may occur with a fallible data matrix 
and with features that hardly differ with respect to their degree of 
discriminability. In general, however, the feature ordering based on the 
HCS analysis of similarity-data corresponds with the ordering ob­
tained by the just described sequential elimination procedure. This is 
evidence for what was only an assumption in Section 2.1, that the HCS 
results reflect an underlying tree-like decision structure. 
Table 2.3.16. Estimated parameters y and F values expressing the iit 
1 2 between obtained and predicted similarities ' . 
CA/V ш audiovisual, A = auditory, V = visual). 
A/VExp.3 
Exp. 4 
A Exp.3 
Exp. 4 
V Exp.3 
Exp.4 
λ 
.955 
.831 
.971 
.834 
.514 
.649 
S 
.965 
.758 
.943 
.639 
.619 
.717 
Ъ 
.491 
.679 
.385 
.597 
.302 
.643 
"4 
.865 
.909 
.684 
.803 
.969 
.913 
F 
19259 
23111 
38519 
1925 
34667 
46222 
χ IO"32 
χ IO"32 
χ IO"32 
χ IO"32 
χ IO"32 
χ IO"32 
1. Experiment 3. у. =[+ voice] ,у2 =[- voice) у, =[+ continuant/strident) , 
y. »I - continuant/strident] . 
2. Experiment 4: y1 К » tense) ,у2 Ί - tense), ^  "1 + high) ,y4 -[ - high). 
Test of the recognition model 
After having used the sequential elimination procedure to decide 
which of the trees that have been related to a set of CV syllables, 
can be best used to interpret the obtained confusions between the 
CV syllables in this set, we can move one step further. The next 
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question is now whether the tree which can be best used to interpret 
the confusion data, can be considered a proper decision structure 
underlying the related confusion matrix. The evidence to be presented. 
will not provide a straightforward answer to this question. In fact, 
we shall consider the percentage variance in the matrix of obtained 
confusion probabilities that could be accounted for by the sequential 
elimination procedure based on the tree in which we are interested. 
Whether or not this tree will be considered as being the proper decis­
ion structure for these confusion data, will then depend on tne amount 
of unexplained variance one is willing to accept. 
The percentage variance was obtained by using a measure Ρ defined 
by Equation (16), where й-· and m.. denote the obtained and the pre­
dicted confusion probabilities respectively, and m.. denotes the ex­
pected probability in each of the entries in a row of the confusion 
matrix, on the assumption of equal response probabilities for the 
response alternatives. 
?.t f tij- mij ) 2 
(16) Ρ = ( 1.00 iJ ) x 100 per cent 
Ij 
The predicted confusion matrices considered were those based on the 
data in Tables 2.3.9 - 2.3.13. The Ρ values obtained are summarized 
in Table 2.3.17. Though the "error" variance related to the pred­
ictions for the visual condition in Experiment 2 is sonewhat large 
(more than 6 per cent) in all other cases it is small enough to 
relate the assumed underlying tree-like decision structure to a 
particular recognition process. This recognition process should be 
characterized by a serial selection of distinctive features that 
leads to a sequential elimination of response alternatives until a 
single alternative remains. A visual impression of the goodness-of-
fit between obtained and predicted confusion probabilities is given 
in Figures 2.3.7 - 2.3.11. But for seme of the conditions of Exper­
iment 1, the deviations of the scatter plots from the line of 45 
degrees and the zero intercept were less than 0.05 of the variance. 
In the case of experiment 1 maximal deviations of 0.10 occur (see 
Figure 2.3.7: Visual, and Auditory -15 db, -12 db, -9 db). With 24 
-degrees of freedom a few of such large error fluctuations might 
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occur without affecting the fit too much. 
Table 2.Î. 17. Percentage variance, Ρ , that is accounted for by the 
tree-like decision structure. 
audiovisual Auditoty 
Experiment 1 97.230 
Experiment 1(-15 db) 99.617 97.322 
Experiment 1(-12 db) 99.607 98.207 
Experiment 1( -9 db) 99.941 99.065 
Experirent 2 99.997 99.960 93.390 
ßcperirent 3 99.998 99.973 99.781 
Experiment 4 99.944 99.331 99.6S0 
Experiment S 99.992 99.986 99.821 
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Figure 2.3.7. Obtained ν predicted confusion 
probabilities. 
Experiment 1: {/b/, /p/, /d/, /t/, /z/, /s/}. 
Residual degrees of freedon = 24 
a) = Audiovisual 
b)= Auditory 
c)= Visual 
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Figure 2.3.8. 
Obtained ν predicted confusion probabilities. Experiment 2: i/s/, /t/, /d/b 
Residual degrees of freedom = 2. a = Audiovisual, b = Auditory and с = visual 
* • " * "IJ itüinri а,! ' а а ш *|J 
Figure 2.3.10. 
Obtained ν predicted confusion probabilities. Experiment 4: {/I/, /i/, /e/} . 
Residual degrees of freedom = 2. a = Audiovisual, b = Auditory,and с = visual. 
Figure 2.3.11. Obtained ν predicted confusion 
probabilities. 
Experiment 5:{/!/, /i/, /e/, /y/}. 
Residual degrees of freedan = 6 
a) = Audiovisual 
b) = Auditory 
c) = Visual 
Discussion 
It has been shown that the clustering of a set of CV syllables into 
a hierarchy of subsets can be obtained by both the HCS analysis and 
the sequential elimination procedure. Whereas in the case of the 
HCS analysis Equation (6) has been used to derive similarities on 
the basis of which a hierarchy of clusterings related to distinct­
ive features were obtained, in the case of the sequential eliminat­
ion procedure the correct feature ordering is derived from different 
underlying tree-structures. Besides, predictions based on the latter 
could be used to recover succesfully the hierarchy, even when the 
HCS analysis fails to do so. This will occur when the similarity 
matrix does not meet the requirement of ultrametric inequality 
(see Section 2.2); a state of affairs that will lead to a structural 
dissimilarity between the HCS solutions obtained with the diameter 
and connectedness method. However, especially in that case, the valid­
ity of the feature ordering, recovered as a result of using the sequ­
ential elimination procedure, has to be determined from the goodness-
of-fit between the predicted matrix M and the obtained matrix M. 
The maximal number of distinctive features that can be selected 
was either two (Experiments 2 and 4) or three (Experiments 1,3 and 
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5). Whether or not a larger number of distinctive features will lead 
to a breakdown of the sequential elimination process, i.e. a poor fit 
between obtained and predicted confusion probabilities, cannot be 
generalized unequivocally from the experimental results presented. 
However, given the fact that differences between speech sounds can 
be described by a relatively small nimber of distinctive features, 
about six for differences between consonants and about five for 
differences between vowels (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968), the re-
cognition of CV syllables differing with respect to either the 
consonant or the vowel might well be described by the sequential 
elimination principle. An explicit systematical test of this princ-
iple when more than three features have been selected, has not been 
performed in this study. One instance of more than three features 
will be considered in Chapter 5, where confusions between CV syllabl-
es differing on five features are described in terms of both the HCS 
analysis and the analysis based on the sequential elimination princ-
iple. Although that experiment (Experiment 12) was performed with 
the purpose of discussing another issue, the results related to the 
sequential elimination principle support the findings presented in 
the present chapter. 
If we take into account, the fact that similar feature orderings 
have been found with both the HCS analysis and the sequential 
elimination principle, the feature ordering obtained by the HCS anal-
ysis will suffice to indicate the order in which features have been 
selected, i.e. the "correct" underlying decision structure represent-
ing the hierarchical structure of the sequential elimination process. 
Therefore, the tree representation of the HCS obtained with the Mill-
er-Nicely confusion data for sixteen consonants (see Johnson, 1967) 
might be used not only to interpret confusions in tems of distinct-
ive features but also as a hierarchical structure reflecting the un-
derlying decision structure. Thus employed, the tree can be considered 
the representation of the sequential processing of maximally six 
distinctive features. 
If a poor fit between predicted and obtained confusion probabil-
ities is obtained when five or more features are selected, then the 
sequential elimination principle could be defined for a maxiimm of 
four distinctive features, after which the further discriminations 
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can be considered random. Also a non-randcm choice among the remain-
ing alternatives can be assumed; the probability of one of these alt-
ernatives could be considered the product of the four probabilities 
leading to these ranaining alternatives, weighted by some bias par-
ameter. At this point, the sequential elimination principle might 
change into the choice process, described by Broadbent as Model 2 
(cf. Broadbent, 1967; Nakatani, 1970). Basically, this choice theory 
refers to a choice situation in which some stimulus information gives 
rise to the restriction of the set of possible alternatives. From 
this set, the response is chosen in accordance with a bias probabil-
ity distribution, not necessarily unifom, defined over the entire 
response set, but conditionalized over the restricted set. When the 
restricted set is exhausted, the observer chooses from among all the 
ranaining responses, in accordance with the bias probability distrib-
ution. The theory has been worked out by Nakatani in terms of a conf-
usion choice model on the basis of which the confusion probability 
matrix could be predicted (cf. Nakatani, 1972). 
A fundamental difference between the confusion choice model and 
the "sequential elimination principle plus bias parameters", howev-
er, concerns the interpretation that may be given to the occurrence 
of an incorrect response. Whereas the former does not include the 
possibility that the stimulus presented might be outside the re-
stricted set of alternatives from which the response is chosen, the 
latter explicitly does so. This is mainly due to the fact that in 
the confusion choice model no componential analysis is made of the 
stimulus information that gives rise to the restriction of the set 
of possible alternatives. Given such an analysis and different 
weights assigned to the components, the fundamental assumptions of 
the confusion choice model would have been similar to those of the 
sequential elimination principle. 
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2.4. SEQUENTIAL ELIMINATICI AS A GENERAL CHOICE STRATEGY 
2.4.1. Elimination by Aspects 
The sequential elimination principle can be considered a special 
case of a more elaborate choice theory called "Elimination by Aspects" 
(EBA) (Tversky, 1972 a and b). According to this theory, which was 
worked out for preferential choices, choice should be described іл 
terms of a covert elimination process based on sequential selection 
of aspects; an aspect being a desirable feature. Assuming that "each 
alternative consists of a set of aspects of characteristics and that 
at every stage of the process an aspect is selected (from those incl­
uded in the available alternatives) with a probability that is prop­
ortional to its weights (a scale value u)", it was stated that the 
selection of an aspect should lead to elimination of all alternatives 
that do not contain the selected aspect, and that the process contin­
ues until a single alternative remains. Furthermore, a selected aspect 
which is included in all the available alternatives will not further 
lead to the elimination of an alternative and a new aspect is selected. 
In this sense, the sequence of selected aspects that leads to a unique 
choice can be regarded as a particular state of mind, each choice being 
related to one particular state of mind. 
Although each choice is totally determined by the prevailing state 
of mind, the choice probability is considered an increasing function of 
the values of the relevant aspects. Given a positive scale u, defined 
on the aspects which are not shared by all the alternatives in the set, 
the EBA model predicts that the probability of selecting x, P(x,A), 
should be defined by Equation (17). The symbols used in this Equation 
refer to the following: (a) all χ are elements of A and A is a subset 
of a total set T, which consists of nonoverlapping subsets; (b) x 1 den­
otes the set of aspects of an element x; (c) A 0 is the set of aspects 
shared by all alternatives in A; (d) A' is the total set of aspects of 
the alternatives in A; (e) A denotes the set of alternatives of A which 
include aspect a; (f) x' - A is the set of aspects that define the var­
ious subsets of A; (g) A' - A are those aspects that describe the diff­
erences between the alternatives in A. Equation (17) is considered a 
recursive formula that expresses the probability of choosing χ fron A 
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as a weighted sum of the probabilities of choosing χ fron the various 
subsets of A (i.e. A for otex1), where the weights (i.e. u (a)/Eu(ß)) 
correspond to the probabilities of selecting the respective aspects 
of x. 
u(cO Ρ (x,A) 
oÉx'-A" 
07) Ρ (x,A) 
ßeA'-A0 
u((S) 
The elimination process can be considered as the passage from set A 
to subset B, then to sub-subset C, etc. with respective transitional 
probabilities of Φ
Α
(Β), Фо(С), etc. until the selected subset cons­
ists of a single alternative. If there are transitional probabilities 
Фд(В) defined for all BCA then the sum of these probabilities is unity. 
Besides it is assumed that Фд(А) = 1 if A consists of a single alternat­
ive, which will terminate the elimination process. Thus, in terms of 
transitional probabilities, Equation (17) becomes Equation (18). 
08) Ρ (x,A) =
 в
^ * A C V P C*>V, where ^ ^ V = 1 · 0 0 
2.4.2. Elimination by Aspects and the constant-ratio rule 
If one considers the Elimination by Aspects model valid, one can test 
the constant-ratio rule (Clarke, 19S7; Luce, 1959) which predicts the 
confusion matrix for a stimulus set A from the confusion matrix for a 
stimulus set T, where A is a subset of T. Thus, given χ and y as elem­
ents of A, Equation (19) describes the prediction to be made on the bas­
is of the rule for the correct responses χ and y. 
Ρ (χ,Α) Ρ (χ,Τ) 
(19) = 
Ρ (У,А) Ρ (у,Т) 
The reason for testing this rule is the existence of a classical 
counter example against this rule (or equivalently against Luce's 
choice axiom). It is Debreu's £1960) case, where a choice is made 
through successive stages. Tversky (1972 a) gives the following ex-
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ample. "Suppose you are offered a choice among the following three rec­
ords: a suite by Debussy, denoted D, and two different recordings of the 
same Beethoven symphony, denoted В.. and B,. Assure that the two Beethov­
en recordings are of equal quality, and that you are undecided between 
adding a Debussy or a Beethoven to your record collection. Hence, 
Ρ (В^ B2) = Ρ (D; В ^ = Ρ (D; B2) - 1/2. It follows readily from [the 
choice axiom ] that Ρ (D; В.,, B2) = 1/3 [ since Ρ (D; B1, B,) • 
Ρ (D; Bp Ρ (D, В.,; D, В1, В2) = 1/2 . 2/3 ] . This conclusion, however, 
is unacceptable on intuitive grounds because the basic conflict between 
Debussy and Beethoven is not likely to be affected by the addition of an­
other Beethoven recording. Instead, it is suggested that in choosing am­
ong the three records, В.. and B, are treated as one alternative to be 
conpared with D. Consequently one would expect that Ρ (D; В.., В,) will 
be close to one-half, while Ρ (B1 ; B-, D) = Ρ (B2; В.., D) will be close 
to one-fourth." 
The reader is referred to Coombs et al (1970) for a further discussion 
of this problem. Since the Elimination by Aspects model could logically 
imply Debreu's case, it would be pleasant if the constant-ratio mie 
could be rejected in favour of an alternative hypothesis which is always 
compatible with the staged case. Tversky (1972 a) called this alternat­
ive hypothesis the similarity hypothesis. Adopting his terminology the 
constant-ratio rule can be derived as follows. The predicted probabil­
ities of χ and y in the set Τ (T = {x,y,z}), can be defined by Equations 
(20) and 1.21) respectively, where {x,z} and {y,z} are the subsets of T. 
Then by the constant-ratio rule the relationship expressed by Equation 
(22) should hold. This means that the binary probabilities Ρ (χ, {χ,ζ}) 
and Ρ (y, {y,ζ)) should equal the respective predicted probabilities 
Ρ (χ, {χ,ζ}) and Ρ (y, ty,z}) which were computed frem the trinary prob-
У * 
abilities, since under Equation (19) the presence of y is "irrelevant" 
to the choice between χ and z. 
Ρ (χ,Τ) 
GO) Ρ (χ, {χ,ζ}) = 
У Ρ (χ,Τ) + Ρ (ζ,Τ) 
Ρ (УД) 
С
21) Ρ
χ
 (У, {y,z}) 
Χ
 Ρ (У,Τ) + Ρ (ζ,Τ) 
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(22) Ρ (χ, {χ,ζ}) - P y (χ, {χ,ζ}) 
and 
Ρ (У, {/.ζ}) = Ρ
χ
 (y, {y,z}) 
(23) Ρ (χ, {χ,ζ}) > P y (χ, {χ,ζ}) 
and 
Ρ (У, (У,ζ» > Ρ
χ
 (y, {y,z}) 
In the same terminology, the similarity hypothesis can be expressed 
in the following manner. When χ and y are much more similar to each 
other than either of them is to z, the similarity hypothesis, express­
ed by Equation £ 3 ), predicts that the addition of an alternative y to 
the set {χ,ζ} will reduce Ρ (χ,Τ) proportionally more than Ρ (ζ,Τ); 
similarly Ρ (y,Τ) will be reduced proportionally more than Ρ (ζ,Τ) 
when χ is added to the set {y,z}. Experimental evidence supporting the 
constant-ratio rule was foural with a psychophysical task (choice among 
dots) but it was in favour of the similarity hypothesis when the task 
was preferences either for applicants or for gambles. 
In the case of speech sounds, too, it is reasonable to assume that 
for any pair of particular speech sounds χ and z, there will be a y, 
such that χ and y are more similar than y and ζ or χ and z. Consider, 
therefore, the trees in Figure 2.4.1. According to "tree a", the simil­
arity between the consonants /b/ and /d/ is greater than that between 
either /b/ and /t/ or /d/ and /t/. Now if the similarity hypothesis 
holds, then, all other things being equal, the addition of /b/ to the 
set {d,t} will reduce Ρ (d, {b,d,t}) proportionally more than 
Ρ (t, {b,d,t}). 
Predictions based on the constant-ratio rule and the similarity hyp­
othesis can be expressed, equally well, in terms of the sequential elim­
ination principle discussed earlier (see Section 2.3). Each of the trees 
in Figure 2.4.1 can be related to a matrix Y which expresses the predict­
ed probabilities derived from the branching structure of the relating 
tree. 
Take for example, tree a and tree с which represent the HCSs relating 
to the sets {b,d,t} and {d,t} ,respectively. Predictions for these sets in 
terms of the similarity hypothesis and the constant-ratio rule are ex­
pressed by Equations (25) and (24), respectively. The right-hand side of 
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these Equations expresses the probability of /di/, computed by sub­
stituting the values of the relevant entries of the matrix Y of the 
set ib,d,t}, shown in Table 2.4.1, into Equation (20), and the left-
hand side expresses the probability of /di/ in the matrix Y relating 
to the set {d,t}, i.e. the matrix Y shown in Table 2.4.2. 
с α 
b d l d t b d t d b t b 
Figure 2.4.1. 
Tree graphs representing underlying decision structures related to 
binary and trinary probabilities, ν = voice, с = coronal and c/v = 
coronal/voice. 
Table 2.4.1. Theoretical confusion matrix based on the tree m Figure 
2.4.1a. 
Ь У, У
А
 ï} (1-y4) (1-y,) 
d У, (1-y3) y, y 3 0-У,) 
t (1-у2)(1-Уз) (1-y2) y 3 y 2 
(24)
 Υ ζ
 = 
(25) 
Table 2.4.2. Theoretical 
2.4.1c. 
d 
d y 5 
t ( i -y 6 ) 
У^Ъ 
У\У
Ъ
 +
 С
1
 - yp 
У^Уъ 
у^з
 +
 (1 - yp 
confus ion matruc based on the 
t 
( i - y
s
) 
4 
In fact Equation (20) and the matrix Y relating to the set (bl, di, 
ti} can be used to compute confusion probabilities relating to each of 
the subsets of {bl, di, ti}: {bl, di}, {bl, ti} and {di, ti). Given the 
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constant-ratio rule, these confusion probabilities should equal those 
obtained when the sets are considered independent of the larger set 
{bl,, di, ti}. According to the similarity hypothesis, the latter will 
be larger than the former. 
Experiment 6 was designed to test the constant-ratio rule against 
the similarity hypothesis, in the hope that we could reject the former. 
Experiment 6 
Method 
Stimuli. The CV syllables used as stimuli were /bl, /di/ and /ti/. 
Each Of syllable occurred 30 tunes in each of six randomized series. 
Procedure. The procedure was identical to previous experiments except 
for the fact that in this experiment the response was chosen from 
different sets of response alternatives, and that a signal-to-noise 
ratio of -15 db was used. The answer sheet consisted of two columns 
and 90 rows. Each entry of the first column had a пшіЬег (1, 2, 3 
or 4) indicating the set of alternatives from which the response, 
which had to be written down in the adjacent entry of the second col­
umn, could be chosen. The numbers 1,2,3 and 4 corresponded to the 
sets {/b/,/d/,/t/}, {/b/,/t/}, {/b/,/d/} and i/d/,/t/}, respectively. 
Each CV syllable of a set occurred 10 times. Both numbers and corres­
ponding sets were presented on the upper part of each answer sheet. 
The subjects were instructed to make sure from which of the four sets 
the response could be chosen. 
Subjects. Nine students participated as subjects in this experiment· 
Payment and hearing test were similar to those of previous experiments. 
Results 
The confusion matrices of the sets {/b/,/d/,/t/}, {/b/,/d/}, {/d/,/t/} 
and {/b/,/t/} are presented in Appendix A. In order to test predictions 
relating to the similarity hypothesis, the sequential elimination proce­
dure was used to find the "correct" tree underlying the confusion matrix 
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of the set {/b/,/d/,/t/}. This was done with respect to the confusion 
matrix based on performances of the subjects taken together as well 
as with respect to the confusion matrix based on performances of each 
subject separately. Table 2.4.3 shows y. and F values relating to 
each of the possible feature orderings whereas the confusion matrix 
reflects performances summed over all subjects. On the basis of these 
values, a decision was made concerning the correct underlying tree. 
The tree in Figure 2.4.1a represents the "correct" tree in the case 
of the auditory presentation (feature ordering: "voice-coronal") and 
that in Figure 2.4.1b the correct tree in the case of the audiovisual 
presentation (feature ordering: "coronal-voice"). It should be noted 
that in the case of the audiovisual presentation the F values asso-
ciated with the two feature orderings were similar. Application of 
Equation (15), however, leads to a decision in favour of the feature 
ordering "coronal-voice". 
Given the tree which represents the "correct" underlying struc-
ture for i/b/,/d/,/t/}, the consonant which is first partitioned off, 
i.e. the consonant /t/ in Figure 2.4.1a is considered most dis-
similar from the other two. In this way it was possible to make pre-
dictions fron data based cm performances of both subjects taken to-
gether and of each subject considered separately. Table 2.4.4 shows 
the predictions that were tested. These predictions were made on 
the basis of both similarity relations reflected by each of the 
trees in Figure 2.4.1 (a and b) and the predictions expressed by 
Equation (23). 
Table 2.4.3. Estimated parameters y and F values expressing the fit 
between obtained and predicted confusicn probabilities : Experiment 6 
(/b/, /d/. / t / ) a . 
A/V 
A 
V 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
2.4.1a 
2.4.1b 
2.4.1a 
2.4.1b 
2.4.1a 
2.4.1b 
voice 
+ 
V\ 
.962 
.986 
.924 
1.000 
.652 
.679 
-
4 
.980 
.975 
.937 
.897 
.799 
.620 
coronal 
+ 
i's 
.974 
.988 
.446 
.875 
1.000 
.970 
-
U 
.986 
.964 
.795 
.416 
.866 
.942 
F 
.00030 
.00030 
.00502 
.0186? 
.08604 
.00014 
a. A/V - audiovisual; A = auditory, V a visual. 
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Table 2.4,4. Predictions based on the similarity hypothesis (see 
bquation 23) a.b 
1 (Fig. 
2 (fi8· 
3 (Fis· 
4 (Fig. 
2.4.ІЯ) 
2.4.1a) 
2.4.1b) 
2.4.1b) 
Pfb, 
P(d. 
P(d, 
P(t, 
(b . t l ) 
(d. t)) 
{b,d» 
ft.tl) 
- P H ( b , 
-
 P h i d ' 
- P t (d. 
- w. 
(b. t l ) > P ( t . 
(d,t)) > P ( t . 
(b.dl) > P(b, 
(b. t l ) > P ( b , 
(b . t l ) 
(d. t)) 
(b.dl) 
(b,t)) 
- W> 
- V 1 · 
- P , ( b , 
- "„Ο.. 
(b. t)) 
(d. t l ) 
lb,d}) 
(b.t l) 
probabilit ies. 
P(x, ίχ,ζ}) · observed bmary probability. 
b. TTie tree graph in Figure 2.4.1a represents the feature ordering 
"voice-coronal" and that in Figure 2.4.1b the feature ordering 
"coronal-voice". 
With respect to each of the four predictions one should realize 
that i f χ and y are more similar to each other than either of them 
is t o ζ, the addition of y to the set {/x/,/z/} wil l reduce 
P(/x/,{/x/,/y/,/z/}) proportionally more than P(/z/, {/x/,/y/,/z/}). 
Testing was performed separately for probabil i t ies computed from ob­
served tr inary probabilit ies (the observed confusion matrix of the 
se t {/b/,/d/,/t/}) and for probabilities computed from predicted 
tr inary probabilit ies (the predicted confusion matrix of the set 
{/b/,/d/,/t/} based on estimated y. values). The Wilcoxon matched-
pairs signed-ranks t e s t (Siegel 1956) was used to t e s t each of the 
predictions made. I t should be noted that test ing was based on the 
subjects individual t rees . Table 2.4.5 shows the results of the t e s t . 
Table 2.4,5. Wilcoxon natched-pairs signed-ranks test for c r i t i c a l 
predictions (see Table 2.4.4) based on the s i m l a n t y hypothesis. Prob­
abi l i t ies are indicated in syrijolic fom ' (N • the number of matched 
pairs (9) minus pairs whose difference score is zero). 
Prediction 
1 (Hg. 2.4.1a) 
2 (Fig. 2.4.1a) 
3 (Fig. 2.4.1b) 
4 (Fig. 2.4.1b) 
1 (Fig. 2.4.1a) 
2 (Fig. 2.4.1a) 
3 (Fig. 2.4.1b) 
4 (Fig. 2 4.1b) 
b-b' > t - t ' 
d-d' > t - t ' 
d-d' >Ь-Ь ' 
t - t ' > b-b' 
b-b" > t - t " 
d-d" > t - t " 
d-d" > b-b" 
t - t " > b-b" 
>ijditory 
Τ Ν Ρ 
20 9 > .05 
9 β > .03 
21 9 > .05 
13 9 > .05 
Visual 
Τ \ Ρ 
3 7 > .05 
6 6 > .05 
4 6 > .05 
β 6 > .05 
Audiovisual 
Τ Ν Ρ 
5 6 > .05 
11 β > .05 
10 6 > .05 
14 9 > .05 
In the auditory condition the feature ordering "voice-coronal" underlies 
the subject's confusion matrices and "corDndl-voice" the confusion 
matrices obtained in the visual and audiovisual conditions. 
[b, d or t) • observed binary probabilities, [b 1 , d' or t ' ) - binary 
probabilities canputed from observed trinary probabilities and 
(b", d" or t") - binary probabilities computed from predicted (γ matrix) 
trinary probabilit ies. 
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With respect to both types of trinary confusion probabilities the 
predictions were not supported by the data. This means that the constant-
ratio rule could not be rejected in favour of the similarity hypothesis. 
One might also expect that the choice axiom will not be rejected if 
we consider features instead of speech sounds. That is, the discrimin-
ability of a feature will not noticeably vary with the addition of 
another feature, i.e. with extension of the set of alternatives. We de­
fine the discriminability D, of a feature as the percentage correct 
placement in the categories plus (+) and minus (-)· In order to test 
this, the D values of the features voice (/d/,/t/),coronal (/b/,/d/) and 
coronal/voice (/b/,/t/) were determined. This was done with respect to 
both the obtained binary probabilities and computed trinary probabili­
ties for the subsets {/d/,/t/}, i/b/,/d/} and {/b/,/t/}. Table 2.4.6. 
shows the predictions to be made if this independency of alternative 
features does not hold. A chi-square test shows that the difference be­
tween obtained and predicted feature discriminability was in general not 
significant. The chi-square values are presented in Table 2.4.7. As ex-
pexted the notion of independence of feature discriminability could be 
rejected no more than the constant-ratio rule. This is moreover, in 
accordance with with similar findings by Holloway (1970). 
Table 2.4.6. Predictions in case independence of feature discrimin­
ability is invalid . 
Feature ordering Predict ion 
voice-coronal (Fig. 2.4.1a] 1. D(voice) ^ D'(voice) 
2. Dtcoronal/voice) ^ 
D'(coronal/voice) 
coronal-voice (Fig. 2.4.1b) \. D(coronal) φ D'fcoronal) 
Z. D(coronal/voice) ^ 
D'(coronal/voice) 
a. D(featuTe) = percentage correct placements in the categories 
plus (*) and minus (-) of a feature from observed 
binary data. 
Defeature) • percentage correct placements in the categories 
plus (+) and minus (-) of a feature computed from 
trinary data. 
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Table Ζ 4 Τ Οιί-square for cr i t ical predictions in case indcfEndencc 
of f ta tun dlscrielnabiltty is invalid ( î « Table 2 4 6)" df · 1 
Audi to ry C ^ 
С Pred 
V isua l C ^ 5 
С Pred 
A i-J lov i3ual C ^ 8 
С Pred 
V P l t t 
{ d , t ] 
3 1 1 n s 
£ 40 ρ < 05 
53 η s 
SI η s 
10 η s 
10 η з 
coronal 
fb,J> 
Ζ 23 η s 
1 S3 η s 
09 η s 
1 03 η s 
6 « ρ < 01 
2 33 η S 
c o r o n a l / v o i c e 
( b . t ) 
1 13 η s 
20 15 ρ < CO 
87 η S 
3 33 η S 
0β η s 
59 η S 
a С Obs * D (feature) computed from observed tплату probabilities 
С Pred - D (feature) lonputed fron predicted (Y matrix] trinary 
probabilities 
Discussion 
It is evident from the foregoing that our effort to reject the con­
stant-ratio rule has not been successful. What is the implication of 
this state of affairs? It means that our data so far, do not lead 
to a clear cut choice between similarity theories, to which our seg­
mental elimination model belongs, and alternative choice theories 
which are based on the choice axiom. The fact that the constant-
ratio rule could not be rejected is, however, little disturbing in 
itself. A concrete staged process could very well lead to data that 
do not contradict the constant-ratio rule, namely, in case the spe­
cial situation of the Debreu type is very unlikely to occur. In 
fact, Tversky (1972a) gives an experimental example where this state 
of affairs seems to hold. The only disturbing matter is that there 
is apparently no easy way possible to make the sequential eliminat­
ion model more likely. Of course, one could use Bayesian methods on 
the given data, but it seems more sensible to look for additional 
evidence of a quite different nature. This will consist of reaction 
time measurements, to be reported in Chapter 4. 
2.S. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Given a description of phonemes in terms of the feature system 
of Chomsky and Halle (the CH feature system), it could be shown 
that the confusion probabilities obtained in a recognition task 
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can be related to the distinctive feature descriptions of these 
phonemes. Evidence was obtained fron both an interpretative and a 
hypothesis-testing experimental paradigm. 
The interpretative paradigm was based on a procedure of 
clusterings phonemes according to their degree of similarity. 
The clusterings turned out to reflect the feature specificat­
ions that describe the differences between the phonemes in a 
way corresponding to the expectations from the CH feature sys­
tem. The working principle associated with the interpretative 
paradigm was therefore to allocate clusterings (non-overlapp­
ing clusters) to distinctive features where, at a particular 
level of clustering, the whole set of within-cluster phonemes 
could be partitioned into two clusters each associated with one 
of the two categories plus (+) or minus (-) of the binary feat­
ure. An implication of the nature of the clustering procedure 
was that the history ofmerging subsets could be used to rank 
order the distinctive features that were associated with the 
different clusterings. Later distinctive features have small­
er discriminabilities. Thus, given the HCS that could be геіг-
ated to distinctive features, one might speak of the "hierarch­
ical ordering of distinctive features according to their de­
grees of discriminability". 
In the case of the hypothesis-testing paradigm, it was ass­
umed that distinctive features are processed serially; the 
feature with a higher degree of discriminability will be proc­
essed earlier than one with a lower degree of discriminability. 
Furthermore, a sequential elimination principle was postulated 
on the basis of which the probability of a particular resp­
onse could be related to the rank order in which the feat­
ures were processed. Given these assumptions, different conf­
usion matrices were predicted for the same set of data; with 
respect to each of the feature orderings one prediction of 
the confusion matrix was made. A goodness-of-fit- test was 
then used to see which of the predicted matrices fitted the 
obtained confusion matrix best; i.e. which of the feature 
orderings could be considered the "correct" order in which 
the features were processed. At the same time the degree of 
fit between obtained and predicted confusion matrix was used 
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as a measure to accept or reject the sequential elimination 
principle which presupposes a serial processing of distint-
ive features. The evidence relating to both the hierarchical 
clustering analysis and the sequential elimination principle 
shows that the degree of confusion between phonemes might be 
related to the relative degree of discriminability of the 
distinctive features. 
An easy manner to reject alternative theories based on 
Luce's choice axiom, namely by finding evidence against the 
constant-ratio rule, turned out not to work. This brings the 
research in the situation where there are alternative models 
neither of which can be rejected. It is therefore proposed 
to gather further evidence, in particular reaction time data 
(see Chapter 4). If these turn out to agree with the sequent-
ial elimination model, we prefer this model to the mentioned 
alternatives, since it is more specific for large variety of 
phonemes. 
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CHAPTER 3 
C O M B I N I N G H E A R I N G A N D S P E E C H R E A D I N G 
F O R S P E E C H R E C E P T I O N 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The main proposition of the previous chapter is that recognition of 
presented CV syllables depends on the discriminability of the distinct-
ive features which describe the differences among the CV syllables in 
the set of alternatives. This is true irrespective of the input modality. 
When speech is presented audiovisually, however, there is a need for a 
further explanation of the way in which the distinctive features involved 
are discriminated. In the audiovisual presentation condition two major 
components, vision and audition, are operative in the process of speech 
recognition. Each of these components can be independently decomposed in-
to distinctive features. In order to describe the relative part played by 
hearing and speechreading in the discrimination of the distinctive feat-
ures we assumed an interaction process (see Section 1.5) according to 
which the information of the two sensory modalities is coalesced. This 
coalescence can be assumed to take place in the discrimination of each 
of the distinctive features involved. The problem now is to find a com-
bination principle that will account for the joint effects of both in-
formation sources on the discriminability of a particular feature. The 
discussion is organized in the following way. First of all, a review is 
presented of seme of the literature relating to the effectiveness of 
combining hearing and speechreading for the reception of speech. Subseq-
uently, combination principles are considered which might account for 
the joint effects of hearing and speechreading. Finally, these combinat-
ion principles are subjected to experimental testing. 
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3.2. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMBINING HEARING AND SPEECHREADING FOR 
THE RECEPTION OF SPEEŒ 
In the case of adverse hearing conditions (hearing loss or noisy 
environment) not all of the relevant information that is necessary to 
identify or to recognize speech elements can be extracted from the 
heard speech sound. The number of pairs of distinctive speech sounds 
may then decrease so strongly that speechreading may receive priority 
over hearing. That is to say, the subset ζ of pairs of auditorily 
distinguishable speech elements under adverse hearing conditions may 
be smaller than the subset y of pairs of visually distinguishable 
speech elements. This does not mean, however, that ζ is also a subset 
of y, in spite of the overlap that may exist. Results of a study by 
Reams (see O'Neill and Oyer, 1961) indicate that the correlation 
between auditory intelligibility and visual identification of the same 
stimulus materials is not high. Thus, the sum of the subsets y and ζ 
may be larger than either y or z. Moreover, when hearing and speech-
reading are confcined, the subset w of pairs of distinguishable speech 
elements may be larger than the sum of y and z. The increase which occurs 
may be ascribed to the interaction between the information from hearing 
and from speechreading with respect to the same speech elements. For 
example, given two words that cannot be distinguished from each other, 
either through hearing or through speechreading, with a probability above 
chance level, the combination of hearing and speechreading may enhance 
the total amount of non-overlapping information, and this may cause a 
relative increase in the probability of correct recognition. 
Several studies have been undertaken to test the effectiveness of 
combining hearing and speechreading for speech reception. Studies have been 
related to performance of both the hearing-impaired and the normal hearing 
subject in a noisy environment. 
In the case of the hearing- impai red, the studies by Johnson (1939), 
Number and Hudgins (1948), Quick (1953), Hudgins (1954), Prall (1957), 
Hutton (1959) and Hutton, Curry and Armstrong (1959) may provide the bade-
ground against which the respective roles of residual hearing and speech-
reading can be discussed. Results of these studies have shown convincingly 
that under the combined presentation condition, higher speech reception 
scores are obtained than with audition or vision alone. The method general-
SB 
ly adopted in these studies was to present word lists visually, auditorily 
and audiovisually. Testing was done in a quiet roan and the speaker could 
monitor his voice on a VU meter in order to keep his volume constant. In 
the visual condition (speechreading only) the material was read without 
voice. More recently, new data have been published. They are especially 
concerned with the relationship between amount of hearing loss and the 
effect of audiovisual presentation. Though Frisina [1962, 1963) asserts 
that with a hearing loss of 'Ъеуо^ 80 db there is no clear indication that 
hearing contributes to lipreading efficiency in any significant manner", 
both Van Uden (1962) and Eggermont (1964) showed that for meaningful mater­
ial -also with larger amounts of hearing loss the audiovisual scores were 
higher than the visual scores. Another problem concerned the interaction 
between audition and vision. Siegenthaler and Gruber (1967) had a closer 
look at this effect that was first found in the studies by Numbers and 
Hudgins (1948) and Hutton (19S9). In these studies, the speech intellig­
ibility scores (expressed as a probability) under the combined auditory 
and visual presentation were not only larger than both the speechreading 
and the auditory scores, but also larger than what can be expected from 
independent probability summation. The same interaction effect was found 
in the study by Siegenthaler and Gruber. Hard-of-hearing adults showed 
an average of 30 per cent facilitation, when wearing hearing-aids and 
an average of 19 per cent when not wearing hearing-aids. 
When hearing is more or less perfect, the combined role of auditory 
and visual cues of the speech signal might not seem worth considering. 
One may assume that nomal-hearing persons do not have to rely on visual 
information from lip movements. On the other hand the intensive noise 
environments in factories, on airfields, aboard ships etc. have made it 
impracticable to use electro-acoustic communication systems. As a result, 
man-machine systems have been designed in which men have to communicate 
with each other directly in a noisy environment (Morgan et al, 1963). 
In these systems, the combination of hearing and speechreading has gained 
a very important place. Moreover, in taking the view that speech percept­
ion should be looked upon as a bisensory (auditory-visual) phenomenon, on 
the strength of the fact that most verbal communication is direct (face 
to face), it can be expected that the effect of the visual aspect will 
become noticeable when the auditory cues of the speech signal are in some 
measure distorted. The visual contribution when hearing and speechread­
ing are combined was studied as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio 
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(O'Neill, 1954 and Sumby and Pollack, 1954), the kind of material used 
(O'Neill, 1954 and Sumby and Pollack, 1954), the size of the stimulus 
set (Sumby and Pollack, 1954), the distance from the listener to the 
speaker (Neely, 1956), the angle fron which the listener views the face 
of the speaker (Neely, 1956) and the age of the subject (Farrimond, 
1959). The general finding that visual contribution increases as the 
signal-to-noise ratio decreases supports the hypothesis that, if face 
to face communication is a bisensory process, the effect of the visual 
information becomes clearer when a larger proportion of the auditory 
information is lost. 
3.3. COMBINATION PRINCIPLES FOR ΤΉΕ JOINT EFFECTS OF HEARING 
AND SPEECHREADING IN SPEECH RECOGNITION 
The study of the interaction of different sources in the recognition 
of speech is concerned with the testing of combination rules (formulas). 
These rules are related to presupposed underlying aspects of interaction 
between information sources in speech recogniticn. The starting point is 
usually a theory or some faint notion about the interaction process. 
This is then used to derive one or more specific combination rules so as 
to predict the probability of correct response to a presented stimulus, 
when information from different sources is available. 
In the follwing, we shall present three theories relating to the in­
teraction of information sources. The combination principles that can be 
derived from them will then be used to predict the probability of a 
feature category in the audiovisual confusion matrix on the basis of the 
known probabilities of the same feature categories estimated from the 
auditory and visual confusion matrices. 
3.3.1. Independence-additivity model 
According to this model, two sources of information function quite in­
dependently of one another and their effects are additive. The combination 
rule which is based on this assumption is expressed by Equation (26). 
where P 1 is the probability of correct response under a specific condition 
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of source 1, Ρ, is the probability of correct response under a specific 
condition of source 2, P^, is the product of P1 and P? >
 an
^
 pi ? ^ s 
the probability of correct response, given the information from both 
source 1 and 2. 
(26) P ^ - P ^ P j - P ^ 
This combination rule was tested with respect to the interaction of 
stimulus and context information in the recognition of words in a sent­
ence (Tulving, Mandler and Baumal, 1964, and Rubenstein and Pollack, 
1964 ) and with respect to the interaction of auditory and visual 
information in word identification (Pollack, 1964). In each of these 
studies, the scores obtained with both information sources were higher 
than the scores predicted by the combination rule. Moreover, if the 
obtained score is plotted as a function of the predicted score, the 
function is curvilinear. It seems, therefore, that the independence-
additivity model does not explain the combination of two sources of 
information in word recognition. 
3.3.2. The response strength model 
The logogen model of word recognition as outlined by Morton (1964a, 
1964b,1968 and 1969) and Morton and Broadbent (1967) was developed to 
give a detailed qualitative description of the process of speech re­
cognition. Moreover, by adopting the notion of response strength from 
the choice theory of Luce (1959), the stage at which the response be­
comes available can be expressed quantitatively. This makes the model 
suitable for quantitative predictions. 
The logogen model is a passive recognition model. The term passive is 
used in contrast to the so-called active recognition models which assume 
that the selection of the response is mediated by an internally generated 
pattern that is matched with the presented (input) pattern. According to 
the logogen model recognition depends on the activity in filterlike units 
(logogens) which can be excited by the input. The relevant information 
which can evoke activity in a logogen may be of a semantic, visual or 
acoustic nature. When semantic information is available, the logogen 
fires without sensory information. Whenever a logogen fires, the same 
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sequence of appropriate motor activities will take place, regardless of 
the source of information which gives rise to it. This suggests that 
the same response is available if we freely associate to "chair", com­
plete the sentence: 'Ήε puts the plate on the ...", see the object, 
read the word "table" or hear it spoken (Morton and Broadbent, 1967). 
When stimulus information is presented, the level of activity of any 
logogen is a function of the number of cues common to the stimulus and 
the linguistic element associated with the logogen. A response becomes 
available whenever the level of activity in a logogen exceeds its 
threshold value. Thus, more than one response could be available follow­
ing the presentation of a single stimulus. However, the first response 
that becomes available will have precedence, if it is assumed that the 
exit fron the logogen system to an output buffer is a single channel. 
The quantitative formulation of the model is as follows. First, res­
ponse strength (non-negative numerical scale value) is assigned to each 
of the possible responses in a given situation . This must be seen as 
the assignment of a value to the difference between the corresponding 
level of activity of a logogen and its threshold. The probability of a 
given response may then be expressed as the response strength for that 
response v(x) divided by the sum of the response strengths for all 
possible responses, Zv(y). Thus, 
v(x) 
(27) PR(x) = , 
where R is any set, and χ and y are elements of R. 
In the case of stimulus information, the response strength of the 
correct logogen is assumed to be α when compared to the average of all 
other logogens. Thus, we may also say that if the correct logogen has 
a value a, all other logogens have a value of unity. 
When non-stimulus information (pre-exposure context, word frequency, 
etc.) is available prior to the presentation of the stimulus, the state 
of activity or "business" of the logogen is given by the letter B. This 
implies the assumption that logogens may have different response 
strengths. The effect is that different logogens may need a different 
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amount of stimulus information to fire. 
In the case of the combination of information frem two sources, the 
response strength of a logogen is represented by the product of the 
response strengths that are assigned to the logogens when the sources 
are considered separately. The combination rule that may be derived 
from this assumption was first tested with respect to the word-freq­
uency effect (Broadbent, 1967; Morton, 1968 and 1969). It has been 
stated that, prior to the presentation of the stimulus, the response 
strength of the logogen associated with high frequency words will be 
greater than that of low frequency words with the result that the ad­
dition of stimulus information will result in a probability of corr­
ect recognition which is greater for the former than for the latter. 
Experimental data slightly support the predictions made. Further evid­
ence in favour of the model was given with respect to (a) the effect of 
limiting the number of response alternatives, (b) the interaction of 
stimulus and context, and (c) the interaction of successive presentat­
ions of the same stimulus or different stimuli (Morton, 1969). 
Equations (28) - (31) are related to the combination of stimulus 
information and context information in word recognition. When the con­
text is presented prior to the stimulus, the effect of the context on 
the state of the η logogens is given by В., Ъу, В,, В . The prob­
ability of correct response from context alone, Ρ , becomes: 
Bi 
(28) Ρ = — 
T. 
where Τ· is the sum of the response strength of the logogens due to the 
context. The probability of correct response from the stimulus alone, 
Ρ , is given by 
(29) Ρ = 
S
 a + (n - 1) 
where α is the relative strength of the stimulus and (n - 1) is the 
sum of the unity strength of the other alternatives in the set. 
By multiplying the response strengths in the stimulus and the context 
conditions the response strength for the combined condition is ob-
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tained. The probability of correct response, Ρ , when both context 
and stimulus are available is given by 
С30) Ρ«.. = It follows that 
Ti + (a + IJBi 
Ρ P P 
sc s с 
(31) . . (η - 1) 
ι - p
s c
 1 - P
s
 1 - P
c 
3.3.3. Maximization principle 
This principle was adopted from a study by Wickelgren and Becker 
(1965). In this study the joint effects of information from two indep­
endent sources, both with known fallibility, is considered fran the 
point of view of a decision maker who is faced with the problem of 
maximizing his probability of correct decision in a binary choice 
task. The maximizing decision is obtained by considering both the 
accuracy of the sources and the expected pay-off for the correct dec­
ision. 
The accuracy of a source is described by the probability that its 
report is true. Given the probability, P. (t-/t), that source i will 
lead to report t. when t in fact occurs and the probability, P(t), of 
the occurrence of t, the accuracy of source i, Α., is expressed by 
Equation (32). When the probability of the occurrence of t, Ρ (t), is 
constant for all tfEquation (33) will suffice to express the accur­
acy of the source. Now, let us consider the case where there are given 
two independent information sources and two equally likely world 
states where the pay-off to the decision maker depends only upon 
whether or not his prediction of the true state is correct. For this 
case,it is hypothesized that the decision maker can maximize his 
pay-off by considering only that source with accuracy most deviant 
from 0.50, provided that the accuracy of each source conforms to 
Equation (33). 
(32) Ai = ΣΡ(ΐ)Ρ^. = t/t) 
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(33) Ai * Σ P i(t i - t/t) for any t 
On the basis of a few detailed considerations it was shown that if 
t. and t, are the reports of the accurate and less accurate sources, 
respectively, and Λ, and A, are the accuracies of the two sources, the 
maximizing decision is to disagree with t, (the report of the more 
accurate source) only if the more accurate source reports both the 
same state as the less accurate (t, = t,) and if 
(a) A, < 0.50 or 
(b) 0 < (Aj, - 0.50) < (0.50 - A.) . Agreement with the more accurate 
report will maximize expected pay-off under all other conditions. 
The principle was tested by an experiment in which pairs of cues 
were used to predict which of two equally likely syubols occurred. It 
was concluded that people tend to maximize expected pay-off when 
faced with conflicting information in binary choice problems and that 
conformity pressures, i.e. the desire to agree with two reports, 
strongly interfere with maximization if there is uncertainty about the 
maximizing response; however, confoimity pressures exert little 
influence when there is no uncertainty about the maximizing response. 
3.3.4 Interaction between hearing and speechreading 
Audiovisual recognition of speech is based on information from 
two sources: audition and vision. Since it was assumed (see Section 
1.5) that the sources of information will contribute independently 
to the discriminability of the features in the combined-feature 
matrix, the information concerning the probability of a feature cat­
egory (+ or -) can be considered separately for audition and vision. 
In the case of the audiovisual presentation, sequential selection 
of features, together with the information concerning the feature 
category (see Section 2.3), might be considered in such a way that 
the probability of the feature category can be defined separately 
in terms of each of the combination principles presented above. 
Independence additivity. When speech is presented audiovisually, seq­
uential feature selection will depend on the result of a combinat-
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ion of audition and vision which can be defined by Equation (34), where 
P(A) is the probability of a feature category for auditory presentation, 
P(V) is the probability of the same feature category for visual present­
ation and P(A/V) is the probability of the feature category for audio­
visual presentation. This combination process takes place prior to feat-
(34) P(A/V) = P(A) + P(V) - P(A)P(V) 
ure selection and may be characterized by the sumnation of independent 
probabilities relating to similar feature categories in the auditory 
and visual sources. That is to say, given the information with respect 
to different feature categories from two independent sources, where the 
ordering of the feature categories on the basis of the information might 
be different for the two sources, the information relating to the same 
feature category from the two sources are combined in accordance with 
Equation (34). This could occur in such a way that the resulting order­
ing of the feature categories might differ from that based on either 
the auditory source or the visual source. Equation (34) describes the 
fact that the information to be ccmbined relates to the probability of 
selecting a particular feature given the feature category to be ass­
ociated with the "apparent structure" of the stimulus. The information 
relating to the same feature and presented by two different sources is 
then added according to Equation (34). 
Response strength. Predictions from the response strength model can 
be made with reference to Table 3.3.1. It gives the theoretical res­
ponse strengths for auditory, visual and audiovisual presentation. 
The response strengths for the combined condition are obtained by mul­
tiplying the strengths in the other two conditions. Substitution of 
the values of Table 3.3.1 into Equation (28) gives the probability of 
a feature category in each presentation condition. The probability of 
a feature category in the auditory condition, Ρ(A), is: 
(35
>
 p W = ^ * in- 1) 
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from which 
(36) a = P ( A ) . (n - 1) , inhere n= 2 (+ or -) 
1
 1 - P(A) 
The probability of the feature category in the visual condition, 
P(V) is: 
a2 (37) P(V) = — т ^ ΓΓ- . £ r o m which 
*2 
(38) a = P ^ . (n - 1), where n= 2 (+ or -) 
¿
 ι - POO 
The probability of the feature category in the audiovisual condition, 
P(A/V) is: 
a1 a2 
W pWV) -
ai a2 + (n . υ 
If we substitute for a. and ot_ from Equation ( ) and ( ) respect 
ly, we are left, after rearrangement, with 
,.,., PTA/V) _ Ρ (A) Ρ PQ 
(40) 1 - Ρ\ΑΜ - 1 -P(A) ' 1 ->(V) ' 
Tablv 3.3.1. Response Strength for a particular TcatuiO category under 
auditory, \isual and jud]ü\isual presentation conditions. 
iv-
p r e s e n t a t i o n 
cond i t i on 
A 
V 
лл 
Response St renkth 
loi " c o r r c L t " 
l e j t u r c t-dtcjiorv 
a 1 
a 2 
a l a 2 
Response b t r c n e t h 
lor " i r n - o r r e c t " 
l e d t u r o c a t e n a r y 
1 
1 
1 
T o t a l S t r e n u t h 
a l * ' 
»2 * ' 
" 1 0 2 * 1 
This COTibination principle describes the information fron hearing 
and speechreading as particular response strengths to be associated with 
both categories (+ and -) of a feature. The response strength to be 
associated with the feature category that is reflected by the "appa­
raît structure" of the feature is α compared to that of the other feat­
ure category which should then be considered unity. Subsequently 
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response strengths of the same feature category from audition and vi­
sion will be multiplied with the result that the probability of the 
feature category will be expressed by Equation (39) as the joint 
effects of two information sources. A consequence of the conbination 
of response strengths of similar feature categories from the audi­
tory and visual sources will be that the ordering of the feature 
categories on the basis of the response strengths may differ from 
that when the presentation condition was auditory alone or visual 
alone. 
Maximization. Applied to our problem, where the categories plus (+) 
and minus (-) of a feature may not be equally likely, and the accu­
racies of the auditory and visual sources are not known in advance, 
the maximizing decision strategy as described by Wickelgren and Beck­
er cannot be used by the subject. Therefore, instead of trying to 
see whether the subject uses this strategy, given his a priori 
knowledge of the accuracies of the sources, the maxiinizinp strate­
gy is postulated as a corbination rule on the basis of the assumed 
process of serial feature selection. Given the maximizing strategy, 
sequential selection of features together with the information con­
cerning the feature category will then occur in such a way that the 
probability of the feature category can be defined by Equation (41) 
where c. denotes the category + or - of the feature F. That is to 
say, in each case the higher of the two probabilities relating to 
(41) PCFCcp / A/V) = max [Ρ(Ρ(^) / A), ПП^) I V)] 
the same feature category will be the probability of that feature 
category, when speech is received audiovisually. 
In terns of serial feature selection this will mean that a speci­
fic feature F will be selected on the basis of the information from 
either the auditory source or that from the visual source dependent 
on which of the associated probabilities of the prevailing feature 
category is larger. Thus one could envisage a serial processing of 
features fremi two separate sources, audition and vision, where the 
interaction between sources occurs in such a way that information 
of a particular feature category from one source only will be pro-
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cessed at a certain moment of feature processing and that the process-
ing of this particular feature information at that moment depends on 
the relative probabilities of the relevant feature categories in both 
the auditory and visual sources. To be more explicit, let us consider 
Figure 3.3.1, where the vertical arrows designate the probabilities 
of feature categories and the horizontal lines the category + or -
associated with a particular feature, given the probability of the 
associated feature in the "apparent" structure of the stimulus. If 
the relevant feature categories are +F1 and +?-, feature F- should be 
processed prior to F. with respective probabilities of P(F2(+)/V) and 
p(Fi(+)/A)· However, when the relevant feature categories are -F- and 
-F-, feature F. will be processed prior to F, with respective proba-
bilities of PCF.ji-yV) and P(F2(-)/A). In this manner, predictions 
can be made both of the probability of a feature category and of 
the feature ordering that underlies a confusion matrix. 
Fj (*I/A 
A uditorv 
1 
Visua 
+ 
1 
. 
Auditory 
+ 
i 
Visual 
1 
Figure 3.3.1. Probability of feature categories (vertical arrows) and 
the categories + or - of a feature (horizontal lines). 
3.4 TEST OF THE CCMBINATION PRINCIPLES 
3.4.1 Introduction 
In Section 2.3, the probabilities of the feature categories were 
estimated from the obtained confusion probabilities. The number of 
estimates made for a particular feature category equals the number 
of possible trees that could underlie the confusion matrix. Esti-
mated probabilities relating to an underlying tree were accepted 
whenever the fit between the predicted matrix M based on that set 
of estimated probabilities and the obtained matrix M was better 
than for any other tree. In addition, however, the degree of fit 
between the predicted matrix M and the obtained matrix M can be 
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used as a criterion to decide whether or not a set of probabilities 
which has not been obtained directly by the estimation procedure, can 
be considered a proper prediction of the probabilities of feature cat-
egories. The following analysis reflects precisely this line of 
reasoning. 
We can predict the probability of a feature category that relates 
to the audiovisual confusion matrix on the basis of the probabilities 
of the same feature categories estimated from the auditory and visual 
confusion matrices (see Section 2.3}. Predictions can be based on the 
three combination principles, uhich are expressed in formula by 
Equations 34, 40 and 41 for the independent additivity hypothesis, 
the response strength hypothesis, and the maximization hypothesis, 
respectively. The probability of a feature category for audiovisual 
is predicted by substituting the estimated probability of correspond-
ing feature categories relating to Auditory and Visual into the 
right-hand side of each of the liquations 34, 40 and 41. The audiovis-
ual confusion matrix now is predicted by substituting the predicted 
probabilities of feature categories into the relating matrix Y which 
describes the confusion probabilities in term of the probability of 
feature categories (y. values). Subsequently, this predicted audio-
visual matrix M of confusion probabilities can be fitted to the obt-
ained audiovisual matrix M. The combination principle relating to 
the predicted matrix M with the best fit can be considered the relat-
ively best combination principle, i.e. the best of the three combin-
ation principles tested, to describe the joint effects of hearing and 
speechreading in the recognition of CV syllables. 
The three combination rules were tested with data relating to both 
multi-choice and two-choice tasks. In addition to the data from the 
experiments (Experiments 1-6) presented in Chapter 2, data from one 
other experiment (Experiment 7) were considered. 
3.4.2. Multi-choice tasks 
The estimated y - values of feature categories for auditory and 
visual presentation obtained in Experiments 1-6 (see Tables 2.3.9 -
2.3.13 and 2.4.3)werc used to predict the y. values of correspond-
ing feature categories for audiovisual presentation. On the basis of 
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these values a matrix of confusion probabilities was predicted for 
each of the obtained audiovisual confusion matrices. This was done for 
each of the three combination rules separately. A measure of the 
goodness-of fit between obtained and predicted audiovisual matrices of 
confusion probabilities was acquired by using the percentage variance, 
Ρ , (see Equation 16) in the obtained confusion matrix M that could be 
Tables 3.4.1. - 3.4.6. Predicted y. values and percentage variance 
(P value) relating to each of the combination rules. A marking plus 
(+) in the column "Tree" indicates the similarity of the feature ord­
ering based on the combination rule to that underlying the confusion 
matrix for audiovisual presentation (see table 2.3.16). 
Table 3.4.1. Experiment 1· (/b/, /p/, /d/, III, /z/, /s/). 
continuant/ 
voice coronal strident 
-IS db 
-12 db 
- 9 db 
Independent 
Resp. Strengt 
Maximization 
Independent 
Resp. Strength 
Maximization 
Independent 
Resp. Strength 
Maximization 
»Ί 
.990 
.967 
.986 
.984 
.949 
.977 
.988 
.960 
.983 
•Ί 
.984 
.977 
.939 
.995 
.993 
.981 
.999 
.998 
.995 
^ 
.992 
.988 
.975 
.994 
.992 
.975 
.996 
.995 
.975 
"4 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
"s 
.907 
.801 
.830 
.942 
.903 
.830 
.980 
.973 
.880 
Ч 
.994 
.993 
.970 
.996 
.995 
.980 
.997 
.997 
.986 
F
v 
98.50 
98.14 
98.96 
99.00 
98.93 
97.97 
99.58 
99.56 
99.04 
Tree 
-
-
4-
-
-
+ 
» 
• 
+ 
Table 3.4.2. Experiment 2 (/s/, /t/, /d/). 
Independent 
Resp. Strength 
Maximization 
voice 
+ 
>Ί 
.970 
.941 
.938 
-
"2 
.983 
.974 
.951 
continuant/ 
strident 
+ 
^ 
.647 
.314 
.446 
-
v* 
.940 
.905 
.771 
P
v 
91 
89 
98 
98 
32 
82 
Tree 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Table 3 . 4 . 3 . Experiment 3: t/f/, / ρ / . / Ь / , / m / ) . 
cont i n u a n t / 
s t r i d e n t 
Independent 
Resp. Strength 
Maximization 
.995 
.991 
.988 
.987 
.978 
.966 
.999 
.999 
.998 
.994 
.988 
.987 
.973 
.960 
.905 
.973 
.OSO 
.942 
99.73 
95.89 
99.94 
• 
* 
* 
Table 3 . 4 . 4 . Experiment 4: ( / e / , / I / , / i / ) . 
t e n s e h igh 
+ - + 
У, У
г
 Уз Уд
 Р 
Independent .910 .923 .860 .980 76.55 
Resp. Strength .863 .871 .734 .973 90 .42 
Maximizat ion .774 .731 .668 .899 98.82 
Table 3 . 4 . 5 . Experinent 5: ( / e / , / I / , / i / , / y / ) . 
Independent 
Resp. Strength 
Maximization 
round 
-
>Ί 
.999 
.998 
.998 
• 
У2 
.998 
.998 
.991 
tense 
-
"3 
.952 
.922 
.857 
+ 
"4 
.929 
.875 
.827 
high 
+ 
*S 
.994 
.992 
.981 
-
Уь 
.997 
.997 
.956 
P
v 
98.91 
99.28 
99.42 
Tree 
+ 
+ 
• 
Table 3 . 4 . 6 . Exper iment 6 : ( / b / , / d / , / t / ) . 
Independent 
Hesp. S t r e n g t h 
Maximization 
976 
963 
924 
.976 
.960 
.937 
.994 
.992 
.970 
.968 
.929 
.942 
99.96 
99.46 
99.35 
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accounted for by any of the three combination principles. Tables 3.4.1-
3.4.6 show the predicted y. values and the percentage variance, Ρ , 
relating to each of the three combination rules. The Ρ values obtained 
suggest a very good fit between obtained and predicted audiovisual 
matrices. This was true irrespective which of the three combination 
rules has been used. Moreover, in most of the cases, the Ρ values 
related to the three combination rules do not differ much. Therefore, 
an interpretation of the findings in favour of one of the combination 
rules should be given with caution. A closer look at the Ρ values 
revealed that in five out of eight cases the Ρ value based on the 
Maximization rule was greater than that based on both the Independent 
Addi tivity and the Response Strength rule. The remaining three cases 
(Experiment 1: -12 db and -9 db and Experiment 6) show a greater Ρ 
value for the Independent Additivi ty rule. Since the data of Experim­
ent 1: audiovisual -12 db and audiovisual -9 db, have given deviant 
results in previous analyses (see Section 2.3), only the results of 
Experiment 6 may be regarded as a reliable disproof of the Maximizat­
ion rule. On the basis of these findings a description of the comb­
ination of hearing and speechreading in terms of the Maximization 
rule can be considered more reasonable than when it occurs in terms 
of one of the other two combination rules. The scatter plots in 
Figures 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, where the obtained probabilities have been 
plotted against the predicted, give a visual ijnpression of the fit 
based on the Maximization rule. 
90 ι oo 
predicted m^ diagonal elements 
60 70 80 90 
predicted m,j diagonal elements 
Figure 3.4.1. Observed ν predicted probability of correct response 
fMaximization principle). 
Figure 3.4.2. Obberved ν predicted probability ot correct response 
(Maximization principle). 
too 
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By substituting the predicted probability of the feature 
categories into Equation (15) the predicted feature ordering 
for the audiovisual condition may be obtained.Subsequently, 
this feature ordering can be compared with that recovered on 
the basis of the sequential elimination principle (see Table 
2.3.16). The last column of the Tables 3.4.1-3.4.6 indicates 
the similarity between the feature ordering recovered after 
application of each of the three combination rules and that 
underlying the obtained confusion matrix for the audiovisual 
presentation condition. In most of the cases considered ident-
ical feature orderings were obtained. This indicates that 
each of the three combination rules can be used to recover the 
rank order of features on the basis of their relative discrimin-
ability. 
3.4.3. Two-choice tasks 
The combination rules have been applied to account for the 
joint effects of audition and vision with respect to the prob-
ability of a feature category. This does not mean that the 
Maximization rule can also be used to interpret recognition 
probabilities. Whether or not the combination rules should be 
considered to account for the joint effects of hearing and 
speechreading when recognition probabilities are considered, 
should be determined in a separate test. Our way of testing 
the three combination rules concerned the joint effects of 
hearing and speechreading when the sequential elimination 
principle, could be used to interpret confusion matrices in 
terms of distinctive features. 
An ambiguous case emerges, however, when one considers 
two-choice tasks in which the differences between two CV syll-
ables can be indicated by just one simple or complex feature. 
In that case, recognition of the consonant as a whole cannot 
be distinguished from discrimination of the feature. If feat-
ure discrimination is not involved in the two-choice situation, 
there is also little a priori reason to expect that subjects 
behave according to the Maximization rule which was developed 
specifically for the case of sequential elimination. An indep-
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endent test is necessary to see whether in two-choice tasks the 
Maximization rule can still be preferred to the other combination 
rules to account for the joint effect of hearing and speech-
reading. If this is the case, it will still not prove feature 
discrimination in two-choice tasks. On the other hand, if the 
Maximization rule does not account for the joint effects of hear­
ing and speechreading, this will certainly be a disproof of feature 
discrimination. 
The data for the independent test were obtained frem the two 
alternative cases of Experiment 6 (see Section 2.4) and from an 
additional experiment (Experiment 7). 
Experiment 6: (/b/, /d/), (/d/, /t/i. (/b/, /t/) 
For each of the audiovisual confusion matrices a matrix of confus­
ion probabilities was predicted by considering the probability of 
correct response, the y. value of the feature category associated 
with that CV syllable. Predictions were made on the basis of each 
of the three combination rules. Table 3.4.7 shows F values, F= Σ 
(M.. - M.О > expressing the fit between obtained and predicted 
confusion probabilities for audiovisual presentation. In two of the 
three cases (the sets {/b/ , /d/} and i/b/, /t/}) the Independent-
additivity rule gives the best prediction; in the remaining case 
(the set {/d/, /t/}), the best prediction was obtained after applic­
ation of the Response Strength rule. However, since in the multi-
choice tasks the data fron Experiment 6 give a result which deviates 
fron that of the other experiments (see Section 3.4.2) we have not 
considered the findings in this section decisive. Instead, we have 
performed another experiment (Experiment 7) to see whether the re­
jection of the Maximization rule in two-choice tasks can be support­
ed by other data. 
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Table 3.4.7. F values expressing the fit between obtained and predicted 
confusion probabilities for audiovisual presentation. A single underlining 
indicates that the corresponding combination rule gives the best predict-
ion. Experiment 6 (/d/, /t/) and (/b/, /d/] and (/b/, /t/). 
Independent Response Strength Maximization 
voice (/d/, /t/) .00077 .00005 .00178 
coronal (/b/, /d/) .00082 .00130 .00096 
voice/coronal C/b/, /t/) .00029 .0007S .00288 
Experiment 7 
Method 
Stimuli. Three sets of two consonants were considered: (/s/,/t/), 
(/t/,/k/) and (/s/,/k/). For each set of consonants 6 series were 
constructed; each series consisted of 60 CV syllables (the vowel was 
always the short vowel /I/). In each of the randomized series, each 
consonant occurred 30 times. 
Procedure. This was similar to that of the Experiments 1-5, except 
for the number of different signal-to-noise ratios and the way the 
different series were presented. Seven different signal-to-noise 
ratios were used; each signal-to-noise ratio was associated with a 
different group of 4 subjects. Each subject participated in two one-
hour sessions with at least one day between the sessions. In each 
session one series of CV syllables was presented in each of the three 
presentation conditions: auditory, visual and audiovisual. This was 
done for each of the three consonant sets; so that in fact three 
randomly chosen series associated with each consonant set were pres-
ented in the first session and the remaining three in the second 
session. Within each session the order in which series occurred was 
random. 
Subjects. Twenty-eight subjects participated in this experiment. 
Hearing test and payment were the same as in previous experiments. 
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Results 
Tables 3.4.8-3.4.10 show for the respective sets {/s/,/t/}, {/t/./k/} 
and {/s/,A/} the F values exp:essing the fit between obtained and 
predicted confusion probabilities. In fourteen of the 3 (sets) χ 7 
(signal-to-noise ratios) cases, predictions based on the Maximization 
rule gave the best fit; in five cases predictions based on the Response 
Strength rule were the best and in the remaining two cases predictions 
were equally good under either of the cmbination rules. These results 
indicate that in contrast to the findings in Experiment 6, the Maxim­
ization rule may account for the joint effects of audition and vision 
in two choice-tasks. Figure 3.4.3 gives a visual impression of the 
fit between obtained and predicted probabilities of a correct response 
to audiovisual presentation under each of the signal-to-noise ratios. 
Tables 3 4 В 3 4 10 F values « p r e s s i n g the f i t b e t t e e n obtetned and 
p r e d i c t e d confusion p r o b a b i l i t i e s for audiovisual p r e s e n t a t i o n A s ing le 
u n d e r l i n i n g i n d i c a t e s that the corresponding Lonbinstion rule gives the 
b e s t p r e d i c t i o n 
Table 3 4 8 Expennent 7 ( / s / , / t / ) 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
- 1 2 db 
- 1 4 db 
- 1 6 db 
- 1 8 db 
- 2 0 db 
T a b i c 3 i 9 
8 db 
- 1 0 db 
-12 db 
- 1 4 db 
- 1 6 db 
- 1 8 db 
-20 db 
I n d e p e n d e n t 
004 ЯО 
OCT 50 
09117 
21375 
20895 
12584 
14352 
1 яре r i m e n t •· / t / 
I n d e p e n d e n t 
ООЗб
1 
02354 
11--Т 
Оз» 9 
2П933 
0BS5S 
1 '953 
Response 
00480 
0 0 6 J 1 
0 2 4 9 3 
11832 
Ι ' ϊ ί β 
0609S 
П0828 
/к/> 
Response 
00320 
01037 
о з о - ß 
01J35 
П-ІЧЭ 
0 2 1 1 3 
1SI2S 
S t r e n i í t h 
Ч о ж і п і г в с і о п 
00480 
0С519 
01П25 
03485 
(ПбаЯ 
0 3 5 5 -
01174 
4 a x i i i n - * a t i o n 
00160 
о т ' 
ООП 1 
0 О М 8 
01 ' M 
O'S-IO 
PUI«» 
Table 3 4 10 Cxpcrtnrnt " l/>/, /b/ ) 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
- 1 2 db 
-14 db 
- 1 6 db 
- 1 8 db 
-20 db 
I n d e p c n 
ooooo 
o o m 
Г б Т Ч 
o:f i í )6 
1-110 
105-5 
1 M M 
Jen t H o . p o n s с 
ooooo 
о с я м 
10018 
0S2SÌ 
П1ЙП5 
0-9 *! 
0 0 0 3 1 
St r e n ^ r b M l X l n i . d t 
с т о п 
Ο ΐ ι ' ί 
0-1-6S 
POI 19 
011044 
111 >!'> 
O P f O 
^ 
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predicted probability of correct 
Figure 3.4.3. Observed ν predicted probability of correct response 
(Maximization principle). 
In order to see whether or not these data and especially 
those for which the Maximization rule gave only second best 
fit deviate significantly from the straight line of unity 
slope and zero intercept an analysis of variance test was 
performed. Table 3.4.11 shows the relevant results of this 
analysis of variance. In all three cases the linearity of 
regression was significant and the intercept did not deviate 
significantly from zero. Moreover, when the confidence inter­
val is computed for the slope of the relating line with zero 
intercept, this interval includes the unity slope, when it is 
the 95 or 99 per cent confidence interval. It can be said, 
therefore, that the slope of the fitted straight line with 
zero intercept does not deviate significantly from unity. 
That is to say that the Maximization rule can properly be 
used to account for the joint effects of hearing and speech-
reading in all two-choice tasks. As we have seen, this does 
not mean that we can disprove the theory of sequential select­
ion of features for this special case. We therefore accept it 
as the simplest general theory for all cases. A possible 
explanation of the deviant results of Experiment 6 is present­
ed in the discussion (Section 3.4.5). 
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Tabic 3.-1.11. Vnab;·!*· il< \jriancc t e s t for the l i n e a r i t y of regress­
ion. and :ero in tc iccpt Ь i«oJ on the data p l o t t e d in Figure 3 .4 .7 (b ! -
s lope of f i t t e d l ine ыг' ' zero in tercept ; i!f =• 1/5). 
1—regression 
Slope (b,) 
Intercept (b
o
) 
F-intcrccpt 
Slope (bil 
99"» Confidence 
interval of b,' 
95t Confidence 
interval of b! 
(/s/ ,/t/) 
137,46a 
.897 
.062 
1.12 
.Э'З 
ь: * 
b! * 
(η.s.) 
.155 
.098 
(/t/,Λ/Ί 
323,J3a 
.98Ì 
-.001 
<1 .00 
.981 
ь; + .ιοί 
h; + .064 
(/s/,/K/) 
8.51Ь 
.006 
.065 
- 1.00 
.990 
b; ; .581 
ь: i .з-п 
a. S i i ín i f i cant at the .01 l e v e l . 
b. S i g n i f i c a n t s t the .05 l e v e l . 
3.4.4. Combined information from different features 
The two-choice tasks discussed above (Section 3.4.3) demand a test of 
the combination rules with respect to the joint information of two or 
more features in what we have called the "complex feature". Given the 
sequential elimination principle, it has been stated that when differ-
ent features lead to a similar way of partitioning a set or subset of 
alternatives into an Accepted and a Rejected part, after selection of 
one of these features, selection of another of than will not contribute 
to the elimination process at all (see Section 2.2). Considered from the 
point of view of a two-choice task, this means that, irrespective of the 
number of features which describe the difference between two speech 
sounds, only one of the features will contribute to their discriminab-
ility. That is to say that the Maximization rule will account for the 
probability of correct recognition of a two-choice task, when informat-
ion from different features can be used. 
In order to test this prediction we have used the confusion matrices 
obtained in Experiments 6 and 7. With respect to the two-choice tasks 
of Experiment 6, we shall predict the probability of confusions based 
on the complex feature aoronal/voiae (/b/i/t/) fremi the obtained proba]·il-
ity of confusions based on the features voice (AV,/t/) only and coronal 
(/b/ ,/сУ) onjv. In the case of twc-choice tasks of F.xpcrbcnt 7, proJict-
ions to be made are based on the feature specifications in Table 3.4.12. 
ma 
The difference between /s/ and /t/ is described by the complex feature 
continuant/strident and that between /t/ and /k/ by the complex fea­
ture ooronal/anterior/back/high and that between /s/ and /k/ by the 
combination of the two sets of complex features consisting of all 
six features. Thus, probability of confusions for the set {/s/, /k/} 
can be predicted from the probability of confusions for the sets {/s/, 
/t/> and {/t/./k/}. 
Table 3.4.12. Feature specifications describing the difference among 
the consonants (/s/. /t/ and /k/). 
s t к 
coronal + + 
anterior + + 
back + 
high - - + 
continuant + 
strident + 
Each of the three coiiibination rules was used to predict the probab­
ility of confusions for the set {/b/, /t/} in Experiment б and {/s/, 
/k/} in Experiment 7. This was done for data relating to each present­
ation condition separately. Tables 3.4.13 and 3.4.14 - 3.4.16 show 
for {/b/, /t/} and {/s/, /k/} respectively, the F values expressing 
the fit between obtained and predicted confusion probabilities. In the 
case of the set {/b/, /t/} the Maximization rule gives the best fit, 
if the presentation condition is either visual or audiovisual. However, 
for the auditory presentation condition, the Response Strength rule 
gives the best fit. With respect to the set {/s/, /k/} the Maximization 
rule gives the best fit in twelve of the 3 (presentation conditions) χ 
7 (signal-to-noise ratio) cases, followed by the Response Strength rule 
as second best in six cases. 
Table 3.4.13. F values expressing the f i t between obtained and preait-Led 
confusion probabi l i t ies for the set /b/, /t/ . Λ Mn^lo unJcrlining indicatcb 
that the corresponding combination rule gives the best predict ion. 
Experiment 6 /b/, / t / . 
auditory 
visual 
audiovisual 
Indepen 
.05860 
.00410 
.00077 
dent Response 
.04666 
.00294 
.00077 
Stren Rth Maximization 
.04826 
.00263 
.00041 
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Table 3 J M 3 4 16 F values ««press ing the Tit betheen obtained and 
p r e d i c t e d confusion p r o b a b i l i t i e s for the s e t /s/ Λ/ \ single швісгііпіпь 
i n d i c a t e s t h a t the corresponding ru le gives the bes t p r e d i c t i o n 
Table 3 4 H Eaperiment ' (/s/, /V/), Auditory 
-12 db 
- В db 
-20 db 
-10 db 
18 db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
Table 3 4 
-12 db 
- a ab 
-20 db 
-10 db 
-IB db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
Independent 
07230 
00000 
10729 
0126H 
58796 
3460(1 
13609 
IS Гхреі 
Independe 
2ÏS78 
31B1S 
13B96 
41700 
25319 
0452-' 
11664 
iment 7 
nt 
Responso 
04 597 
P0000 
0-464 
01269 
06423 
OSOfll 
01696 
í/s/, /k/) 
Response 
02427 
20149 
O0S95 
14143 
11-03 
01962 
00021 
Streniíth 
\15иа1 
Streich 
Maximization 
02188 
00000 
003,8 
0056-
OJ'-I 
0''944 
ОІІЬЙ 
Maximization 
0SS2S 
16119 
OCÇS 
ібоіа 
14465 
016^2 
02368 
Figure 3.4.4 shows for ail cases a plot of the obtained versus the 
predicted probabilities of feature categories according to the Maxim­
ization rule. An analysis of variance test was performed to see 
whether the hypothesis of linearity of regression and zero intercept 
is supported by the data plotted in this figure. The relevant results 
of this analysis are presented in Table 3.4.17. In the case of aud­
itory and audiovisual presentation the linearity of regression was 
significant and the intercept did not deviate significantly from zero. 
The .99 and .95 confidence interval for the slope of the correspond­
ing line with zero intercept includes the unity slope. That is to say, 
the slope of the line with zero intercept through the data points in 
Figure 3.4.4. does not deviate significantly from unity. Therefore, 
BWicM ρπΜΙιήΓ 
Figure 3.4.4. Observed ν predicted probability ot correct response 
(Maximization principle). 
Ill 
Tabic 3.4.16. Lxpciimcnt " (/s/, /k/l, \udio\isujl. 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
-12 db 
-H db 
-16 db 
-18 db 
-20 db 
Independent 
.oooons 
.0000-2 
.177158 
. 034-S 
.ігвг^б 
.265616 
.115856 
Rospop'-t stien 
.ОООГ"? 
.00(428 
.111566 
.010""S 
.0304-4 
. 121014 
.0-,1060 
itll ν Ι\1Γ 1- It 
.ne:(us 
.no^ono 
.01280Г 
.002218 
.oif-<'-p 
.Ρ 1^450 
.0011-20 
) η 
these findings can be considered not to violate the assumed sequential 
elimination principle according to which features are selected one at 
a time on the basis of their degree of discriminability and that after 
partitioning of the set of alternatives on the basis of the feature 
selected, features which would lead to a similar partitioning will not 
contribute to discriminability at all. In Chapter 4, choice-reaction 
times will be used to find additional evidence in favour of the theory. 
Table 3.4.17. Analysis of variance test for the linearity of regress 
ion and zero intercept based on the data plotted in Figure 3.4.4 (b! • 
slope of fitted line with zero intercept, df • 1/5). 
F-regress ion 
Slope (b,) 
Intercept (b 0) 
F-intercept 
Slope (b:; 
991 Confidence 
interval of b; 
95* Confidence 
interval of b; 
Auditory 
49.21 a 
;975 
-.005 
<1.00 
.896 
Ы · .294 
b! J .188 
Visual 
3.99 n.s. 
.776 
.092 
<1.00 
.901 
Ы î .810 
Ы î .517 
audiovisual 
4 7.9 3 a 
1.035 
-.033 
<1.00 
.995 
b: i .282 
ь: t .ιβο 
a. Significant at the .01 level. 
3.4.5 Discussion 
The conbination principles selected are not the only ones applicable 
to the joint effects of audition and vision. Other combination rules 
might also be worthwhile considering (cf. Corcoran and Weening, 1969). 
With respect to speech recognition, however, the Independence Addit-
ivity rule and the Response Strength rule have been used more freq­
uently than others. Besides, according to Broadbent (1973), each of 
these two combination principles can be considered a representative 
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of two main classes of mechanism which combine evidence. The Ind-
ependence Additivity principle relates to the first class which "takes 
the correct decisions on the grounds of one source of evidence and 
adds to than a certain proportion of the decision which would be corr-
ect on the grounds of the other source of evidence", where only the 
alternative most favoured by each source of evidence is considered. 
According to the second class, represented by the Response Strength 
rule, all the alternatives are considered; a combination of two 
sources of evidence may give a very steep rise in combined perform-
ance as coiipared to that found when only one source is used. In add-
ition to these two combination rules, the Maximization rule has been 
used because it relates directly to the choice situation concerning 
feature categories i.e. the choice between two possible reports (+ 
or -) from two sources (audition and vision). Considered from the 
point of view of Broadbent, the Maximization rule might belong to the 
class of theories represented by the Independence Additivity rule 
where only the alternative most favoured by each source is considered. 
The essential difference with the Independence principle is that only 
one source of evidence contributes to discriminability. Since in most 
of the cases considered, the Maximization rule gives the best pred-
iction, it can be said that when speech is presented audiovisually, 
the hearer selects for each feature the modality in which the feature 
has the highest probability of correct recognition and he ignores the 
other channel. That is to say that during the process of feature sel-
ection, information of a particular feature category fron one source 
only will be processed at a certain moment and that the processing of 
this particular feature information at that moment depends on the rel-
ative discriminability of the relevant feature categories in both the 
auditory and visual sources. 
In the case of Experiment 6, our results do not support the Maxim-
ization rule. A possible explanation of these deviant results might be 
the difference in the task of the subject in this experiment conpared 
with that in the other experiments. Whereas in the case of the other 
experiments the response was chosen frcm one particular set of alternat-
ives, in the case of Experiment 6 the set of relevant alternatives changes 
randomly between the sets {/b/,/d/,/t/}, {/b/,/d/} {/d/,/t/} and {/b/,/t/}. 
This random change might have led to a decrease in the possibility of receiv-
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ing enough trials of one set successively in order to decide which 
source provides the best information to discriminate the categories of 
a feature more easily. An implication of this explanation is, however, 
that with enough experience the strategy of the subject will change 
more in favour of the Maximization rule. That is to say, a subject 
might consider both sources during the first sequences of trials but 
he would eventually decide which source provides the best information 
for which feature and he would disregard the source with a lower dis-
criminability of that feature. In this sense the Maximization ru]e will 
only be operative after the subject has decided which source (audition 
or vision) is more trustworthy with respect to which feature. 
3.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
When meaningful material (words, phrases or sentences) is received 
audiovisually by the person with hearing-loss, the combination of hear-
ing and speechreading may be considered an association of similtan-
eously available cues from audition and vision with meaning. To some 
extent the mental process of piecing together the cues to meaning as 
they can be gathered simultaneously from hearing and speechreading, can 
be conpared to the process of producing the solution to a jig-saw 
puzzle (Ewing and Ewing,1938). As in the jig-saw puzzle, there are two 
sets of cues to be discovered and associated. In the puzzle, one set of 
cues is indicated by the colour and marking of the pieces; the other set 
is contained in the shape of the pieces. The solution of the puzzle is 
found when the pieces are put together to reveal the wanted pattern. 
However, in doing so we can never state exactly how far colour or shape 
have guided us in constructing the whole. In a similar way a person be-
comes "automatically aware of what is said without realizing if he is 
hearing or seeing" (O'Neill and Oyer, 1961). 
In the case of the recognition of speech sounds too, one might 
say that information fron audition and vision is combined without 
being aware of whether one is guided by information from hearing or from 
speechreading. However, this does not mean that what is beyond the poss-
ibility of direct inspection should not be considered an object of study. 
On the contrary, in considering the combination of information from 
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hearing and speechreading as a specific way of speech reception, one 
might try to describe the underlying process responsible for the obtained 
intelligibility as resulting from the joint effects of both sensory modal-
ities. Precisely this line of reasoning has been adopted in our study. The 
crucial point was to consider the joint effects of hearing and speechread-
ing from the point of view of the assumed sequential elimination principle 
(see Chapter 2). Since the confusion probabilities were predicted on the 
basis of the probability of the feature categories, the combination of 
auditory and visual information relating to the same feature category had 
to be accounted for. 
The experimental evidence does not contradict an interpretation in 
terms of the Maximization rule which implies that at the level of feature 
categories, the information fron one modality only will be used in the 
recognition process. This permits of a description of the combination of 
hearing and speechreading in terms of the choice, at the level of feat-
ure categories, of the input channel that provides the greater amount of 
information, instead of having to consider a more complicated combinat-
ion principle. The way in which information fron different feature categ-
ories is combined in order to arrive at a particular choice will then be 
accounted for by the assumed sequential elimination principle (see Sect-
ion 2.3). 
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CHAPTER 4 
S E Q U E N T I A L E L I M I N A T I O N P R I N C I P L E 
A N D M O D E O F F E A T U R E P R O C E S S I N G 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The mode of processing the information provided by complex stimuli 
has been of major interest from the point of view of describing the 
human organism as an information processer. One of the main issues was 
whether complex stimuli are processed as a whole pattern (Template 
theory) or whether, prior to processing, the complex stimulus pattern 
is decomposed into its several dimensions which are then processed 
separately (Feature-Analyzing theory). Adopting the latter line of 
thought, one is confronted with a second important distinction. Feature 
processing systems may be either serial or parallel processers. That is 
to say that either the information about one feature at a time is ser-
ially processed or the information about several features is processed 
simultaneously (in parallel). This issue has led to a variety of exper-
imental studies resulting in evidence which in some cases favours the 
parallel mode of feature processing and in others the serial mode. 
Moreover, results were very much affected by the kind of stimuli used, 
the type of tasks presented to the subject, the amount of practice the 
subject has with the tasks and the relative set of the subject favour-
ing either speed or accuracy (cf. Grill, 1971). 
The present study has been based on an assumed sequential elimination 
principle which reflects the serial mode of feature processing. More-
over, by using the terms "serial, fixed order and self-terminating" the 
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mode of feature processing to be associated with the sequential elimin-
ation principle has been fully specified (see Section 2.1). Experiment-
al data were thus interpreted from the point of view of only this mode 
of feature processing. However, there is a need for a direct test that 
predictions based on this mode of feature processing are in better acc-
ordance with experimental findings than predictions from other modes. 
This test will be reported in the present chapter. To this end, response 
latencies will be used to test predictions made on the basis of each of 
eight different models corresponding to different modes of feature proc-
essing. It will be shown (Section 4.2) thatthe processing of CV syll-
ables can be described in terms of the mode of feature processing re-
flecting the assumed sequential elimination principle. Furthermore, 
response latencies of CV syllables will be interpreted on the basis of 
the tree-like decision structure that underlies the confusion matrix 
(Section 4.3). This is considered the test of a direct implication of 
the mode of feature processing that corresponds to the sequential elim-
ination strategy. Because we may then see whether or not response lat-
encies are in accordance with an interpretation of the subject's choice 
behaviour in terms of a successive selection of aspects (distinctive 
features). 
4.2. NODES OF FEATURE PROCESSING: SMC-DIFFERENT JUIXMWS 
If one assumes that, prior to recognition, phonemes are analysed into 
distinctive features one is faced with the problem of indicating the 
mode of feature processing underlying their recognition. A solution as 
to the possible mode of feature processing can be found by inferences 
from response latencies (Egeth, 1966). Presenting pairs of stimuli which 
vary along one or more independent binary dimensions and asking subjects 
to indicate whether the stiimli in the pair are physically identical or 
different, the response latency may be obtained and it can be used to 
test predictions made on the basis of different modes of feature process-
ing. Table 4.2.1 (adopted from Hawkins, 1969) shows predictions for var-
ious models discussed by Egeth (1966). These models, which we have ment-
ioned earlier (see Section 2.3.1), are based on the assimption that the 
subject makes comparisons between representations of the individual dim-
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ensions contained in each stimulus. 
The Table reflects predictions relating to four different com­
parisons among stimulus conditions for stimuli differing along one, 
two or all three of the hypothetical, two-value dimensions Χ, Y and 
Z, where Ш„ < ΚΤγ < Ш и . These comparisons are considered critical 
with respect to a correct inference of the mode of feature processing. 
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The first comparison relates to "same" responses. It expresses the 
relation between the slowest unidimensional condition Ζ and the mean 
"same" RT for the tridimensional condition, where all three dimensions 
have identical values (XYZ). The second comparison concerns the tridim-
ensional condition only. In this case, a distinction can be made between 
relevant dimensions and dimensions expressing differences. Though in the 
tridimensional condition all three dimensions are relevant with respect 
to the stimuli constructed, a pair of stimuli in this tridimensional con­
dition can differ with respect to either one, two or all tree dimensions. 
The comparison to be considered concerns the relation between the aver­
age of the three mean "different" RTs for the tridimensional con­
ditions in which there is only one dimension of difference: 
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[Χ(ΥΖ), Υ(ΧΖ) and Ζ(ΧΥ)] and the main "different" RT for the tridimens­
ional condition in which all three dimensions differ: XYZ. The third 
comparison is that of the relation between the mean "different" RT for 
the fastest unidimensional condition: X and the mean "different" RT 
for the tridimensional condition in which all dimensions differ: XYZ. 
The fourth comparison, finally, concerns the relation between the mean 
"different" RT for the tridimensional condition in which the pair of 
stimuli differs only along the fastest dimension [X(YZ)] and the mean 
"different" RT for the tridimensional condition in which all three 
dimensions differ: XYZ. 
In the case of phonemes, stimili cannot be constructed on the basis 
of a restricted number of features. As a discrete segment (see Section 
1.1) a phoneme will be described in terms of several distinctive 
features which are integral to the whole stimulus pattern. That is to 
say that within the feature system used, a discrete segment cannot be 
described by less distinctive features than is necessary to obtain a 
full specification in terms of the feature system. However, a set of 
phonemes may be specified in terms of those features only that des­
cribe their mutual differences. In this case one may speak of relevant 
features in contrast to the features which are shared by the phonemes 
in the set. Now, given a set of phonemes which is described in terms 
of relevant features, we wanted to see whether the mode of feature 
processing which can be described by the terms "serial, self-termin­
ating and fixed order" will account for response latencies relating 
to "same-different" judgments of pairs of CV syllables. To this pur­
pose an experiment (Experiment 8) was performed in which "same-differ­
ent" judgments of CV syllable-pairs were required. In this experiment, 
the CV syllables differed with respect to the vowel only. Besides, 
differences among these CV syllables were based on only three feat­
ures, i.e. there were three relevant features. 
Experiment 8 
Method 
Stimuli. Six series of CV syllables were constructed; each series 
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consisted of 60 pairs of CV syllables. The Of syllables in a pair were 
either similar ("same" pairs) or different ("different" pairs). The CV 
syllables in the "different" pairs differ with respect to the vowel 
only, which was taken from the set {/I/, /i/, /e/, /y/}; the consonant 
always being the stop /p/. Table 4.2.2 shows for "same" pairs the 
number of times the pair occurs in the randomized series, and for 
"different" pairs both the frequency of occurrence in the series and 
the features along which the CV syllables in the pair differ. These 
differences were taken from the feature specifications of the four 
vowels presented in Table 2.3.8 (see Section 2.3.3). The frequency of 
occurrence of a pair was based on the following considerations. With 
respect to "different" pairs the total frequency for one (/I/ ν /i/, 
/Ι/ ν /e/ and /i/ ν /y/), two (/Ι/ ν /y/ and /i/ ν /e/) and three 
(/e/ ν /y/) feature differences should be identical. Furthermore, the 
total number of times a single CV syllable occurs in a series should 
be similar for each of the CV syllables. Finally, the total number of 
"same" pairs should not differ too much from that of "different" pairs. 
Tabic 4.2.2. Frequency of occurrence οΓ syllable pairs in a scries 
for "same" anti "dif ferent" p a i r s , and features .ilontJ which the meuixirs 
of a pair differ, (h » high, t · tense, г • • round). 
"SAML" 
Pair 
1/1 
i/i 
c/c 
Y/Y 
brequency 
8 
В 
J 
-1 
Pair 
l/i 
I/c 
i/Y 
I/Y 
i/o 
e/Y 
"ШИ-ЪШ-М' 
Frcqucnc> 
4 
4 
4 
6 
Ь 
12 
Feature difference 
h 
t 
г 
h,г 
M 
M,г 
Procedure. The general experimental procedure was similar to that of 
previous experiments except for the signal-to-noise ratios, the number 
of sessions and a few special arrangements with respect to this type of 
task. A signal-to-noise ratio of -15 db was used in the auditory and 
audiovisual condition. Each subject participated in 6 one-hour sessions 
with a time interval of 1 - 3 days between the sessions. In each sess­
ion one series was presented under each presentation condition (audit­
ory, visual and audiovisual). Presentation of the series was arranged in 
such a way that a different series was presented under each presentation 
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condition. Besides, given one presentation condition, a different series 
was presented too in each of the six sessions. Since this task was a 
"same-different" judgment task in which responce latency was measured 
the following arrangements were made. The CV syllables in a pair were 
presented successively (successive comparison). The time interval 
between CV syllables of a pair was approximately 1 sec. and the inter-
trial interval was approximately 4 sec. The subject made his response 
by depressing a response key corresponding either to the judgment 
"same" or to "different". Two response keys were arranged such that 
they could be operated comfortably by the index fingers of the hand, 
respectively right and left, each finger depressing one specific response 
key. The judgments "same" and "different" which correspond to the re-
sponse keys were pormutated over subjects, so that for some of the sub-
jects the response keys for the "same" response were depressed by the 
left index finger and for other subjects by the right index finger. De-
pression of the response key for the left index finger automatically re-
gistered the coded number 1 and that for the right index finger automat-
ically registered the coded nunber 6. Besides, the response latency which 
was measured from the onset of the second CV syllable of the pair, was 
also registered automatically. Subjects were instructed to depress the 
response key as soon as they were certain that the judgment should be 
"same" or "different". Though this instruction might have stressed 
accuracy and not speed of reaction, we assume that the results of the 
experiment would not have been affected significantly if the instruction 
had stressed response speed instead of accuracy (cf. Grill, 1971). 
Subjects. Nine students served as subjects in this experiment. Hearing 
test and payment were similar to those of previous experiments. 
Results 
The vowels used in this experiment can be described in terms of three 
relevant features (see Table 2.3.8 in Section 2.3.3): round (r), 
high (h) and tense (t). Since all pairs of CV syllables were taken 
from a single set of CV syllables which can be described by three 
relevant features, one can consider the pairs of CV syllables mem-
bers of a tridimensional condition (see Egeth, 1966, Hawkins, 1969 
and Grill, 1971). In this condition differences between CV syllables 
in a pair can be based on one: h(tr), t(hr) or r(ht), two: ht(r), 
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hr(t) or rt(h) or three: htr distinctive features, where the features 
in parenthesis are the relevant features shared by the CV syllables in 
the pair. This means that a conclusion with respect to the mode of 
feature processing which gives the best account of response latencies, 
should be based on only the second and fourth comparison presented in 
Table 4.2.1. 
"Different" response times. With respect to "different" reaction times, 
Table 4.2.3 shows the mean response latencies obtained in each of the 
three presentation conditions. Pairs of CV syllables differing on one 
relevant feature had the shortest mean reaction time when that feature 
was the feature high: h(rt), round: r(ht) and round: r(ht) for auditory, 
visual and audiovisual, respectively. Considering the relative mean 
response latencies based on one relevant feature only, one can obtain 
the rank ordering of the features high, tense and round on the basis of 
those response latencies. The rankorder is "high-round-tense", "round-
high- tense" and "round-high-tense", respectively for the auditory, visual 
and audiovisual presentation condition. Moreover, assuming that each of 
these rank orderings reflects the relative discriminability of feature 
processing, the first feature in the rank order should be regarded as 
the fastest discriminable, the second one as the second fastest and the 
third one as the slowest of the three. 
Table 4.2.3. Mean Rt (msec) under "Different" Response Coniitions (h = high, 
г = round, t = tense, A = auditory, V = visual, A/V = audiovisual). 
A 
V 
A/V 
h(rt) 
.625 
.B05 
.638 
t(hr) 
.71S 
.836 
.777 
r(ht) 
.629 
.591 
.548 
ht(r) 
.630 
.787 
.646 
hrCt) 
.570 
.608 
.548 
hrt 
.595 
.560 
.548 
The first inference concerning the mode of feature processing which has 
been tested, was that one reflected by Prediction 2 in Table 4.2.1. An 
analysis of variance was performed to test the difference between the 
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average of the three mean "different" reaction-times, when there is 
only one dimension (distinctive feature) of difference: [h(rt), t(rt) 
and r(ht)] and the main "different" reaction time, when all three 
dimensions (distinctive features) differ: hrt. This was a test of the 
"SeIf-Terminâting" processing models which predict a difference between 
the two mean "different" reaction times mentioned against the exhaust-
ive" processing models which predict equality between those mean 
reaction times. Since absolute equality cannot be expected in empiric-
al data that are susceptible to fallibility, a .01 level of signific-
ance was adopted for all comparisons between the models and the data 
in order to accept or reject the hypothesis of no-difference. Disregard-
ing representation conditions, the result of the analysis of variance 
shows that the average of the three mean "different" reaction times 
(single feature difference) was significantly larger than the mean 
"different" reaction time when all three features differ: F(1,8) = 
19.31; ρ < .01. Having determined the significance of the interaction 
between the degree of difference in mean "different" reaction time of 
these two parts of Prediction 2 and the presentation condition: FfZ.lö) = 
9.41; ρ < .01, the Newman-Keuls procedure (see Winer, 1962) was then 
applied to test Prediction 2 for each of the three presentation condit­
ions separately. Table 4.2.4 shows in symbolic form the conclusions con­
cerning the relation tested at the prespecified .01 level of signific­
ance. A comparison of these results with the predictions from the various 
models in Table 4.2.1 clearly indicates that the data support the "Self-
Terminating" processing models irrespective of whether speech was receiv­
ed auditorily, visually or audiovisually. That is to say, the data do 
not violate the serial/self-terminating/fixed order processing model 
which is reflected by the assumed sequential elimination procedure. 
However, since four "Self-Terminating" processing models have been 
specified (see Table 4.2.1) a further analysis is necessary to see 
whether the serial/self-terminating/fixed order processing model gives 
the best fit to the data. 
The second analysis was related to the comparison reflected by 
Prediction 4 (see Table 4.2.1). This comparison concerns the differ­
ence between the mean "different" reaction time, when the pair of 
stimuli differ along the fastest dimension (feature): [h(rt), or 
t(hr) or r(ht)] and the mean "different" reaction time, when the pair 
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of stimuli differ along all three dimensions (features): hrt. An 
analysis of variance shows that this difference was not significant, 
F O , B ) = 5.56; ρ > .01. This was true irrespective of the presentat­
ion condition as was indicated by the F < 1.00 based on the inter­
action between the relation tested and the three presentation condit­
ions used. Inspection of Table 4.2.1 reveals that this finding, 
which is presented in Table 4.2.4 in symbolic form, supports the 
prediction based on two processing models: "serial/self-terminating/ 
fixed order" and "parallel/self-terminating/constant times". Again 
the experimental evidence was in accordance with the assumed sequent­
ial elimination procedure. 
Table 4.2.4. Directions of significant differences for c r i t i c a l comparisons 
based on Predictions 2 and 4 (RTi' κΓγ< R u · A = auditory, V = visual, 
Л/ - audiovisual). 
Prediction 2 
^XCYZ) * "^(XZ) 
v. к і
ш 
Prediction 4 
^ ( Y Z ) v· '"XYZ 
A 
V 
A/V 
At this point of the analysis the further comparison of "different" 
reaction times did not lead to any decision in favour of either of 
these two models. Therefore, we had a closer look at the reaction 
times, in those cases where the stimuli in the pair were identical. 
"Same" response times. Table 4.2.5 shows the mean correct reaction 
times for each pair of identical CV syllables presented. These react­
ion times differ significantly as was indicated by a comparison of 
the fastest and the slowest pair. The results of a Wilcoxon test are: 
Τ = 2 (p < .05), Τ = 0 (ρ < .01), Τ = 0 (ρ < .01) for auditory, visual 
and audiovisual presentation, respectively. This suggests that for 
some pairs of identical CV syllables the decision "same" could be 
made earlier than for other pairs. Stated in terms of feature process­
ing, this finding does not support the expectation of feature compar­
ison along all three features (h, г and t) before the response "same" 
could be given, if this had been the case, "same" response times would 
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have been identical in each of the pairs of CV syllables. Moreover, com­
paring "same" and "different" response times, the "same" response times 
for the pair with the fastest "same" responses does not differ from the 
"different" response times, when the CV syllables differ along the fast­
est feature (Wilcoxon: Τ » 22 (ρ > .OS), Τ = 17 (ρ > .05) and 
Τ = 14 (ρ > .05) for auditory, visual and audiovisual respectively. 
This finding suggests that a "same" response could be as fast as the 
fastest "different" response. Though these results seem to violate both 
remaining processing models "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" and 
"parallel/self-terminating/constant times", evidence based on additional 
data is in favour of the "serial/self-teiminating/fixed order" process­
ing model. 
Suppose that during comparison of the two CV syllables along a feat­
ure, similarity along that feature is expressed as similarity with 
respect to a particular feature category (plus or minus), i.e. the 
"identical feature category". Suppose further that this сощрагізоп is 
immediately followed by a second stage during which the total set of 
alternatives is partitioned in such a way that the part of CV syllables 
containing that "identical feature category" is accepted for further 
examination and the part containing the opposite feature category is 
rej ected. 
Table 4.2.5. Mean Rt (msec) under "Same" Response Conditions (A = auditory, 
V - visual, A/V - audiovisual). 
A 
V 
A/V 
iZi 
.632 
.822 
.682 
IZi 
.702 
.876 
.706 
e/e 
.696 
.915 
.751 
y/y 
.608 
.602 
.582 
This "compare-and-eliminate" process will then terminate whenever only 
one CV syllable remains in the accepted set (after the second stage) 
or when a difference (after the first stage) along the feature is de­
tected. The latter leads then to a "different" response and the former 
to a "same" response. Now, given a particular set of phonemes and a 
fixed order of feature processing, certain predictions can be made with 
respect to the relation between "same" and "different" response times. 
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Table 4.2.6 shows for pairs of identical CV syllables the "identical 
feature category" in an order corresponding with the order of feature 
processing. The feature ordering was based on the mean "different" 
response times of CV syllables differing along only one of the features 
(see Table 4.2.3) and the "identical feature category" was obtained 
from the feature specifications of these vowels (see Table 2.3.8 in 
Section 2.3.3). An underlining of an "identical feature category" in 
Table 4.2.6 indicates that the "compare-and-eliminate" process will ter­
minate after processing of that feature and the "same" response will 
follow. Since this may occur after processing of one, two or all three 
features, the response latencies of "same" responses will fluctuate as 
a function of the number of features processed before termination of the 
"canpare-and-eliminate" process. On the basis of these specifications 
in Table 4.2.6 for "same" responses in terms of the assumed "compare-
and-eliminate" process, predictions can be made concerning the relation 
between "same" and "different" response times. 
Table 4.2.6. Feature specifications for each vowel presented in the order of 
feature processing. 
Auditory Visual Audiovisual 
y/y : • h, •_£, - t *_t, + h, - t 
i/i : - h, - r, ;_t - r, - h, ^_t 
e/e : - h, - r, *_t - r, - h, *_t 
i/i : *_h, - r, - t - r, i_h, - t 
* r, + h, - t 
- r, - h, - t 
- r, - h. » t 
- r, *_h, - t 
In table 4.2.7 two different types of predictions are made. The 
first type of predictions (Type I) cmcems the "compare-and-eliminate" 
process described above. The symbols Χ Υ Ζ refer to the fastest, 
second fastest and slowest of the three features, respectively. In 
order to express properly the relation between "same" and "different" 
responses, the terms "same after" X,Y and ζ and "different" χ , γ от ζ 
are used. By the former we mean the response "same after" the X,Y or 
2 feature has been processed and by the latter, the response "different" 
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when the CV syllables in the pair differ only along the Χ, Ί or Ζ feat­
ure. According to the "compare-and eliminate" process, the mean re­
sponse time for "same after" Χ, Y or Ζ should equal or be larger than 
the mean response time for "different" Χ, γ or z, respectively. 
Mean "same after" and "different" response times are equal if the 
time taken to eliminate Οι syllables from further consideration after 
processing of a feature can be considered "zero". On the other hand, 
if it does affect the "same" response time, mean reaction time for 
"same after" χ , Y or Ζ will be larger than mean response time for 
"different" χ , Y or z, respectively. Ножver, whereas in the case of 
Type I. predictions the mean reaction time for "same after" X or Y 
will be smaller than the mean reaction time for "different" Y or Z, 
respectively, no prediction is possible for these relations in terms 
of the Type !„ predictions. 
Tabic 4 2 * PrrdiCtioia сеттпшщ the relation between sa» τικ. 
^liferent response tiwe β Type I prudi cu ms «.onoern the carpare 
ani· e Π» ι nate process ana Type II prediction« с ener m response 
'saiK after* co^arisoi Hong ail re levant dimnsiOTi 
Type І^ • the tjjw taken to e iminate alternatives JS 'ero 
Type Ig • the tum taken to eliminate axtematucs is іагцег than 
zero 
R 
Rclatioi 
ИГ same after" ϊ ν ИГ ol fièrent г 
ИГ "saw after v \ ИГ different ί 
ИГ sjrac alter \ ИГ different 
ИГ sait, hfttr \ ν ИГ (.iffirent ι 
НГ saw ¿Iter 1 \ ЯГ uifferenl -
Type IA lypc 1B Ivpc Π 
" > > 
> 
*· * > 
< * -
а ЯГ ι ИГ " ν HT 
Ь » mi. ι cat с з that the prediction can be either -^, - or > 
The second type of predictions (Type II) is based on the presuppos­
ition that irrespective of the relative character of the speech in the 
set, the response "same" will be given after comparison along all 
relevant features. Therefore, the mean "same" response time will be at 
least equal to the mean "different" response time for the slowest (Z) 
feature. In this case, the terms "same after" Χ, Y от Ζ mean that we 
have used CV syllables in the pair that were assigned the "same after" 
description from the Type I predictions. The terms "different" Χ, Y 
or Ζ have an identical meaning to those used in the Type I predictions. 
We assume, now, that whenever experimental findings are in accord­
ance with the Type I predictions, this will be regarded as experiment-
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al support for the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" processing model 
and as experimental rejection of the "parallel/self-terminating/constant 
times" processing model. After all, the assumed "compare-and-eliminate" 
process underlying the derivation of the Type I predictions is identic­
al to the assumed sequential elimination strategy for the recognition 
of CV syllables in the sense that in both cases sequential elimination 
of CV syllables takes place. So, if experimental data are in accord­
ance with the "compare-and-eliminate" process, i.e. with the sequent­
ial elimination process, they provide evidence in favour of the mode 
of feature processing involved in the sequential elimination process. 
This mode of feature processing will then be reflected by the "serial/ 
self-terminating/fixtxi order" processing model. Moreover, in the case 
of the "parallel/self-terminating/constant times" processing model it 
is very likely that the response "same" will follow after all relevant 
features have been processed and not after successive interruptions of 
the simultaneous way of feature comparison that may be eliminated, so 
that finally only one alternative remains. 
Testing of the difference between the mean reaction times of the 
"same after" X, Y or ζ and the "different" Χ, Υ οτ Ζ judgments was 
performed for each of the relations, separately. Since in each case 
the Types I and II predictions could be identical (see Table 4.2.7), 
a conclusion concerning which type of predictions is in accordance 
with experimental findings was based on the results from all five 
relations presented in Table 4.2.7. The Wilcoxon matched-pairs 
rank-signed test was used to test the difference between the mean react­
ion times associated with each of the five critical comparisons; a 
.01 level of significance was adopted for all comparisons. Table 4.2.8 
Table 4 2 8 Mem differences 1л юес (Diff) Τ,, obtained trm 
WtlcoKcn natdvd-peln ranks sl|¡ned test ani directions of sipuCiunt 
dlifcrences (R] et 01 level of sl^ntricance for cnqparisons of sjnc 
and different respinse latencies a 
R e l a t i e i 
ЯГ » n e «f ter ί ν TFT Vü f f e r e i l 
КГ я я в after У ν ЯГ diffeTent 
ИГ S O K after ¿ ν ЯГ di f ferent 
ЯГ s a s after- Χ ν ЯГ di f ferent 
ЯГ saae after ' ƒ ν ЯГ di f ferent 
Χ 
ϊ 
2 
/ 
W t t o r y 
» U I T(Sj R 
— 
9 21(9) 
16 1Ц9) -
95 0(9) < 
Visual 
Diff 
И 
' 
57 
гоі 
-16 
Т(Ч) R 
1ί(9) -
го(9) -
'3( ) • 
0"П 
1<Ч9) -
AiKliovisual 
Diff T(\) R 
Ч 19(9) -
44 12(9) -
49 15.5(9) • 
St. 4(9) . 
« 149) -
a (π the auditory i m l i t i w эде. 'Ui vas not possible with this stlnjlia set 
shows the results of this testing. It should be noted that for the 
auditory presentation condition termination of the "compare-and- elim-
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inate" process could not be specified for "same after" X (see Table 
4.2.6). With respect to the relations that could be tested under each 
presentation condition, in most of the cases the data did not contra-
dict the Type I. predictions. It can be said, therefore, that response 
latencies of "same-different" judgments can be interpreted in terms 
of the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" model of feature process-
ing. Moreover, the time taken to eliminate alternatives during the 
"compare-and-eliminate" process can be considered "zero" without being 
in contradiction with the experimental findings. 
Mode of feature processing in the audiovisual condition. In the audio-
visual condition, information of a particular feature is received aud-
itorily as well as visually. By assessing the notion of a combined 
feature matrix (see Section 1.5), we could test the relative validity 
of three different combination rules which could account for the joint 
effects of hearing and speechreading with respect to the probability 
of a feature category (see Section 3.4). Experimental results support 
best the predictions based on the Maximization Rule. According to this 
combination rule, the probability of a feature category in the combined 
feature matrix will allways be the higher of the two probabilities re-
lating to the same feature category when speech is received either by 
hearing only or by speechreading only. Considered from the point of 
view of the mode of feature processing, one might think of two separate 
channels (audition and vision), whereby in each of these channels feat-
ure processing occurs according to the "serial/self-terminating/fixed 
order" mode. The interaction between audition and vision, which is pre-
dicted by the Maximization Rule, will then occur in such a way that the 
processing of a particular feature information, relating to either 
hearing or speechreading, at a particular moment will depend on the 
relative probabilities of the relevant feature categories in both the 
auditory and the visual sources. Adopting this line of reasoning for the 
"same-different" paradigm, it can be shown that for both "same" and 
"different" pairs, the mean correct reaction time for audiovisual pre-
sentation will be smaller than, or equal to the faster of the mean 
correct reaction times related to the auditory and visual presentations. 
Predictions, derived from the other two combination principles (in-
dependent-additivity and response-strength) could also be tested. In 
the case of these rules, probability of a feature category, i.e. feat-
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ure discrijninability (see Section 2.3), in the audiovisual presentation 
condition will be larger than probability of the same feature category 
in either the auditory or the visual presentation condition, provided 
that in the latter presentation conditions that probability is larger 
than .50. In this case and also by accepting a negative correlation 
between feature discriminability and choice-reaction-time (see next 
section), it can be stated therefore that mean response latencies in 
the audiovisual condition will be smaller than those in both the aud-
itory and visual condition. Since the proportion of correct responses 
was larger than .50 with respect to each feature or combination of 
features for "different" correct responses and with respect to each 
pair of CV syllables for "same" correct responses, all relevant com-
parisons could be made. 
An analysis of variance test was performed for both the "same" and 
"different" reaction-time data. The results of the analysis of variance 
show that mean reaction time in the audiovisual condition is not small-
er than the fastest mean reaction time in the auditory or visual condit-
i o n
· ^"same"0'8) = 3 · 2 9 ; p > · 0 5 aliá F"difièrent"C1 · 8 : ) = 2 · 0 7 : p > ·05· 
The interaction between presentation condition and feature ("different" 
responses) or presentation condition and CV syllable ("same" responses) 
is also not significant, i",, „(5,40) = 1.26; ρ > .05 and 
^"diffe t " ^ » 2 ^ = 1·71» Ρ -*• ·05· It can be said, therefore, that on 
the basis of these results we cannot reject predictions related to the 
Maximization Rule. That is to say, the data do not provide evidence 
that could violate an interpretation of "same-different" judgment 
times in the audiovisual condition when this is given in terms of the 
Maximization principle. 
Discussion 
Response latencies obtained from "same-different" judgments about 
successively heard phonemes were related to predictions from eight 
feature processing models. Each of these models presupposes the same 
general manner of feature processing according to which the response 
"same" or "different" will follow after the subject has made com­
parisons between representations of the individual dimensions con­
stituting each stimulus. The models differ markedly, however, with 
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respect to the detailed specification of this comparative process. On 
the basis of response latencies for "same" and "different" judgments 
on the one hand and distinctive feature similarities for the syllables 
on the other, several processing models were rejected leaving the 
"serial/self-terminating/fixed order" model that could not be found 
inadequate. According to this feature processing model comparisons 
along the dimensions of the two CV syllables in a pair are made ser­
ially and in a fixed order until: (1) a difference on any one of the 
distinctive features is detected, which terminates the comparative 
process and elicits the response "different" or (2) the process reaches 
some terminal point, determined by the order of feature processing and 
the nature of the stimulus set from which the CV syllables at that 
point were chosen, whereupon the response "same" follows. In fact, 
the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" model was elaborated some­
what, in terms of a "compare-and-eliminate" process which could 
account for both "same" and "different" response latencies. According 
to this "compare-and-eliminate" process, a part of the total number 
of alternatives in the set from which the CV syllables in the pair 
were chosen is eliminated directly after comparison along a feature. 
This process terminates when either a difference along a feature is 
detected or only one response alternative of the stimulus set remains. 
The "compare-and-eliminate" process specifically permits an inter­
pretation of the relative short "same" response times which, in terms 
of the 'Ъазіс" "serial/self-terminât ing/fixed order" model, should be 
longer than the slowest "different" response latencies. By accepting 
the "compare-and-eliminate" process interpretation, "same" response 
times could be shorter than "different" response times without being 
considered a violation of the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" 
processing model. This interpretation of the difference between 
"same" and "different" response latencies, differs markedly from those 
given in other studies (Tversky, 1969; Nickerson, 1969; Bamber, 1969). 
In our study, the "compare-and-eliminate" process correlates with the 
sequential elimination process underlying the recognition of CV syll-
ables. Both of these processes include a sequential elimination 
strategy based on serial processing of features. 
The elaborations of the basic model proposed in the other studies 
were especially meant to account for the relative shorter times for 
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"same" judgments than for "different" judgments found in those studies. 
The core of these explanations is that "same" and "different" judgments 
are initiated by independent processes. A piece of direct evidence for 
the correctness of this assumption is the fact that "same" responses 
are affected by the familiarity of the stimuli, whereas different re-
sponses are not (Egeth and Blecker, 1971). A direct proposal for a 
"two-process" explanation of the difference between "same" and "diff-
erent" response times is presented by Nickerson (1969). The proposal 
is a "counter-and-clock" model. The counter accumulates difference 
information and leads to the decision "different" whenever the count 
criterion is exceeded before the time criterion, which depends on the 
time accumulation of the clock; otherwise, the response "same" will 
follow. This model suggests, therefore, that given fixed count and 
time criteria (which can be varied in accordance with task parameters 
e.g. speed-accuracy instruction) the judgment "same" will be shorter 
than the judgment "different" when the time criterion exceeds the 
count criterion. This will then occur whenever "different" judgments 
depend on a difference along a dimension (feature) which consumes a 
relative large amount of processing time (i.e. a feature with a relat-
ively low degree of discriminability). Since in this case the error 
rate will also increase, the model could be tested by taking into 
account the percentage errors. Though in the study by Egeth and 
Blecker (1971) the subjects hardly ever made an error (some Ss made 
no errors at all), "same" judgments were nevertheless shorter than 
"different" judgments. 
Another two-process model is proposed by Bamber (1969). On the basis 
of an analysis of error rates (including false alarm "same" judgments) 
he postulates the existence of a "serial processor" and an "identity 
reporter". The "serial processor" is based on feature processing and 
mediates both "different" and "same" responses. However, it is much 
slower than the "identity reporter" operating in parallel, which sign-
als only if the pair is "same"; otherwise, no signal is emitted. Thus 
the "identity reporter", being faster, may lead to shorter "same" 
response times than would be predicted by the "serial processor" 
which is identical to the basic, serial/self-terminating, process. 
Our proposal, the "compare-and-eliminate" process, can be compared 
more directly with the "compare-and-check" model (Tversky, 1969) which 
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is a. single process model based on two stages. In the first (ccmpare) 
stage of this model, the stimuli are compared by template matching or 
exhaustive feature testing. A "same" response will follow inmediately 
after identity has been indicated. If the items are not identical, the 
stimulus pair enter the second stage (check), which can be self-termin-
ating, in order to discover where the difference lies. According to 
Egeth and Blecker (1971), also this model cannot account for the relative 
shorter "same" judgments. Because, if "same" responses are affected by 
stimulus familiarity, then accepting the "compare-and-check" model, 
"different" responses should also be susceptible to familiarity, which is 
clearly not the case. In our "compare-and-eliminate" model, however, 
stimulus familiarity will affect only the second stage, which leads to 
the "same" response, and not the first stage, which will suffice to 
elicit a "different" response. This implies that our elaboration of the 
basic "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" model accounts also for the 
Egeth and Blecker findings. Thus, on the basis of our elaboration of the 
basic "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" model a more valid explanat-
ion can be given for "same-different" judgment times. The explanation 
will then be that the more dimensions (features) that have to be pro-
cessed before the response "same" or "different" is elicited, the larger 
the judgment times. In this way an explanation can be given also for the 
relatively short "same" responses obtained by Cole and Scott (1972) in 
their study of "same-different" judgments of simultaneously heard phon-
emes. 
By accepting, moreover, the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" 
model of feature processing, response times for audiovisual presentation 
were predicted on the basis of those obtained in the auditory and visual 
conditions .Experimental data did not violate an interpretation in terms 
of the Maximization rule of combining feature information fron hearing 
and speechreading. 
4.3. UNDERLYING DECISION STRUCnJRE AND RESPONSE LATENCY 
The principle of sequential elimination applied in this study, can 
be considered to be a general choice strategy which is characterized by 
a tree-like decision structure. At each node of the tree, only two 
different decisions (binary structure) can be made. A node represents a 
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complex or simple feature. Moreover, starting at the root of the tree, 
the rank ordering of the nodes reflects the fixed serial order in which 
the features have been processed. Furthermore, the tree-like decision 
structure strongly suggests that the mode of feature processing is 
"serial/self-terminating/fixed order". This was explicitly tested with 
"same-different" judgment latencies (see preceding Section). We have 
shown that confusion data can be interpreted successfully in terms of a 
particular tree-like decision structure (see Section 2.3). If, now, a 
tree-like decision structure excists as an implication of the sequent­
ial elimination principle, then it will have its bearing on response 
latencies. 
In the present section, we will attempt to interpret differences 
among recognition latencies (choice-reaction time) of CV syllables in a 
set in terms of the same tree structure that best describes the confus­
ion probabilities of those CV syllables. For this purpose we should 
assume that features are processed according to the "serial/self-termin­
ating/fixed order" mode (see Section 4.2) and that, starting at the root, 
the rank ordering of the nodes corresponds to the rank ordering of the 
associated features according to their relative discriminability (see 
Section 2.3). We have considered several hypotheses. 
The first type of prediction that has been tested concerns the relat­
ion between, on the one hand, the number of features (nodes of the 
tree) that has to be processed before the response could be given and, 
on the other hand, the mean reaction time for that syllable. Starting at 
the root of the tree, we may, in fact, count the number of branch points 
(nodes) of the tree, which must be passed before the CV syllable can be 
singled out as a single element cluster (barren node). Take, for example, 
the tree structure in Figure 4.3.1. We must expect the response time for 
the CV syllable /bi/ to be shorter than that of /pi/. According to this 
tree representation, the feature voice is processed prior to coronal 
(/b/ = [ + voice] ; /p/, /t/ = [ - voice] ; /b/, /p/ = [ - coronal] ; 
/t/ = [+ coronal]). So, it is reasonable to expect the mean reaction time 
to increase with the number of nodes away fron the root. 
Ρ t 
Figure 4.3.1 Tree structure representing 
the feature ordering "voice-coronal" 
ν = voice, с = coronal 
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In the case where an error has been made (i.e. a wrong discrimination 
at the node of the tree), correct and error reaction times may differ. 
Because of this mistake the reaction follows the partitioning into that 
wrong branch. Thus, if in Figure 4.3.1 the response is /bi/ instead of 
/pi/, the reaction time of this error reaction will be shorter than that 
of the correct reaction and equal to that of a correct reaction when /bi/ 
is presented. We can, therefore, expect the error reaction time to be 
equal to the reaction time of that same response, had it been correct. 
This prediction can be tested against an alternative hypothesis in which 
choice-reaction time is considered a deceasing function of the probabil-
ity of response irrespective whether or not the response is correct. 
In this case, one may expect that if the probability of a particular 
error response is relatively smaller than that of correct responses, the 
error reaction times will be larger than the correct ones. 
At the last partition point in the tree, only one cluster of two 
elements remains, which after partitioning become single element clus-
ters. Since the difference between these elements, with respect to the 
moment at which each of them is partitioned off, cannot be expressed by 
referring to the number of nodes away from the root,one may expect them 
to have equal mean choice-reaction times. An alternative point of view 
again, however, is that the probability of correct recognition can be 
considered decisive with respect to the relative choice reaction times. 
With respect to each of these hypotheses, the y. values of the 
branches can be taken into account. This will then allow an interpret-
ation of the relationship between tree structure and choice-reaction 
time in terms of the discriminability of a feature. 
Three experiments have been performed in order to look into the 
relationship between the tree-like decision structure and response lat-
encies of CV syllables. In two of these experiments (Experiments 9 and 
10) the CV syllables presented differed with respect to the consonants 
while the vowel was always the same; in the third experiment the vowel 
of the CV syllables was varied and the consonant was held constant. 
Experiments 9 - 1 0 
Method 
Stimuli. The information concerning the CV syllables presented and the 
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Stimulus series constructed are shown in Table 4.3.1. All CV syllables 
of a stimulus set occurred the same number of times in the series. 
Randanization procedures were similar to those in previous experiments. 
In Experiment 9, two different sets of CV syllables have been presented. 
They have been referred to as "stimulus set I" and "stimulus set 11" or 
as Experiment 9 I and Experiment 9 II, respectively. Table 4.3.2 shows 
separately for the consonants (Experiments 9 and 10) and vowels (Exper-
iment 11) the feature specifications which describe their differences. 
Procedure. This was similar to that of the previous multi-choice exper-
iments except for both some minor differences concerning the present-
ation procedure and the way the reaction time was measured. With respect 
to the presentation procedure. Table 4.3.3 shows sane of the relevant 
information. In addition to this, it should be noted that in Experiment 
9 a different group of four subjects was assigned to each of the four 
signal-to-noise ratios; in both the Experiments 10 and 11, three differ-
ent groups of 9 subjects were used, each of these subject groups being 
presented with the stimili in only one of the three ways of speech re-
ception (auditorily, visually and audiovisually). With respect to 
reaction time, there was also a difference between the procedure used 
in Experiment 9 and that used in the Experiments 10 and 11. In Exper-
iment 9, a timer indicated the time interval between the moment of 
onset of the speaker's and the subject's voice. That is, the voice of 
the speaker started the timer and the verbal reaction by the subject 
served as a stop signal. Both the verbal reaction of the subject and 
the reaction-time (measured to a hundredth of a second) was noted down 
by the experimentist on an answer sheet. In the experiments 10 and 11 
the subject made his response by pressing one of a set of three res-
ponse keys corresponded to one of the three CV syllables. The keys were 
arranged in a row so that they could be operated comfortably by the 
index, middle and ring finger of one hand (the subjects's preferred), 
each finger for one specific response key. The CV syllables corres-
ponding to the response keys were permutated over subjects so that 
in each of the presentation conditions (auditory, visual and audio-
visual) , the reaction to a specific CV syllable was given three times 
with each of the three fingers. The subject's response was revealed 
to the experimentist by a set of three miniature light bulbs. Each 
lamp corresponded to a specific response key. The light bulb was 
flashed on for 1 second each time the corresponding response key was 
pressed down. The further procedure was similar to that of Experiment 9. 
Subjects. Seventy students in t o t a l , a l l native speakers of Dutch, part­
icipated as subjects in the Experiments 9-11. The number of subjects in 
the different subject-groups was 16, 27 and 27, respectively, for Exper­
iments 9, 10 and 11. Hearing t e s t and payment were similar to that 
given in previous experiments. 
Table 4 3.1. Scries of CY-syllables presentcU m Lxperments Ъ -
mjnber of series imnber of itqns 
CV-syllables 
Lxperment 9 bl.dl.zl.sl 
Experiments bl.pl.zl.sl 
Lxpcrunent 10 sl.U.kl 
Lxperinent 11 pl>pE,pi 
constructed 
3 
3 
3 
3 
in. a s e r i e s 
120 
120 
90 
90 
Tabic 4.3 Z. Consonants and voel s varied in the CV syllables and the 
feature specifications describing their differences 
Coni.onants 
a n t i n o r 
\ o i c ç 
coronal 
continuant 
b t r i J e n t 
hieb 
back 
(I jcpcnncnts 9 and 10) 
b 
• 
• 
-
-
-
ρ d ζ s t к 
- . . - - . 
- - • • - -
VoMîls (bepenment M) 
L I 1 
blüh - - · 
lob · - -
Table 4 3 5 Lxperimentdl proictlure of K-perunents Э - Π 
LTperimcnt 9 1 
LjqKTUncnt 9 
LxperuBont 10 
Lxpcrmcnt 11 
Nunber o l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
sess ions 
Munhcr ol b o n e s pLr 
sess ion in ( .uh 
the ehrte f rese 
ion condit ions 
1 
1 
1 
1 
of 
i t i t -
Sifjml-
-19 üb 
-и eu 
-IJ) db 
-12 db 
4 5 db 
-ís аь 
t o - n o i t c 
t i o 
-ÍS db 
- 9 db 
-15 Jb 
- 9 db 
Results 
The relat ive frequencies of stimulus-response combinations were 
suimarized in confusion matrices. These matrices are presented in 
Appendix С After transforming each of the matrices into a matrix M of 
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obtained conditional confusion probabilities, the procedure described in 
Section 2.3.2 was used in order to recover the "correct" tree-structure 
that underlies the matrix M. This tree was considered the underlying 
tree-like decision structure. Figures 4.3.2-4.3.5 show for the set of 
CV syllables in Experiments 9, 10 and 11, respectively, the different 
trees which have been used to predict the confusion matrix, the matrix 
M. The estimated parameters y. and the F-values, which relate to the 
tree that provides the best prediction in tems of F-values for the 
various confusion matrices, are presented in Tables 4.3.4-4.3.7. 
Table 4.3.4. hxpcnmcnt 9 1 : (/b/, lai, /г/, / s/ ) . 
VV -
A/V 
A/V 
A 
A 
V 
V 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
voice 
+ 
Ул 
.670 
.901 
.879 
.957 
.902 
.917 
.917 
.991 
.589 
.534 
.308 
.448 
-
Vi 
.485 
.532 
.799 
.918 
.322 
.409 
.564 
.966 
.379 
.516 
.644 
.635 
coronal 
+ 
Уз 
.994 
.987 
.965 
.997 
.438 
.539 
.567 
.682 
.955 
.977 
.960 
.968 
-
У4 
.919 
.юоо 
.919 
.985 
.381 
.516 
.614 
.425 
.922 
.981 
.984 
.975 
continuant/strident 
+ 
Уъ 
.822 
.599 
.723 
.824 
.332 
.450 
.415 
.550 
.733 
.801 
.849 
.790 
-
Уб 
.497 
.856 
.868 
.799 
.731 
.879 
.906 
.894 
.581 
.630 
.677 
.570 
F 
.00570 
.01093 
.00619 
. 0059 
.01063 
.00348 
.01190 
.02365 
.00182 
.00889 
.01097 
.00374 
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b ν 
b d ζ s d ζ b s 
"с7Г 
~с7Г 
Π Fl 
z s d b d z s b z s b d 
Figure 4.3.2 Tree graphs representing possible underlying decision 
structures for the set {/b/, /d/, /z/, /s/} ν = voice, 
с = coronal and c/s = continuant/strident 
Figure 4.3.3. Tree graphs represent­
ing possible underlying decision 
structures for the set {/b/, /z/, /p/, 
/s/}. 
ν = voice, с = coronal 
χ = coronal/continuant/strident 
Π π 
b ζ ρ s 
π Π 
b ρ ζ s 
Figure 4.3.4. Tree graphs represent­
ing possible underlying decision 
structures for the set {/s/, /t/, /k/} 
c/s = contuiuant/strident 
xx = coronal/anterior/high/back 
Fl 
s t к 
c/s 
Π 
t к s 
Figure 4.3.5. Tree graphs represent­
ing possible underlying decision 
structures for the set {/Ι/, /ε/, /i/} 
h = high, 1 = low 
Π 
£ I ¡ 
Ν 
ι i ε 
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Tabic 4.3.5. Lxperuient 9 1 1 . (/Ь/,/ρ/, / ζ / , / s / ) . 
AA' 
V 
I 
II 
HI 
IV 
I 
II 
HI 
IV 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
voice 
• 
Λ 
.746 
.789 
• вы 
.966 
.731 
.855 
.947 
.966 
.517 
.496 
.582 
.527 
-
Уг 
.613 
.770 
.863 
.961 
.585 
.764 
.780 
.953 
.572 
.553 
.561 
.589 
coronal/continuant/strident 
+ 
Vi 
.963 
.931 
.922 
.997 
.521 
.361 
.619 
.829 
.941 
.953 
.755 
.933 
-
УІ 
.999 
1.000 
1.000 
.995 
.610 
.748 
.812 
.851 
1.000 
1.000 
.906 
.997 
F 
.09618 
.10480 
.03508 
.00515 
.04283 
.05417 
.08323 
.01521 
.14396 
.04796 
.14001 
.12458 
Table 4.3.6. Lxporunent 10:(/s/, / t / , / к / ) . 
coronal/anterior/ continúant/s trident 
high/bacE 
АЛ' 
A 
V 
1
а
 (Flg.4.3.4) 
Ib(Fis.4.3.4) 
.804 
.574 
.530 
.60S 
.588 
.936 
.580 
.866 
.873 
.748 
.855 
.648 
.570 
.659 
.791 
.643 
.725 
.635 
.628 
.801 
. 0032 
.00900 
.00268 
.00466 
.00292 
1. Xj я | - coronal, - anterior, + high, + back] , y, B f + coronal, 
+ anterior, - high, - back] , у, - [ + continuant, + strident] 
Ул " ( " continuant, - strident ] . 
ІаЫе 4.3.7. bxperiment 11: C/ε/, / Ι / , / ι / ) · 
hifih low 
A/V .950 
A .745 
V .554 
Ia(Filî.4.3.S) .822 
IjCFij^.S.S) .516 
.590 
.718 
.834 
.649 
.841 
.818 
.762 
.695 
.781 
.564 
.971 
.909 
.644 
.925 
.607 
.01278 
.00818 
.02498 
.00316 
.01031 
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Choice-reaction time for correct responses and number of nodes. The 
hypothesis to be tested here is that, starting at the root of the tree, 
mean choice-reaction time of a CV syllable will be relatively larger, 
the greater the number of nodes away fron the root that have to be 
passed before a single element cluster is encountered. This hypothesis 
was tested by considering the difference between the mean correct 
choice-reaction time of CV syllables as partitioned at the several 
nodes. Whenever there was a significant difference between the mean 
reaction times, we simply inspected the data to see whether the rank 
ordering of the nodes which reflected the rank ordering of the associat-
ed mean reaction time from short to long, was identical to the rank 
ordering of these nodes if one started at the root of the tree. An ident-
ical rank ordering of nodes indicated then that the reaction time data 
can be taken as experimental support for the hypothesis. 
The relationship between the number of nodes and choice-reaction time 
was considered for each of the presentation conditions (auditory, visual 
and audiovisual) separately. Since, at the last node of the tree, two 
elements are involved, the mean choice-reaction time was obtained from 
the reaction times for the two consonants that are partitioned at that 
level in the tree. In the case of Experiment 9 II we could not test the 
difference between the choice-reaction times of CV syllables in relation 
to the number of nodes, because each CV syllable became a single element 
cluster after two nodes (see Figure 4.3.2). Table 4.3.8-4.3.10 show mean 
reaction times that are related to each of the nodes considered. Differ-
ences between the mean choice-reaction times were tested either by the 
Friedmann two-way analysis of variance test (Experiment 9 I) or by the 
Wilcoxon matched-pairs ranks-signed test. Table 4.3.11 shows the results 
of this testing. In most of the cases choice-reaction times of CV syll-
ables that were partitioned off after a different number of nodes, 
differed significantly. Inspection of Tables 4.3.8-4.3.10 reveals that 
the rank ordering of mean choice-reaction times correlates with the 
rank ordering of the nodes, starting at the root. It can be said, there-
fore, that the experimental data did not contradict the predicted relat-
ionship between choice-reaction time and the number of nodes away fron 
the root that must be passed, before a CV syllable can be singled out 
as a single element cluster. 
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It should be noted that the rank ordering of nodes only reflects the 
rank ordering of features according to their relative degree of discrim-
inability (see Section 2.3). That is to say, no account is taken of the 
extent, expressed in terms of discriminability, to which the features 
differ, i.e. the nodes are separated. If we do take this differences 
into consideration, the difference between two mean choice reaction-
times can be expressed relatively to the difference between the y- values 
that are associated with the related nodes. Since each node is associat­
ed with two y. values, we can take in each case the larger of the two 
Table 4 3 
Visual 
experiment 9 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
1 
660 
685 
m 
69 β 
Of nodes 
2 
908 
Θ45 
848 
1 OBS 
3 
918 
1 06S 
930 
1 238 
Tabi« 4 3 9 Experiment 10 Tabic 4 3 10 ExperiKnt 11 
Visual 
Auditory 
Audiovisual 
ЧлЬег of nodes 
1 2 
79a 851 
726 918 
470 S3) 
Ч«яЬ«Г of nodes 
Visua l 
A u d i t o r y 
A u d i m i ^ u a l 
-
934 
67S 
68S 
2 
833 
1 049 
no 
Table 4 3 11 Fnedraarai two-way analysis of variance tes t ( χ Ί or 
Wilaurm matched pairs ranks-signed test (T) for the difference between 
correct choice-reactitn times of CV syllables at the different nodes of 
the t ree (A doii>le ifiderlining indicates significance at the 01 level, 
a single uiderlinmg significance at the OS level) 
ExperlKnt 
91 d p 
»0 CT) 
11 СП 
Auditory 
16 63 
1 (Ν - 9) 
1 ( Ν - t) 
Visual 
23 63 
IS.S (Ν - 9) 
7 (Ν - 9) 
Audiovisual 
20 38 
S (Ν - 9) 
2.S (Ν • В) 
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and in so doing, we shall also act in accordance with the definition 
given for relative degree of discriminability (see Equation (16) )· 
In considering such a relationship we, in fact, assess a functional 
relationship between mean choice-reaction time and the relative dis­
criminability of a feature which is expressed as the larger of the 
two y. values at the relating node. Figure 4.3.6 shows these y. 
values plotted against the corresponding mean choice-reaction times. 
The plots shew clearly that for relatively small y. values, a minor 
difference between two y. values will not lead to a substantial differ­
ence in the associated mean choice-reaction times. 
1 я 
1 IO 
i œ 
» 
8» 
«и 
so 
« 
• 
..ΕιΜΙ 
і.Сч io 
..ЕЧН 
• 
• M 
• 
• · 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* ·
% 4 
• · о 
• 
• 
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 ·•« 
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! 
2 0 3 0 « S O ш IO 80 » 1 M 
y, valuó 
Figure 4.3.6. Mean choice-reaction times ν y. values 
So far, we have been engaged in only stimulus-response combinations 
sunmarized over all subjects. However, we may also consider decision 
structures derived from each subject-data matrix. This has been done 
only with data matrices obtained in Experiments 10 and 11, because in 
these experiments there was a reasonably large number of subjects (27), 
compared to only sixteen in Experiment 9, this may have enhanced the 
possibility of finding within the group of subjects two-groups that 
differ with respect to the underlying decision structure. Besides, in 
these experiments there are only two possible tree-like decision struc­
tures (see Figures 4.3.4 and 4.3.5) compared to five and two in Exper­
iments 9 I and II. In Experiment 10 the number of subjects in each of 
the two possible sub-groups was 17 (Figure 4.3.4a) and 10 (Figure 
4.3.4b), respectively, and in Experiment 11 the respective numbers were 
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22 (Figure 4.3.5a) and 5 (Figure 4.3.Sb). Now, if there is a relation­
ship between the number of nodes and the choice-reaction time, this 
will be shown most clearly when reaction times are related to subject-
decision structures. 
The relationship between the number of nodes and the choice-
reaction time of a CV syllable was considered with respect to each of 
these structures ', the stimulus-response combinations were related to 
the subjects in these groups, separately. These matrices are presented 
in Appendix C. Table 4.3.12 shows the mean choice-reaction time under 
each of the nodes of the respective trees. Results based on either the 
Wilcoxon matched-pairs ranks-signed test or the Randomization test for 
matched pairs (for N < 6) show clearly that the choice-reaction time 
after one node is significantly shorter than that after two . These 
results are presented in Table 4.3.13. It seems.therefore, that also 
in this case the data did not violate the predicted relationship be­
tween the choice-reaction times and the rank ordering of the nodes of 
the tree that reflects the manner in which the CV syllables are part­
itioned off as single element clusters. 
Tibll· 4 3 Ρ Челі (.кокс n.<h.tiun tu«* dt dille rent пйісч of tl«· 
ili) J Oct dei. ι мол trees 
Ijperuicnt IO Ι-1 сип- 4 3 >j U n e JJ *ΐΐ βοζ 
Figure 4 ι ЗЬ (trts. bj Sil 6)1 
Lspcriwrit Π fi^Ji-c i i 4a (tr«. J ) 7'1 9J4 
Figuri 4 3 4b [tr«. b., JSÍ ->8 
Tabie 1 3 Π hijcoiran natcheU paire nnta-sunw. test ([) or rhc 
Идлктііаііоп test for lutdtcu р,.ігл ( 4 i^)) for the сиісітткс 
he η· с un torrt^t üwiLc-rcai.t on l i n» of ІД s} 1 lab Let at rhc Jifier-
cnt tiuik-. ol t 4 tree (A t-otibip untie г i in іл к іпгіслТеч і і ^ і м г л г е 
at tin- 01 lcvt.1, ц single under, тіпц Я|(т(ісапсе Dt the OS lei cl) 
1 »pcruKnt 
liguri i ^ M ( I l 
lu 
l i g u r e 4 1 ih (ij l 
Τ 
¿5,5 ( \ - Ι Ο 
^ £ (Ν - И ) 
Il ' 1 - -
Гщиге 4 "i Sb l J b ) Ι 
V"V 
1 (s sj 
Correct and error-reaction times. The prediction to be tested is 
that the error-reaction time will equal the reaction time of that 
same response had it been correct. For example, if the CV syllables 
were /bl/, pi/ and /ti/, the correct-reaction time for /bl should 
equal the response time for the wrong response /bl/ when /pi/ and 
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/tl/ are presented. Differences between correct and error-reaction 
times were not considered with respect to all CV syllables in a series. 
The CV syllables which were hardly given as a wrong response (error 
frequency of 4 or smaller in the column of the subject's confusion 
matrix) were excluded from the analysis. Moreover, only those CV 
syllables were used in the analysis for which, with respect to the 
responses of all subjects taken together, the probability of being a 
correct response was greater than the probability of being a wrong one. 
This will permit an alternative prediction according to which a greater 
probability of correct responses than error responses will lead to 
shorter response latencies for the former relative to those of the lat-
ter. However, as we wanted to know whether our data are in accordance 
with a prediction based on the branching structure of the tree, we took 
this prediction as our research hypothesis, i.e. the prediction is equal 
to the hypothesis of no difference. In order to reduce the probability 
of committing a type II error, i.e. to accept the hypothesis of no 
difference when in fact it is false, we have tested this hypothesis 
at prespecified .20 level of significance. Tables 4.3.14-4.3.17 show the 
results from the Wilcoxon matched-pairs ranks-signed tests. A signific-
ant difference indicates that the data are not in accordance with expext-
ations based on the tree-like decision structure. Testing was performed 
for each member of a pair, separately. Thus, of the pair {/z/, /d/}, the 
prediction is: "z-correct = z-error", where z-error is the reaction /zi/ 
given when /di/ is presented, and "d-correct = d-error", where d-error 
is the reaction /di/ given when /zi/ is presented. In order to consider 
both of these possibilities in the pair {/z/, /d/}, for example, 
"z-correct = z-error" is referred to as Response /z/ and "d-correct = 
d-error" as Response /d/. In most of the cases considered correct-
reaction time did not differ from error-reaction time at the given .20 
level of significance. This means that the findings can be interpreted 
as being not contradictory to expectation based on the tree-like de-
cision structure. Therefore, it can be concluded that the data did not 
violate the prediction that, given the underlying tree-like decision 
structure, correct and error-reaction time will not differ. 
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Tables 4.3.14 - 4.3.17. hilcQXon matched-pairs ranks-signed test, Τ, 
for the difference between correct- and error-reaction tune. A single 
underlining indicates significance at the .20 level, a double under­
lining significance at the .10 level. 
Table 4.3.14. Lxpennent 91 (/b/, /d/, /z/, /s/). 
Cofuli t ions 
Visual 
/Vidi tory 
\udlovisual 
Pair 
[ /s/ , / г / ) 
{/s/, lil; 
Uz/, /il) 
ЧЫ, /ili 
ЧЪ/, /ζΓ 
Uil. ІгП 
Uzi. / d / ! 
Response 
s 
a 
ζ 
<1 
Ь 
Ь 
ζ 
i 
ζ 
ζ 
i 
ET-correct 
.976 
':§!] 
1 067 
.921 
.878 
.873 
.918 
9SS 
.919 
901 
.833 
КГ-еггог 
1.053 
.886 
1.154 
1 225 
.921 
.986 
.991 
1.009 
.964 
1.109 
.906 
.9,6 
Τ 
42,5 
33,5 
,9 
5? 
ss 
35 
25 
65,5 
21,5 
SI 
45 
V 
16 
16 
14 
13 
14 
15 
16 
13 
16 
13 
14 
16 
Table 4.3.15. btperimcnt 911 (/b/, /ρ/, /ζ/, /s/) 
Conditions 
Visual 
Auditory 
Audiovisual 
Pair 
Ubi, /рУ) 
Uz/, /s/ 
(/b/, /ζ/) 
(/ρ/, /S/) 
(/b/, / ρ / ; 
Uz/, /s/ l 
Response 
Ь 
ζ 
s 
Ь 
ζ 
Ρ 
s 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
RT-Lorrect 
.821 
1.018 
.998 
.938 
.964 
.893 
.968 
.616 
.614 
.779 
.'84 
ЯГ-еггог 
.708 
1.014 
1.014 
1.113 
1.025 
.946 
.935 
.760 
.770 
.886 
.813 
Τ 
SO 
S3 
65 
г 
44 
34,5 
i 
\ 
16 
16 
16 
15 
12 
14 
12 
8 
10 
14 
12 
Table 4.ì 16. Рхрегшкна IO i/s/, /t/,/k/j. 
Conditions 
\ isua l 
Auditory 
y F i g . 4.3. ia) 
I b ( F i s . 1.3.Ih) 
Pair 
Uil,It/) 
(Λ/,/t/) 
Usi,Ιχ.Ι· 
'/s/,Λ/] 
'Λ/,/t/' 
•/s/,/t/! 
•hl. IV) 
( Л / , / t / l 
( / s , , / k / l 
I / k / , Λ / ι 
Response 
s 
t 
t 
s 
t 
s 
к 
t 
s 
t 
s 
к 
к 
t 
s 
t 
ftT-correct 
.981 
.820 
.820 
.868 
.880 
.•"30 
.9,6 
.910 
.849 
.915 
.807 
.884 
.-57 
.sa« 
.643 
.-Я4 
RT-error 
.788 
.863 
.904 
.9,1 
.700 
.7,0 
.956 
.88« 
.-00 
. 9 , , 
.682 
.939 
.-91 
.834 
.808 
.781 
T 
23,5 
17 
8 
16 
21 
16 
F 
11 
π 
9 
38 
л 
1 " 
N 
9 
9 
9 
β 
6 
8 
9 
8 
13 
13 
9 
8 
6 
13 
8 
8 
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Table 4.3.17. Experiment 11 (/ε/,/I/,/ι/). 
Conditions 
Visual 
Auditory 
Audiovisual 
I
a
(Fig. 4.3.5a) 
Pair 
{/I/./i/l 
ШЛЛЛ 
(A/,/1/) 
{/I/,/i/> 
</ε/,/Ι/) 
(/I/,/i/) 
Response 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
ε 
I 
I 
1 
KT-correct 
.971 
.846 
.998 
.938 
.865 
.624 
.797 
.966 
.986 
.830 
ET-error 
.920 
.876 
.907 
.889 
.878 
.570 
.908 
1.112 
.976 
.876 
Τ 
20 
23 
10 
22 
17 
12 
13,5 
Л),,! 
41,5 
84 
Ν 
9 
9 
6 
9 
8 
7 
11 
14 
13 
20 
Choice-reaction times at the last node of the tree. If the response 
given can be related to an underlying tree-like decision structure, 
the choice-reactim time of CV syllables within a cluster of two 
elements which, after partitioning beccme single element clusters, 
should not differ. This prediction was tested against the alternative 
point of view according to which a difference in the probability of 
correct response will lead to a difference in choice-reaction times. 
Because, in terms of the tree-like decision procedure, a difference 
at the last node of the tree can be expressed as a difference of the 
probabilities of the branches which lead from the last node to the 
single element clusters. Again we wished to show that the reaction 
time data will be in accordance with the expectation based on the 
branching structure of the tree. That is to say, the research hyp­
othesis is identical to the hypothesis of no difference. We, there­
fore, adopted again a .20 level of significance for testing this 
hypothesis. Testing was based on the Wilcoxon matched-pairs ranks-
signed test or the Randomization test for matched pairs. The re» ilts 
shown in Table 4.3.18, indicate that in general choice-reaction times 
of CV syllables at the last node do not differ. From the viewpoint of 
the assumed underlying tree-like decision structure this means that 
the data did not violate expectations. 
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Tabic 4.3.18. Wilcoxon matched-pairs ranks-signed test , T, or the Rand-
omization test for matched pairs (\(Ed ) for the difference between 
correct response tunes of CV syllables at the last node of the tree. 
A single underlining indicates significance at the .20 level, a double 
underlining significance at the .10 level. 
experiment 
9 I 
9 II 
10 
4 
Condit ions 
Visual 
Auditory 
Audiovisual 
^ . » v i s u a l ¡ Λ / ^ Ι 
Visual 
Auditory 
Audiovisual 
I
a
( F i g . 4.3.4a) 
I b ( F l g . 4.3.4b) 
Visual 
Auditory 
Audiovisual 
I . t F i j . 4 .3.5a) 
I b ( F i g . 4.3.Sb) 
Τ 
37.5 
57 
lì 
38 
60 
47,5 
42 
54 
9,5 
¿Γ~ 
V2 
57,5 
22 
S 
17 
76 
Ч М , ) 
14 
12 
Ν 
16 
16 
11 
16 
16 
16 
IS 
13 
14 
9 
9 
S 
15 
10 
9 
β 
6 
18 
5 
Discussion 
In order to use the branching structure of the tree representation of 
a confusion matrix to interpret choice-reaction times, one should 
assume that the tree graph represents a decision structure on the basis 
of which a particular CV syllable is selected as a response. The results 
of the experiments do not violate this assumption. Choice-reaction times 
could be interpreted in accordance with the point of view that the stim­
ulus information is processed on the basis of a particular tree-like 
decision structure. 
Given such a tree-like decision structure, choice-reaction time of a 
CV syllable could be related successfully to the number of nodes of the 
tree that must be passed, starting at the root, before the CV syllable 
becones a single element cluster. Since each node is associated with 
the specific simple or complex feature, choice-reaction times could 
also be related to the discriminability of the features. In fact, the 
difference between the choice-reaction times of CV syllables partition­
ed off at the different nodes could be related to the discriminability 
(y· values) of the features associated with these nodes. Thus, choice-
Teaction times were in accordance with the specific ordering of the 
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features according to their relative discriminability. The feature that 
is associated with the first node has a higher degree of discriminability 
than those associated with nodes lower in the hierarchy. Additional 
evidence that could be related to the hypothesis of an underlying tree-
like decision structure was given by the other findings. Response times 
do not violate the assumption of no difference between the correct react-
ion times of the CV syllables which are partitioned at the last node of 
the tree. This suggests that the response latencies for plus (+) or minus 
(-) of a feature can be considered independent of the probability of 
correct response of the CV syllables associated with these feature cat-
agories. Moreover, the fact that correct and error-reaction times could 
be regarded as identical, does not contradict the claim that the response 
follows the branching structure of the tree-like decision structure which 
underlies the processing of the stimulus information. 
Apart fron the possible match between tree structure and choice-
reaction time, the interesting point is that there were individual differ-
ences in the confusions between presented CV syllables. This may be 
ascribed to individual differences in the discriminability of the feat-
ures involved. In other words, for some of the subjects a particular 
feature had a higher degree of discriminability than for an other feat-
ure, whereas for other subjects it was the other way round. If this 
finding should prove to be a genuine factor in phoneme recognition, and 
not an artefact of our experimentation, it might throw a little more 
light on the speech processing activities. It might be that, except for 
differences in the speech receiving mechanism (ear and eye), differences 
in the order of feature processing can also be ascribed to individual 
differences in the underlying speech processing activities. Additional 
hypotheses, for example regarding selective attentiveness, may then 
be necessary to account for such differences. 
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4.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The experimental evidence does not contradict the hypothesis of an 
underlying tree-like dicision structure which reflects the "serial/ 
self-terminating/fixed order" mode of feature processing. If one takes 
the specificity of the branching structure of the underlying tree into 
consideration, predictions can be made about relative feature discrim-
inability, confusion pattern of presented CV syllables and relative 
response latencies. That is to say, the tree-like structure may not 
only be used as a aposteriori description of confusion matrices but 
also as a model reflecting the underlying recognition process. This 
process is characterized by a successive elimination of response alter-
natives on the basis of the features selected until one alternative 
remains which is then given as a response. It means that a response 
could be given after the stimilus information has been processed in 
accordance with the assumed elimination principle (section 2.3). 
ûi the basis of this description of the underlying recognition process, 
it was possible to recover from confusion data a particular order of 
feature processing, which could be different for different modalities. 
Since the feature interpretation of the confusion matrix has been ass-
ociated with a particular feature description of the phonemes, we 
must have a closer look at the feature description used. In the next 
Chapter, therefore, we shall consider the relationship between feat-
ure description of phonemes and the recognition of these phonemes. 
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CHAPTER 5 
F E A T U R E S Y S T E M A N D S P E E C H P E R C E I V E R'S 
I N T E R P R E T A T I O N C F P H O N E M E S 1 
5.1. mRODUCTION 
From an emperical point of view, our research can be considered a test 
of the perceptual validity of a particular distinctive feature descript-
ion of phonemes. We have in fact assigned to each phoneme a particular 
binary feature specification (see Sections 2.3, 4.2 and 4.3) and in doing 
so we were able to describe the differences between phonemes in a set. 
Subsequently, perceptual confusion data of these phonemes were interpreted 
by considering their difference and correspondence from the point of view 
of the assumed set of feature specifications. Moreover, given this set of 
feature specifications and the confusion data, a feature ordering was 
derived (HCS analysis and sequential elimination procedure). This feature 
ordering can be considered a representation of the order in which the 
features were processed. Since the feature ordering is associated only 
with the particular set of feature specifications used, it is still an 
open question whether another set of feature specifications based on the 
same set of binary features could have led to: a) a better prediction of 
the confusion matrix and b) another feature ordering. This issue will be 
discussed in detail (see Section 5.2) by predicting the confusion matrix 
on the basis of various possible sets of feature specifications, each of 
which describes the differences between three vowels. It will be shown 
that the set of feature specifications which correlates best with the 
recognition data, i.e. the speech perceiver's interpretation, is identic-
al to the set of feature specifications obtained by transforming in a 
Typing: Miss Th. M. Langenkamp. 
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particular manner the feature descriptions of these vowels from the Cohen et 
al feature system into the Chomsky-Halle feature system. 
The same set of phonemes will also be used in a preliminary description 
(Section 5.3) of the relationship between the feature ordering underlying a 
phonological representation of phonemes (the classificatory matrix) and the 
feature orderings underlying their recognition. This relationship is worked 
out (Section 5.4) in terms of a principle of phonological theory (marked-
unmarked distinction) according to which any phonological feature descript-
ion of phonemes explicitly incorporates the relative dominance of a distinct-
ive feature over other distinctive features, i.e. a particular feature 
hierarchy. We shall first describe this principle, then some performance data 
based on speech production will be discussed in order to assess the psychol-
ogical validity of such a feature hierarchy. Subsequently, the feature 
hierarchies derived from our recognition data will be interpreted from the 
point of view of the assumed phonological feature hierarchy. 
5.2. FEATURE SPECIFICATION AND RECOGNITION DATA 
As was mentioned before (Section 1.3), no detailed description of Dutch 
phonemes in terms of the CH feature system was available, so that we had 
to make transformations from another phonological feature system (the Cohen 
et al system) to the CH feature system. In a few cases we also changed a 
plus category into a minus one in order to obtain a better interpretation 
of the confusion matrix, i.e. a better speech receiver's interpretation of 
the phonemes in the tasks. However, if in these cases we find a bad fit to 
recognition data, this can be due to either our particular change of the 
feature system or to the fact that the feature system is not a correct re-
flection of the speech receiver's interpretation of the phonemes. It will be 
shown that both possibilities are tenable. We shall give a detailed report of 
the way different feature specifications for the difference among the same 
phonemes were tested in order to obtain a better interpretation of confusion 
data. This will be done by considering the perceptual confusion data related 
to three vowels. 
Table 5.2.1 shows feature specifications which are descriptive of the 
differences among the three vowels /I/, /i/ and /e/ in terms of two 
features {openness and tense') fron the Cohen et al feature system. 
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In this feature system, the feature opemees seems to have five categ­
ories. We use the integers 1 - 5 to indicate them. The category [ 1 open­
ness ] e.g. /i/ indicates that during production of the phoneme the 
tongue is lifted up considerably fron a near horizontal position, 
whereas [ 5 openness ] indicates that the tongue has moved considerably 
downwards away from the horizontal position. The categories [ 2 open­
ness ] e.g. /1/ and [4 openness ] refer to a slight upwards and a 
slight downwards movement of the tongue respectively. Finally, the 
category [ 3 openness ] e.g. /e/ refers to the horizontal position of 
the tongue during realization of the phoneme. The feature tense has 
two categories: [+tense ],e.g. /e/ and [-tense ],e.g. /I/. The phon­
eme /i/ is not described in terms of this feature. Instead, a zero 
marking is placed in the related cell which indicates that the feat­
ure tense is redundant for /i/. 
Table 5.2.1. Feature specifications based on the Cohen et al feature system. 
Features 
openess tense 
/i/ 1 0 
/I/ 2 
/e/ 3 
A transformation of the feature specifications, shown in Table 
5.2.1, into a feature specification based on the Ш feature system 
is presented in Table 5.2.2. In the CH feature system there are two 
features high and low that account for what is called openness in 
the Cohen et al system. The category values [ +high ] , [ -low ] are 
substituted for the categories [ 1 openness ] and [ 2 openness ] ; 
[ -high ], [ +low ] for [ 4 openness ] and [ 5 openness ] , and [ -high ], 
[ -low ] for the [ 3 openness ] category. With respect to the feature 
tense, an identical specification is given as in the case of the 
Cohen et al system. 
In order to apply the sequential elimination procedure discussed 
in Chapter 2, the feature specifications in Table 5.2.2 should be 
used to assign to each branch of the possible tree structures the 
category value plus (+) or minus (-) of one of the three features. 
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Tibie 5.2.2. Feature specifications based on the CH-feature system. 
/ 1 / 
III 
/e/ 
hlfih 
+ 
+ 
-
Features 
low 
-
-
-
tense 
0 
-
+ 
Because of the zero marking for tense in the cell of the phoneme /i/, 
not all branches of the possible trees could have the required label. 
Since, in the Cohen et al feature system the differences among these 
three phonemes can be described only in terms of the features openness 
and tense, only the features high, lew and tense can be used in the Œ 
feature system. Therefore, we have to transform the zero marking for 
tense in the cell of /i/ into either plus (+] or minus (-) in order to 
obtain for the vowels the possible tree representations with proper 
plus (+) and minus (-) labelling of the branches. Inspection of Table 
5.2.2 reveals that the zero marking for tense in the cell of /i/ needs 
only be transfomed into a plus (+) in order to distinguish /i/ from 
/I/, i.e. [0 tense] -»· [+tense] . This transformation, moreover, conforms 
with a general contextual constraint, which will be mentioned at the 
end of this section. This means that we modified the Cohen et al feat-
ure system in such a way that the feature tense becomes relevant within 
the feature representation of the phoneme /i/. Table 5.2.3 shows the 
result of this modification for the feature specifications which 
describe the differences among the three phonemes. Thus, in fact, the 
differences among the phonemes are described in terms of two features: 
high and tense. The sequential elimination procedure discussed in Chapt-
er 2 may now be applied on the basis of these feature specifications. 
The ordering of the features in the tree representation of the under-
lying decision structure may then be either "high-tense" or "tense-
high". 
The feature specifications in Table 5.2.3 should be considered the 
result of a particular way of transforming feature specifications from 
the Cohen et al system {openness and tense) into the CH feature system 
(.high, low and tense). Other transformation strategies (manner of trans-
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forming feature specifications from the Cohen et al system into the Ш 
system) may also be applied. Now, the problem is to determine which of 
the transfoimed feature specifications can best be used to describe the 
differences among the three phonemes. The solution of this problem has 
been worked out empirically. We decided to choose as the best transform­
ed feature specification that feature specification on the basis of 
which the obtained confusion matrix for the three phonemes can be best 
interpreted in terms of the sequential elimination theory. 
Tabic 5.2.3. Feature specifications based on the CH feature system. 
/ 1 / 
/I/ 
/e/ 
hiRh 
+ 
+ 
-
Features 
low tense 
+ 
-
+ 
By usrmg the binary features high and tense and also disregarding 
3 3 
conpletely the Cohen et al system, there are 64 (= 2 χ 2 ) possible 
sets of feature specifications to describe the differences among the 
three phonemes. This number of possible sets of feature specifications 
can be reduced to 23 by assuming as well that a particular set of feat­
ure specifications will lead to a tree representation which reflects 
properly one of the two feature orderings ("high-tense" or "tense-
high"). In fact, either both feature orderings (tree representations) 
are possible or neither of the two can be associated correctly with 
the tree representations based on a particular set of feature specif­
ications. Furthermore, only four of these different sets of feature 
specifications are in agreement with our transformation version of the 
Cohen et al system (Table 5.2.2), where /I/ is a [-tense] phoneme, /i/ 
a [+high] phoneme and /e/ a [-high] phoneme. These feature specificat­
ions are shown in Table 5.2.4. 
Though we wished to see which of these four feature specifications 
gives the best interpretation of the confusion matrix, we have tested 
all 23 sets of feature specifications that are obtained after applic­
ation of the first constraint, i.e. the requirement of tree represent­
ations (feature orderings) for each set of feature specifications. 
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Table 5.2.4. Four sets of specifications (FSj, FS,, FS, and FS.) constraint 
by the possibility of different feature orderings ш a tree representation and 
by the Cohen et al feature system. 
FS, 
high tense 
/ i / • 
/ I / 
/e/ 
FS2 
high tense 
+ + 
+ -
FS 3 
high tense 
+ + 
+ 
К 4 
hiRh tense 
+ 
+ 
Testing was based on the sequential elimination procedure discussed in 
Section 2.3. With respect to each set of feature specifications, FS, 
two different confusion matrices M were predicted for the same obtauied 
confusion matrix M, each based on one of the two tree representations 
that reflect the two feature orderings ("high-tense" and "tense-high"). 
Only the confusion matrix obtained from auditory presentation was used. 
Table S.2.5. Eight seb of feature specifications which were associated with 
the smallest F value [h · high» t • tense). 
/ i / 
/I/ 
/e/ 
fh 
h i 
• • 
+ -
• -
re4 
h t 
+ -
- + 
FS5 
ìk t 
+ -
+ + 
- + 
FS6 
h t 
+ -
- + 
- -
FS, 
h t 
• -
• • 
FS8 
h t 
- + 
+ -
FS9 
h t 
- • 
+ -
«IO 
h t 
- • 
+ + 
Different sets of feature specifications led to identical F values. 
Eight of the 23 sets of feature specifications, presented in Table 
5.2.5, were associated with the smallest of the F values obtained. The 
F value related to these eight sets of feature specifications is 
.00227. СП the basis of these data no conclusion is possible regarding 
one specific set of feature specifications that leads to the best fit 
between predicted and obtained confusion matrix. This is also true when 
only the transformations from the Cohen et al feature system (FS, and 
FS.) are taken into consideration. Nevertheless, the set of feature 
specifications (FS.) which has been used to interpret the recognition 
data (see Section 2.3: Experiment 4) is included in the eight sets. 
Thus, the set of feature specifications used, led to an optimal inter­
pretation of the confusion data, i.e. it correlates best with the speech 
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perceiver's interpretation. 
A decisive choice of a particular set of feature specifications out 
of the remaining eight can be made after additional tests based on other 
sets of CV syllables. These tests may also be applied to a specific choice 
out of the eight. For exanple, by considering only the transformations 
from the Cohen et al feature system (Table 5.2.4), a solution can be given 
which enables a choice between FS, and FS.. 
The solution is to test these sets of feature specifications on the 
basis of a confusion matrix for CV syllables that differ with respect to 
high, but contain the same feature category for tense. By using the set 
ί/ε/, /I/, /i/) that was presented in Experiment 11, two sets of feature 
specifications can be tested that differ with respect to high only and 
in which each phoneme is considered [ -tense]. The two feature specificat­
ions are presented in Table 5.2.6. In the set F S ^ , the phonemes /I/ and 
/i/ are [-high] and [+high] respectively, but [+high] and [-high], respect­
ively,in the set FS 1 2. Results of this test based cm the data obtained 
in the auditory presentation condition show that the set of feature spec­
ifications F S ^ (F value = .0023) can be preferred to FS 1 2 (F value = 
.0082). This indicates that if the other feature specifications in F S ^ 
and FS·., are correct, the phcnemes /I/ and /i/ can be considered [-high] 
and [ +high] , respectively. By extrapolating this finding to the differ­
ence between FSj and FS-, a decision in favour of FS. can be made. A sim­
ilar procedure can be followed when the feature tense is considered. In 
this case, the feature specifications for the CV syllables used in Exper­
iment 5 (/I/, /i/, /e/, /y/) can be modified. 
Table 5 2 6 T*o sets of feature speeifioitions dirfermg only with respect to 
the icaturc high 
14 
/u 
/ 1 / 
F 5
n 
1»* high 
* 
-
• 
FS 
• 
-
" 
12 
high 
_ 
• 
" 
Given a particular feature specification, the confusion data will be 
in accordance with a particular ordering of the features. This ordering 
will be constant irrespective of the nunfcer of features involved (feat­
ures contribute independently to confusion among CV syllables: see 
Section 2.3.4). A direct indication for such fixed feature orderings is 
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Eound in: (1) Experunents 1 and 2 with respect to the ordering of voice 
and aontinuant/etrident and (2) Experiments 4 and 5 with respect to the 
ordering of high and tenae (see Table 2.3.14). In each case the addition 
of á third feature (Experiments 1 and 5) did not have any influence on 
the ordering found when the two features were involved. It will be shown 
now explicitly that even with as many as five features involved the 
feature ordering "high-tense" will prevail. To this end an experiment 
(Experiment 12) will be reported in which six different CV syllables, 
differing with respect to the vowel only, were presented. 
Experiment 12 
Method 
Stimuli. Six vowels (/л/» /у/, /э/, /o/, /i/, /e/) were varied, each 
preceded by the consonant /p/. Three separate lists consisting of 72 
CV syllables were constructed. Each vowel occurred 12 times in a list 
and the order in which the items appeared differed in each of the lists. 
Procedure. The experimental procedure was the same as in previous multi-
choice tasks, except that in this experiment speech was received vis­
ually only. Each subject received all three lists of items in one 
session. 
Subjects. Sixteen students took part in the experiment. Payment was 
the same as in previous experiments. 
Results 
The confusion matrix is presented in Appendix D. By application of 
Equation (6) the similarity, s(i,j), between each possible pair of stim­
uli was obtained (see Section 2.2). An HCS analysis was then performed 
on the basis of these similarities. Figure S.2.2 shows the tree graph 
representing the HCS obtained. Since both HCS solutions (diameter and 
connectedness methods) give the same tree (0 = 1.00; see Section 2.2), 
it can be assumed that this tree underlies the confusion matrix (see 
Section 2.3). If we consider the feature specifications in Table 5.2.7 
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the correct set of feature specifications which describes the differences 
among the six vowels, the feature ordering to be associated with the tree 
in Figure 5.2.1 is: "round-high-tense-low/back". Thus, on the basis of 
these data too, the relative ordering of high and tenae is "high-tense". 
Table S.Z.7. Feature specirications describing the differences among 
the vowels /л/, /у/, /э/, /o/, /e/ and Л/. 
romd 
back 
high 
low 
tense 
An explicit t e s t of the s tab i l i ty of the feature ordering "high-tense" 
with respect to the whole confusion matrix is obtained by predicting the 
confusion matrix, given the tree graph in Figure 5.2.1 as the correct 
underlying tree-l ike decision structure. Two different Y matrices could 
be constructed. In the f i r s t Y matrix, we substituted for the complex 
feature high/tense (the last node prior to partit ioning of the subset 
{/i/, /e/} the y. parameters associated with high ( i . e . y, and y.) and 
in the second Y matrix the v.. parameters associated with tense ( i . e . 
Ус and y 6) were substituted. The two predicted confusion matrices diff­
er with respect to the i r f i t with the obtained confusion matrix, F val­
ues of .04955 and .06365 for the f i r s t and second Y matrix .respectively. 
If we assume t h a t , given a complex feature, the feature with a higher 
degree of discriminability will be processed whereas the others are dis­
regarded (see Section 2.3 and 3.4), th i s finding suggests that also for 
the subset {/i/,/e/} the feature high has a greater degree of discrimin­
abi l i ty. 
•У1 
У4 
Уб У5 
УіоР^Ь 
л э о у 
У2 
УЗ 
УТПУВ 
Figure 5.2.1. Tree graph reflecting the feature ordering "round-high-
tense-low/back". r = round, h = high, t = tense, 1 = low and b = back. 
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5.3. THE HYPOTHESIS OF BINARITY 
5.3.1. The optimal feature system 
Faced with the problem of demonstrating that errors made in perception, 
production or memorizing of speech in fact correlate with the distinct-
ive feature analysis of the phonemes involved, one must have at least one 
particular distinctive feature analysis of these phonemes in order to see 
whether the errors made have features in common with the correct response, 
The difficulties arise at the very beginning of the research, for out of 
the numerous distinctive feature systems available in the literature, 
which are we to choose? If there were but two, which should be considered 
and why; or should both be considered? 
Let us assume that distinctive feature systems are designed to give a 
general linguistic description of phonemes. This may be accomplished by 
using either of two different strategies. The features might be consider-
ed to be either similar to "conventional phonetic analysis" or else 
"abstract", where the former means that there is a one-to-one correspond-
ence between aspects of the speech event amenable to independent control 
and the independent features, and the latter that a more general account 
is given of facts of distribution and relationship between sound-units 
which is not purely dependent on positional factors (Lisker and Abramson, 
1971; Smith, 1972). These strategies proceed from different viewpoints, 
corresponding to what one may call "phonetics pure" and "phonology pure". 
In fact, a distinctive feature system can incorporate both viewpoints. 
Consider, for example, the feature system by Chomsky and Halle. Here 
the distinctive feature is related to both a phonological representation 
and a phonetic representation of speech (see Section 1.2). In the phono-
logical representation, the feature is an abstract binary classificatory 
device which specifies the idiosyncratic properties of lexical items. 
However, the phonetic representation gives a description of the ideally 
proper sequence of articulary movements. In this case the distinctive 
features "provide a representation of an utterance which can be inter-
preted as a set of instructions to the physical articulatory system, or 
as a refined level of perceptual representation" (Chomsky and Halle, 
1968, p. 65). By assuming that the phonetic transcription of an utter-
ance represents the speaker-hearer's interpretation rather than direct-
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ly observable properties of the signal, the hypothesis of a close correspond­
ence between phonetic description and perception, production or memoriz­
ing follows automatically. At the same time, however, a pure one-to-one 
correspondence between phonetic transcription and phonetic facts is re­
jected. So the feature system by Chomsky and Halle is not so "abstract" 
as to be considered "phenology pure"; it is also too distinct from direct­
ly observable properties of the speech signal to be considered "phonetics 
pure". 
Although experimental data may violate predictions based on a feature 
system, they do not thereby confirm the assumption that the phonetic 
transcription represents the speaker-hearer's interpretation of the utter­
ance. As such, the feature system may be either more "abstract" than, or 
more in accordance with, phonetic facts than is allowed for the speaker-
hearer's interpretation of the utterance. In this sense one might test 
the predictive power of different feature systems with respect to the 
speaker-hearer's interpretation of an utterance as it is reflected by the 
experimental data. 
The study by Wickelgren (1966) is an example in case. Three different 
feature systems were tested to detemine which of them best predicts err­
ors in short-term memory for consonants. The three feature systems consid­
ered were the feature system (Ш) proposed by Miller and Nicely (1955), 
the feature system (H) proposed by Halle (1964) and the feature system (W) 
by Wickelgren referred to above. The fundamental differences among the 
systems were characterized in tenus of more (H) or less (MN and W) "abstract' 
and more (MN and W) or less (H) similar to conventional phonetic analysis 
of consonants. Whereas the H system is binary, in both the W and Ш system 
a feature with more than two values can be found. For example, the place of 
articulation is coded on a 5-point scale in the W system and on a 3-point 
scale in the Ш system. Furthermore, the number of features in the systems 
differ markedly. The number of features is eight, five and four for the 
H system, the W system and the W system, respectively. According to 
Wickelgren the W and Ш systems are relatively easy to interpret in con­
ventional articulatory dimensions. This cannot be said of the H system 
which was developed for the "parsimonious description of the admissible 
sound sequences in different languages and has a more conplex and less 
"Natural" articulatory interpretation". Although the decreasing order of 
predicting power was: W system, Ш system, H system, Wickelgren considered 
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it an open question whether the same ordering holds for other forms of 
speech behaviour. His argument was that the "human nervous system indic-
ates that there are many different codes for analysing the same inform-
ation". 
If, now, the degree of correspondence between phonetic transcription 
in terms of a particular feature system and the speaker-hearer's inter-
pretation of an utterance is taken as the criterion for a general feat-
ure system, both its predictive power and its generality with respect 
to various data should be taken into account. The consequence of con-
sidering the predictive power on the basis of only one specific task is 
that the possibility is not ruled out that the number of feature systems 
equals the number of tasks or problems in which we are interested. 
Therefore, the relative predictive power of different feature systems 
should be considered with respect to a variety of tasks. On the basis 
of both predictive power and generality the feature system with the 
best "weighted" predictive power could be determined. This feature 
system might then be considered the optimal feature system. 
In the present study we have tested the predictive power (predict-
ion of the confusion matrix) and generality (different input modalit-
ies) of the ffl feature system as a possible optimal feature system. 
That is to say, it should reflect the speech perceiver's interpretation 
(hearer's, speechreader's and hearer/speechreader's interpretation) of 
the phonemes in our recognition tasks. Since in this feature system the 
phonological description of phonemes is made in terms of binary feat-
ures, our testing of the perceptual validity of distinctive features 
(the sequential elimination procedure) is in fact based on the assumption 
that phonemes have been coded in memory in terms of a binary coding 
system. In this sense, the representation of a phoneme is thought of as 
a set of representations of its binary phonological distinctive features. 
This assumption is certainly in accordance with certain trends in psycho-
logical theories concerning the nature of cognitive structures and cogn-
itive operations which essentially underlie our perceptual and memory 
systems (Attneave, 1954; Bruner, 1955; Binder, 1955; Mackay, 1956). We 
shall, therefore, take the notion of binary coding in human information 
processing for granted. However, we shall consider somewhat more closely 
the binarity assumption in the phonological description of phonemes. 
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5.3.2. The hypothesis of strict binarity 
Given a phonological description of phonemes which is represented by 
a classificatory matrix, a zero marking in a cell indicates that the 
related feature (the row) is not distinctive for the phoneme (the col-
m m ) . This feature may then be considered a redundant feature for that 
phoneme. The distinction between distinctive and redundant infoimation 
will only be reflected by the classificatory matrix if a particular 
phoneme contrasts with all other phonemes in terms of a specific plus 
or minus marking of a feature but not if an opposition can also be cast 
in the form of "plus or minus" v. "zero" (Harms, 1968). In the latter 
case we have, namely, violated the principle of binarity by creating 
three-valued features. 
Consider, for example, the classificatory matrices (a), (b) and (c). 
In (a), which is the classificatory matrix transformed from the Cohen 
•Λ" lush 
i I e 
Cc) 
high 
tense 
high 
tense 
1 
• 
0 
1 
+ 
α 
I 
+ 
I 
-
e 
-
e 
-
ι I e 
high 
tense 
. 
-
. 
• 
0 
* 
ι I с 
• Л -
ι Ie 
*л-
ι l e 
•Λ-
high 
tense 
e i l 
• Д - high 
et al feature system (see Table 5.2.2), phoneme /i/ contrasts with /e/ 
in high and with /I/ in tense only if for the latter feature the "plus 
or minus" v. "zero" opposition is allowed. Thus, given the classificat­
ory matrix (a) and a binary approach in which only plus and minus val­
ues are allowed, the feature tense cannot be considered for the phoneme 
/i/. In other words, we cannot convert this classificatory matrix into 
a tree diagram in such a way that both the minimum binary feature spec-
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ification for a phoneme at a terminal node (e.g. /I/) is reflected by 
the tree and also that each branch of the tree reflects plus or minus 
marking related to only one feature. Only if for a binary system also 
the latter requirement is fulfilled it is called a strict binary system 
(see Harms, 1968). Thus, since in the tree diagram A, the subset {/i/, 
/I/} cannot be partitioned further without violating the strict plus v. 
minus distinction, we may conclude that the classificatory matrix (a) 
does not support the hypothesis of strict binarity and cannot be regard­
ed as a correct transformation from the Cohen et al feature system into 
the CH feature system which is considered strictly binary. 
In the case of classificatory matrices (b) and (c), the hypothesis 
of strict binarity is well supported. This can be shown clearly by in­
specting the tree diagrams В and C, in which all binary feature in­
formation is correctly reflected. Moreover, each of these trees re­
presents a particular feature ordering, which is "high-tense" and 
"tense-high" respectively in the case of tree В and C. It seems that 
the feature ordering in the tree correlates, with a specific strict bin­
ary category matrix. The reverse, however, is not true since each 
matrix leads to two possible trees. We shall show shortly (Section 5.4) 
for the more general case that different trees may be converted from 
the same strict binary categorical matrix with plus, minus and zero 
markings. Another reason will be given then for accepting a particular 
tree as the only correct tree diagram of a categorical matrix. 
The zero marking in a strict binary categorical matrix is a slot of 
either a plus or minus feature specification. In order to present a 
categorical matrix fully specified in terms of plus and minus, descript­
ive of the differences among the phonemes, the zero marking must be 
changed into a plus or minus marking. Since this change is predictable 
from the context (sequential and simultaneous constraints mentioned in 
Chapter 1) a general rule of the language would specify the zero as 
either + or -. Such a rule has been applied when [0 tense] in Table 
5.2.2 was replaced in Table 5.2.3 by [+ tense] . Since the hypothesis 
of strict binarity was not supported by the categorical matrix (a), the 
[ 0 tense] may become [ - tense] provided that /I/ is [ - high] . This re­
sults in the specifications in the categorical matrix (b). Thus, given 
the Cohen et al feature system, the transformation of the feature spec­
ifications of /i/, /I/ and /e/ into the strict binary CH feature system 
is correct when: [ 0 tense] -*· [ + tense] and [ 2 openness] •*• [ - high] , 
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[ - low]. This case is represented by the feature specifications FS, and 
FS4 in Table 5.2.4. 
If the phoneme /i/ is taken to be [ - tense], the categorical matrix 
will be in accordance with the hypothesis of strict binarity provided 
that the phoneme /e/ is considered [ 0 high]. This feature specification 
is shown in the classificatory matrix (c). In making [ 0 high] •*• [ - high] , 
the set of feature specifications FS. is obtained. Since this set of 
feature specifications seems to be in better accordance with the speech 
perceiver's interpretation of the phonemes than all other sets (see 
Section 5.2), the classificatory matrices (b) with [0 tense] •+ [- tense] 
and (c) with t 0 high] -»· [ - high] can be used to give a phonological des-
cription of the three phonemes in terms of the speech perceiver's inter-
pretation. Moreover, the feature ordering of the tree which underlies 
the confusion matrix in all three presentation conditions ("high-tense": 
see Sections 2.3 and 5.2) is identical to the tree diagram of the categ-
orical matrix (b). Therefore, this matrix with [0 tense] •* [- tense] can 
be considered the optimal feature specification for the three phonemes. 
It will then reflect the speech perceiver's interpretation of phonemes. 
Thus, if the Dutch language had consisted of only these three vowels, 
then the classificatory matrix (b) could be considered the correct 
distinctive feature analysis of Dutch vowels in terms of a strict bin-
ary feature system that correlates with the speech perceiver's inter-
pretation of the vowels. 
The relationship between a strict binary classificatory matrix and 
the speech perceiver's interpretation of phonemes can also be consider-
ed with respect to other sets of phonemes. In each case there should 
then be one specific strict binary classificatory matrix for which the 
associated tree diagram reflects the hierarchical ordering of features 
recovered from the recognition data. This means that with different feat-
ure orderings for the same set of phonemes, different strict binary 
classificatory matrices might be associated. Consider, for example, the 
strict binary classificatory matrices (d) and (e) and their associated 
tree diagrams D and E. Tree D reflects the feature ordering "round-
high-tense", which underlies the confusion matrix of these phonemes 
when speech is presented audiovisually and visually and tree E reflects 
the feature ordering "high-tense-round" in the case of auditory re-
ception. The associated classificatory matrices differ with respect to 
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both the number (9 and 8 for (d) and (e), respectively) of feature spec-
ifications plus or minus and the type of feature specifications in a 
particular cell. However, when /i/ is again regarded as [- tense], the 
related cell can have a zero marking in both matrices. A finding which 
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is in accordance with the structure of the classificatory matrix (b) 
for the set {/i/, /I/, /e/} and which provides additional evidence 
that the feature tense can be considered redundant [ 0 tense] for the 
phoneme /i/. The classificatory matrices (d) and (e) also reveal that 
/y/ can be considered f 0 tense] when it has been regarded as [ - tense] 
in the set of feature specifications that underlies the analysis of 
the recognition data. Moreover, this finding is in accordance with the 
Cohen et al feature system in which the feature tense is considered 
irrelevant for the distinction of {/i/, /y/, /u/} from other Dutch 
phonemes. 
With respect to the manner of speech reception it can be said that, 
from a strictly auditory point of view (hearer's interpretation of 
phonemes) the classificatory matrix (e) gives the distinctive feature 
analysis of {/i/, /I/, /e/, /y/} in terms of the strict binary CH 
feature system. On the other hand, when speech is received audio-
visually and visually one should regard the classificatory matrix (d) 
as the correct distinctive feature analysis of these phonemes i.e. the 
speechreader's and hearer-speechreader's interpretation of phonemes. 
The interesting problem that emerges, is to decide which one of these 
two classificatory matrices one should incorporate in a phonological 
description of phonemes. One criterion might be the пшіэег of distinct-
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ive feature specifications in the classificatory matrix. From this point 
of view (e) which has a smaller number of feature specifications than 
(d) will be chosen. 
On the other hand (d) is associated with a feature hierarchy (tree 
diagram D) which is supported by more recognition data (two input modal-
ities, auditory and visual) compared to that of (e) which is supported by 
recognition data from only one input modality (visual). More generally 
we have a problem concerning the choice of a strict binary classificat-
ory matrix, which can be used as the phonological feature analysis of 
the phonemes of a particular language. We shall discuss this issue in 
terms of the linguistic "theory of markedness", where the number of 
markers is a measure of the complexity of the classificatory system. 
5.4. THE HYPOTHESIS OF FEATURE DOMINANCE 
5.4.1. The phonological feature hierarchy 
A strict binary classificatory matrix is always associated with at 
least one tree diagram. Starting at the root, this tree reflects the 
features in an order corresponding to the rank ordering of the nodes. 
Therefore, by regarding a particular strict binary classificatory 
matrix as the phonological representation of the phonemes of a lang-
uage (as a consequence of that choice) at least one feature ordering 
is automatically accepted. If with the same set of feature specificat-
ions (plus and minus markings of phonemes) which are arranged in a 
classificatory matrix two different feature orderings are possible, one 
may choose one of these orderings as the correct one on the grounds 
outlined below. For example, in the case of the strict binary classif-
icatory matrix (f), both the tree diagrams F.. and F- can be construct-
ed. These trees differ with respect to the relative ranks of voice and 
coronal. On the basis of recognition data (see Experiment 1), one may 
choose for F1 (Experiment 1 : audiovisual presentation) or for F2 (Exper-
iment 1: auditory condition). In addition, however, all other kinds of 
performance data (speech perception, production and memorizing) should 
be collected before a decisive conclusion in favour of either F.. or F-, 
can be made. One may then speak of an optimal classificatory matrix 
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based on aai empirically determined feature ordering. Deviations from 
this ordering may then be interpreted in terms of the specific condit­
ions (noise etc.) which have given rise to another feature ordering 
then that reflected in the tree representation of the optimal classif-
icatory matrix. 
If we disregard performance data altogether, there will be no way 
of knowing how to choose for one of the two feature orderings. In this 
case one may postulate one of these feature orderings on the basis of 
what has been referred to as a "natural class" in phonology. It means 
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that: (1) the class of segments can be specified with fewer features 
than any individual member of the class and (2) the features shared by 
the class members should be limited to those which have a certain 
degree of phonetic plausibility (Harms, 1968; Postal, 1968; Chomsky 
and Halle, 1968). In fact, the requirement of phonetic plausibility of 
the feature defining the "natural class" involves the claim that the 
phonetic properties directly determine a substantial percentage of the 
phonological properties. The latter differ from the former only to the 
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extent reflected by rules for phonological constraints, alternatives, 
predictable distribution etc., i.e. existing regularities of the lang-
uage (Postal, 1968). 
The notion "natual class" implies the "simplicity metric", accord-
ing to which a description with greater generality should require few-
er features (more economical) than one with less generality. Reason-
ing along the line of the "simplicity metric" one might be led to a 
preference for binary plus/minus features to other feature approaches. 
The main argument will then be that by using binary features and the 
criterion defined within the "simplicity metric" the simpler of the 
two sets of rules can be determined in terms of generality, irrespect-
ive of the number of phonemes which is present in each of the sets 
(Halle, 1964; Harms, 1968). 
Given the notion "natural class", certain observations with respect 
to languages of the world can be interpreted. The observations that 
vowels are generally voiced and that voiceless vowels are therefore 
rare and contextually determined suggests that a category of voiced 
phonemes is less natural than the category of voiced consonants, i.e. 
voicing is an irrelevant (redundant) feature for vowels. Thus, it is 
more natural to partition the phonemes of a language on the basis of 
the feature oonsonantal (vowels are [ - consonantal]) prior to a 
partitioning on the basis of voicing, i.e. the feature ordering "con-
sonantal-voice", than to partition the phonemes according to the feat-
ure ordering "voice-consonantal". That is to say, on the basis of 
both the notion "natural class" and certain observations, a dominance 
relation, R, among features can be derived. The feature ordering 
"consonantal-voice" may then be represented as "consonantal R voice" 
which indicates that the feature oonsonantal dominates the feature 
voice. In terms of the tree diagram of a classificatory matrix, this 
means that consonantal is represented by a node which is closer to the 
root than is the node representing the feature voice. In this sense, 
"consonantal £ voice" constraints a particular classificatory matrix 
which indicates by zero markings in the entries those phonemes for which 
the distinctive features are redundant. Thus, in the case of the classif-
icatory matrix (f), we can accept the tree diagram F- as the correct re-
presentation if, given the naturalness condition and generalizations from 
languages of the world, "voice § coronal" can be derived and not "coron-
al g voice". 
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Detailed analysis of the asymmetrical status of feature values 
which could be determined on the basis of the phonological general-
izations from the languages of the world, has led to a linguistic 
theory concerning the most efficient way of coding phonological in-
formation: the theory of markedness (Postal, 1968; Chomsky and Halle, 
1968]. According to this theory, there is over the languages of the 
world both a fixed dominance relation among features and a deeper 
level in which features have values in terms of m(arked) and u(nmark-
ed). On the basis of universal rules this deeper level can be relat-
ed to that of + and - values. For example, on the basis of the ob-
servation that [+ sonorant] segments (e.g. vowels, liquids) are 
always [ + voice] the rule can be formulated in terms of the marked-
unmarked distinction. The rule is that 
[ u voice] -»• [ + voice] / {_+ honorant] , 
which indicates that if a sonorant phoneme is unmarked (u) for 
voice, then it must be [ + voice] . 
In the marked-unmarked theory, the unmarked value is "normal" 
(the asymmetrical generalization from languages of the world) and 
the marked value is "not normal". If the latter value occurs this will 
be in a minority of cases i.e. its occurrence in the languages of the 
world is "unnatural". Moreover, accepting the markedness theory, one 
has to specify the class of universal rules which interpret m and u 
representations as + and -. A set of such universal rules is presented 
and discussed by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Since the application of 
some of the universal rules is determined by the contexts defined over 
+ and - values of other features, the order in which the rules are 
applied presupposes a particular feature hierarchy. That is to say, 
the contextual relevant features of a universal rule must be specified 
in terms of + and - values before the m and u values stated in the rule 
can be interpreted. These + and - values of contextual features should 
then be determined by interpreting related m and u values on the basis 
of other universal rules, which have been considered earlier. One ex-
ample will suffice to illustrate this line of· thought. 
Table 5.4.1, taken from Postal (1968),.shows the feature specificat-
ions describing the differences among five segments in terms of three 
features: Abrupt Onset, Abrupt Offset and Strident. 
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Table 5.4.1. Feature specifications describing the difference among 
five segments (see Postal, 1968 p. 186). 
abrupt onset abrupt offset strident 
plain stop (t) 
noisy fricative (s) 
quiet fricative (θ) 
noisy affricate (ts) 
quiet affricate (t ) 
On the basis of some remarks made by Jakobson (1962) concerning the 
hierarchical relationship among the stops, fricatives and affricates, 
the feature specifications were restated in terms of the theory of 
markedness. This interpretation is presented in Table 5.4.2. The 
Table 5.4.2. Marked-unmarlced description of five segments, given the feature 
ordering "abrupt onset - abrupt offset - strident (sec Postal, 1968 p. 190)Γ. 
abrupt onset 
abrupt offset 
strident 
universal rules for connecting the + and - values to the m and u 
values are: 
(a) [ u Abrupt Onset] -»· [ + Abrupt Onset] 
(b) [ u Abrupt Offset] -»• [ α Abrupt Offset] / [ α Abrupt Onset] 
where α is + or -; 
(c) [ u Strident] •* [ -a Strident] / [ a Abrupt Offset] 
where a is + or -. 
The rules have different contextual features. Rule (a) can be applied 
always, it is context-free (zero contextual features); rule (b) asserts 
that the segment should be [α Abrupt Onset], so we have to apply rule 
(a) just in order to know what + or - value for Abrupt Onset the segment 
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would have; and rule (c) asserts that the segment should be [a Abrupt 
Offset] which indicates that rule Cb) and (a) have to be applied in ad­
vance in order to determine the plus or minus value of [ α Abrupt Off­
set] . The results of the application of the rules in the given order are 
shown in Diagram 5.4.1. According to Postal (1968) a correct explanation 
of certain observations follows immediately from this hierarchical re-
l+, u abrupt onsctj Q-, m abnçt onset^ 
L«·, u abrupt offsetj Q-, m abrupt offset] Γ-, u abrupt offset] 
[_-, u strident L+, u strident] £-, ш strident] [+, u stridali] Π-, m stridenti 
(t) (ts) Cts) (s) Ce) 
Diagram S.4.1. (see Postal, 1968, p. 190) 
presentation. First of all, if a language has no contrast along any of 
these three features, the universal rules specify a plain stop [ t], 
because, in this case, all features will take their unmarked (u) value. 
Secondly, since Abrupt Onset dominates Abrupt Offset, the fricatives 
[ s] , [ Θ] dominate the affricates [ ts] , [ t6] . This follows from the fact 
that the former will occur in a language whenever there is no contrast 
along the feature Abrupt Offset and the feature therefore takes its un­
marked value. In the next section we shall consider this markedness 
theory with respect to the interpretation of speech performance data. 
5.4.2. Psychological validity of the theory of markedness 
The theory of markedness has been derived on the basis of only 
linguistic evidence (e.g. the generalizations from the languages of 
the world). However, it can also be considered a hypothesis about "how 
phonological information is stored in our nervous memory" (Miller, 
1967). In this sense the theory of markedness should be interpreted in 
terms of a general theory of coding which specifies for different kinds 
of coding systems the most efficient coding strategy. The criterion for 
nest efficient coding may be based on economic principles (simplicity 
metric). If one assumes that phonological information will be stored in 
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the most efficient way, then the theory of markedness may be consider­
ed a description of the most efficient coding strategy. Miller (1967) 
has considered this relationship a very plausible one. The main argum­
ent is based on the assertion that maximum efficiency in coding can be 
obtained by reserving "most expensive forms of coding for the most im­
probable messages". Thus, given a binary coding system with the symbols 
0 and 1 and in which 0 costs less than 1, the least expensive encoding 
will be a string of 0 symbols. This string will then represent the most 
probable case. With respect to information processing, neurophysiolog-
ical bases of speech perception, production and memorizing can be organ­
ized in such a way that only the unexpected speech event will need 
special information processing. In this sense, the most probable case 
is considered the normal state (unmarked) of the information processing 
system and deviations from that case, the modified state (marked). 
Furthermore, an efficient coding system such as this can also in­
corporate the dominance among the features which are descriptive of the 
events. An implication of the dominance relations among features is 
that for one of the two categories of the dominating feature (higher in 
the hierarchy) the dominated feature (lower in the hierarchy) is irrelev­
ant. In this case, efficient coding will still be maintained by letting 
the normal, unmodified state, represent both the irrelevant and the ex­
pected cases, keeping the modified state for the unusual value (marked). 
Thus, whenever an object has received the marked (unexpected) or un­
marked (expected) value on a feature F., we shall know what its value 
is on a feature F. which immediately dominates F. in the feature hier­
archy. 
Given a description of the most efficient coding of speech in terms 
of the theory of markedness, evidence based on speech performance 
(speech production, perception and memorizing) should be considered in 
order to assess the psychological validity of that description. The 
general procedure will then be ίο collect performance data and see 
whether an interpretation of it is possible in terms of the markedness 
theory. In the case of a distinctive feature description of phonemes, 
performance data can be interpreted in terms of (1) feature hierarchies 
and (2) presence and absence of contrast along particular features. From 
the point of view of the theory of markedness as a coding strategy, the 
crucial point of such an interpretation is the correlation between on 
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the one hand expectations based on this coding strategy and on the other 
the findings in speech performance. In the following we shall first 
discuss some evidence in the literature which supports this correlation; 
then an interpretation of our recognition data will be given. 
Let us start with the feature ordering represented in Diagram 5.4.1 
(see the preceding section). If one assumes that this feature order­
ing reflects the order of feature contrasts in primary speech acquis­
ition, then one can predict the different subsets of given sets of 
phonemes which will be produced at different stages of development. At 
a very early stage of speech acquisition with no contrast along any of 
these three features, only the /t/ from the set {/t/, /ts/, /te/, /s/, 
/θ/} will be produced. This follows from the assumption that with no 
contrast along a feature, the feature will take its unmarked (u) value. 
A contrast along Abrupt Onset only will lead to the use of the subset 
{/t/, /s/}, where /t/ will be substituted for each of the phonemes in 
the subset {/t/, /ts/, /te/} and /s/ for each of the phonemes in the 
subset {/s/, /θ/}. Acquisition of the contrast along the feature Ab­
rupt Offset will lead to a further differentiation, so that the subset 
{/t/, /s/, /ts/} will be used, where /ts/ is substituted for each memb­
er of the subset {/ts/, /te/} and /s/ for each member of the subset 
i/s/, /б/}. Eventually, the acquisition of the contrast along Strident 
will lead to the realization of all five phonemes in the set. 
With respect to loss of speech in the pathology of speech production, 
one may assume (Jakobson, 1971) that, conpared to speech acquisition, 
feature contrast will be lost in a reverse order. Thus, in our example 
(Diagram 5.4.1) the feature ordering reflecting the order in which feat­
ure contrast will vanish is "strident-abrupt offset-abrupt onset". If 
the contrast along Strident only is affected by the pathological state 
of the organism (brain lesion etc.), only the subset {/t/, /ts/, /s/} 
will be realized {Strident takes its u value), where /ts/ represents 
the subset {/ts/, /te/} and /s/ the subset i/s/, /θ/}. A further de­
terioration along Abrupt Offset leads to the use of only the phonemes 
in the subset {/t/, /s/}, where /t/ represents the subset {/t/, /ts/, 
/te/} and /s/ the subset i/s/, /Θ/}. Finally, deterioration along Ab­
rupt Onset leads to the realization of /t/ whenever a phoneme from the 
set {/t/, /ts/, /te/, /s/, /θ/} has to be used. 
Reasoning along this line of thought has led to different studies in 
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which an attempt is made to interpret obtained phoneme frequencies 
and substitution errors in the speech of both the child during acquis­
ition and children or adults suffering different forms of speech dis­
order. In each case, substitution errors could be associated with a 
systematic pattern reflecting not only entire classes of sounds but 
also a specific hierarchical ordering of phonological features. Jakob-
son (1971) cited a study by a Polish linguist Dorozewsky in which the 
data suggest that sensory aphasia leads to greater reduction of the 
contrast voiced/voiceless in phoneme classes belonging to the marked 
(m) value of other features than in phoneme classes occupying the un­
marked (u) value of these features. In other words, the contrast on 
the feature voiae is constrained by the presence of unmarked (-) 
values in other features. Moreover, the latter features could be arr­
anged in a hierarchy which reflects the severeness of the voiced/voice­
less deterioration. This hierarchy is shown in Diagram 5.4.2. Conson­
ants having the feature specification [ +, m strident] were always (100 
per cent) realized as [ - voice] provided that they were also [ +, m cor­
onal] and [+, u anterior] , i.e. 
[ + voice] •+ [ - voice] / 
+ anterior 
+ coronal 
_+ strident_ 
However, when the consonants are [+ anterior, + coronal, - strident] 
devoicing occurs in only 50 per cent of the cases. Higher up in the 
hierarchy, [+, m coronal] was more susceptible to devoicing than [-, u 
coronal] : 57 per cent and 6 per cent, respectively; and [-, m anterior] 
more than [+, u anterior]: 91 per cent and 35 per cent, respectively. 
Thus, the hierarchy reflects an ordering of phonological rules on the 
basis of which the voiced/voiceless deterioration can be interpreted. 
Supporting evidence for a description of this kind for phonological 
disorders is presented by Compton (1970), and by McReynolds and 
Houston (1971). 
Q-,η anterior^ [ \ u anterior^ 
£+,m coronalj Q-Pu coronalj 
Г+,га stndcntj L"»u stridentj 
Diagram 5.4.2. 
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In the case of language acquisition too, feature hierarchies have 
been used to interpret both the order of occurrence and the relative 
frequency of correct articulation of phonemes containing certain dis-
tinctive features (Jakobson, 1941; Jakobson and Halle, 1956; Menyuk, 
1968 and 1971; Winitz, 1969; Crocken, 1969). In general, this hier-
archy correlates with the rank order of consonants containing specif-
ic features in terms of the relative proportion of use in adult lang-
uage. Feature contrasts which are used frequently in adult speech are 
acquired earlier than feature contrasts which are infrequent. More-
over, according to Menyuk (1968), the dominance order for feature use 
during the early vocalization period ( 3 - 6 months) is approximately 
the same as that found during the morpheme formation period ( 2 - 6 
years). With respect to both Japanese and American children, the rank 
ordering of feature use in consonants is : [ + voice] , [- coronal], 
[ + nasal] , [ + anterior] , [ + strident] , [ + continuant] . This feature 
ordering can be considered the order in which feature contrasts are 
acquired. 
If one assumes that the notion of feature hierarchy in speech 
pathology and speech acquisition is tenable, then a given feature 
hierarchy in produced speech can be used to interpret spontaneous 
correct articulation of phonemes which were previously misarticulated. 
For example, if the feature coronal dominates strident (see Diagram 
5.4.2) a correct articulation of a previously misarticulated [+ cor-
onal, + strident] consonant, as a result of therapeutic training, may 
have a generalization effect on spontaneous correct articulation of 
other consonants. This effect will be greater for consonants which have 
this same feature specification than for consonants having the specif-
ication [+ coronal, - strident] ; however, the latter consonants will be 
more susceptible to the generalization effect than [- coronal, + strid-
ent] consonants. Experimental evidence supporting this relationship was 
found in the studies by Compton (1970) and McReynolds and Bennett (1971). 
Indeed, it seems that these findings agree with sane hierarchical 
organization of feature information in our nervous system. The structure 
of this hierarchy can be recovered by inspecting data relating to speech 
acquisition and speech pathology. Given this structure, it may be compar-
ed with the phonological feature hierarchy stressed on the basis of the 
markedness theory. Let us assume that a perfect correlation exists 
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between the two hierarchical structures. Perceptual data may then be 
interpreted in terms of this phonological feature hierarchy which is 
considered a correct representation of the manner in which feature 
information is stored in the brain. We shall now proceed by trying to 
interpret feature dominance recovered from our recognition data in 
terms of the phonological feature hierarchy based on the marked - un­
marked distinction. 
5.5. INTERPRETATION OF FEATURE HIERARCHIES FRCM RECOGNITION DATA 
5.5.1. Feature hierarchy for consonants 
Feature hierarchies obtained in the experiments (Experiments 1, 2, 3, 
6, 9 and 10) in which the consonant of the CV syllable was varied were 
interpreted in terms of the marking conventions described in Rules 1 - 6 . 
These rules have been taken fron Chomsky and Halle (see Chomsky and Halle, 
1968 p. 405 - 407). 
Table 5.5.1. Feature ordering expressing the dmmance relation among features. 
Feature orderings 
Phonological hierarchy 
(Rules 1-6) 
nasal-voice-coronal-continuant-stndcnt 
Auditory hierarchy 
Experiment 3 . nasal-voice-continuant/strident 
Ijcperunents 1 and 9 : voice-continuant/strident-coronal 
hxperments 1,2,1,6 and 9 : nasal-voice-continuant/sindent-coronal 
Visual hierarchy 
Experiments 1 and 9 
hxpenment 3 
Lxperments 1,2,3,6 and 9 
coronal-continuant/strident-voice 
Lontinuant/stndent-voice-nasol 
coronal-continuant/strident-voice nasal 
Audiovisual hierarchy 
hxpenment 3 : continuant/stndent-nasal-voice 
hxperunents 1 and 9 . coronal-voice-contmuant/strident 
Lxpcnments 1,2,3,6 and 9 : согопаі-тиьаі-voicc-continuant/strident or 
coronal-continuant/stndent-nasal-voice 
Table 5.5.1 shows both the feature ordering reflecting the phonological 
hierarchy based on Rules 1 - 6 and those reflecting the perceptual hier­
archies based on the auditory, visual and audiovisual presentation 
conditions. 
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Rules 1 - 6 
(1) [u nasal] -»• [- nasal] 
(2) [ - nasal] -»• [ - sonorant] 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
[ u voice] -»• [ - voice] / [ - sonorant] 
[ u coronal] •*• [ + coronal] / 
+ anterior 
- nasal 
m continuant 
[ u continuant] -»• [ - continuant] 
[ u strident] •*• [ a strident] / 
α delayed release 
+ anterior 
+ coronal 
The feature ordering based on recognition data consists of two independ­
ent parts which are taken together. For example, in the case of audit­
ory reception, the two sub-orderings are 'Voice-continuant/strident-cor­
onal" and "nasal-voice-continuant/strident". The latter was obtained in 
Experiment 3 and the former in Experiments 1 and 9. By assuming transit­
ivity in the dominance relation, R, among features, one feature ordering 
reflecting all five features is given. Transitivity holds if, given F.. 
R F, and F, R F,, the dominance relation F- R F, also holds. In Section 
•* 2 2 •* 3' 1 -*· 3 
5.5.2 it will be shorn for features relating to vowels that this is the 
case. It should also be noted that the feature orderings considered for 
the recognition data are only those that are reflected by the tree-like 
decision structures which in each case best account for the confusion 
probabilities obtained in the various experiments. 
The correct phonological feature ordering is obtained when Rules 
1 - 6 are applied successively from Rule 1 down to Rule 6. Rule 2 
asserts that there are no segments that are Γ+ nasal Π 
\_2 sonorant_J 
This implies that phonemes should be partitioned on the basis of nasal 
prior to a partitioning on the basis of voioe which is dominated by 
eonorant (Rule 3). Rule 4 indicates that the segment could be either 
[ + nasal] or [ m continuant]. Including continuant in this rule only 
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implies that the segments which are interpreted as [+, u coronal] 
should be marked for continuant, irrespective of the plus or minus 
value the (m continuant] segments will receive. In the case of Rule 6, 
the segment can be either [+ anterior] or [+ coronal]. Since all con­
sonants considered on the basis of Rules 1 - 6 are [+ anterior] only 
the plus or minus value for delayed еіеаве is required, which for this 
set of consonants is identical to that of continuant* In Table 5.5*2, 
consonants are given with the markings based on Rules 1 - 6 . 
Tibie S.5 2. Consonants marked on the basis of Rules 1 - 6, the blank cells 
represent ivunarked features. 
n g f t s b d z ^ 
nasal m 
voice π m m 
Loronal « - m • • 
continuant m m η 
strident 
With respect to the correlation between the phonological feature hier­
archy (Rules 1-6) and the feature hierarchy obtained in each of the 
presentation conditions, the feature orderings presented in Table 5.5.1 
can be compared. Inspection of the table immediately reveals that the 
feature ordering based on the auditory presentation condition correlates 
best with that postulated in the phonological feature hierarchy. If we 
assume that strident has always been redundant (smaller degree of discrim-
inability than continuant) in the complex feature continuant/βtrident, 
these feature orderings differ only with respect to the relative ranks 
of coronal and continuant. In terms of the Rules 1-6, this means that 
the segment on which Rule 4 is applied should be specified plus or minus 
continuant instead of [ m continuant], which then indicates that Rule 5 
would have been applied prior to Rule 4. That is to say, if phonemes 
are coded on the brain according to the auditory hierarchy, the theory 
of markedness violates only one contextual specification for the feat­
ure coronal. 
The feature ordering in the visual hierarchy differs markedly from 
that in the phonological hierarchy. Though the feature ordering 
"coronal-continuant-strident" can be considered to be present in the 
visual hierarchy, this feature ordering preceeds both voice and naaal; 
the latter having the lowest position in the rank ordering. In terms 
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of the Rules 1 - 6 , this means that the Rules 4, 5 and 6 will be applied 
first, followed then by Rules 3, 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, if in the 
languages of the world speech is considered according to speechreading, 
the partitioning of consonants into labials and non-labials will be 
more natural than a partitioning on the basis of voicing. In other 
words the feature labial will dominate voice. Since labials are [+ ant-
erior, - coronal] , one may consider only them [- coronal] by introduc-
ing Rule 7, which indicates that there will be no segment with the 
(7) t - coronal] -»• [ + anterior] 
p anterior! 
specification Li coronal J. This will make all non-labials [+ coronal] . 
The implication of this modification of feature classes will be that 
the classificatory matrix with plus and minus will differ completely 
from the classificatory matrix based on the phonological hierarchy. 
Moreover, the fact that no more non-labials can be distinguished from 
each other by speechreading (Woodward and Barber, 1960) than can 
labials (bilabials, rounded-labials, labiodentals) will lead to a 
change of Rule 4 into Rule 8. It can be said, therefore, that the 
"visual hierarchy" will lead to another set of rules than Rules 1 - 6 
(8) [ u coronal] -»• [ - coronal] 
which underlie the phonological hierarchy. 
With respect to the audiovisual hierarchy, in which the feature 
coronal dominates all other features in the feature ordering, Rules 
7 and 8 may also be derived. Furthermore, the consistency in the rel-
ative ordering of voice and continuant/strident, does not support the 
assumption of a fixed hierarchical organization of feature informat-
ion in the brain. On the contrary, the relationship between the two 
features will be "voice R continuant/strident" or "continuant/strid-
ent R voice" dependent on whether the set of consonants concerned 
belongs to either the category [ + coronal] or the category [ - coron-
al] , respectively. These different feature orderings will complicate 
the coding of feature information considerably, by the requirement of 
two different sets of rules; one related to each category (+ and -) 
of the feature coronal. 
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Given the markings in Table 5.S.2, the fully specified binary class-
ificatory matrix can be obtained by substituting on the basis of Rules 
1 - 6 for the u and m values the required + and - values. This matrix 
is presented in Table 5.5.3. The matrix is characterized by the fact 
Table 5.5.3. Fully specified distinctive feature specifications based on 
marking conventions for eight consonants. 
m p f t s b d z 
nasal 
voice 
coronal 
continuant 
strident 
that the rows (representing features) are ordered from top to bottom 
according to their dominance relations which is described by Rules 
1 - 6. In the case of a larger set of phonemes a simlar procedure 
can be followed to obtain first a description of each phoneme in terms 
of m and u values of the features on the basis of a particular set of 
rules. Subsequently these markings are converted into plus or minus 
values in order to obtain a classificatory matrix in which both each 
cell has a plus (+) or minus (-) value and the features are ordered 
according to their dominance relations. Table 5.5.4 shows a classific-
atory matrix for the case in which the set of phonemes considered so 
far is extended with the phoneme /k/. Since this phoneme differs from 
Table 5.5.4. Fully specified distinctive feature specifications based on 
marking conventions for nine consonants. 
nasal 
high 
back 
anterior 
voio-
coronal 
cont inuant 
strident 
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the others in the set along the features high, baak and anterior, addit-
ional rules are necessary to describe the dominance relations among all 
the features which describe the differences among the phonemes. The set 
of rules necessary to describe these dominance relations can be derived 
from the Chomsky-Halle marking conventions (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968) 
in a similar manner as has been done in the case of Rules 1 - 6 . 
5.5.2. Feature hierarchy for vowels 
Table 5.5.5 shows feature orderings obtained in the three presentat-
ion conditions as well as the feature ordering within the phonological 
hierarchy. With respect to the feature ordering related to the recognit-
ion data, the obtained feature orderings in Experiments 4, 5 and 11 
were considered. The feature orderings related to a particular present-
ation condition were confounded to one feature ordering by presupposing 
transitivity in the dominance relation, R, among the different features 
involved. This feature ordering is presented as the feature ordering for 
Experiments 4, 5 and 11. In the case of visual presentation, the ass-
imption of transitivity could be tested explicitly. It was possible 
because in Experiment 12 (see Section 5.2), differences among phonemes 
could be described in terms of a set of five features that includes the 
four features {low, high, tense and rownd) present in the feature order-
ing of Experiments 4,5 and 11. In Experiment 5 (visual) the dominance 
relation "round R high" is found, in Experiment 11 (visual) the domin-
ance relation "high R low" is obtained, so, if transitivity holds the 
dominance relation "round R low" should hold. This was obtained in Ex-
périment 12 where the feature ordering recovered is: "round-high-tense-
low/back". In the case of auditory and audiovisual presentations, trans-
itivity among features in a feature ordering can be demonstrated in a 
similar manner. The phonological feature ordering for the same set of 
features was obtained by considering the marking conventions (see 
Chomsky and Halle, 1968) for vowels. This dominance relation among the 
features was compared with the feature orderings obtained in each of 
the presentation conditions. 
A comparison of the feature orderings in Table 5.5.5 again reveal-
ed that the auditory hierarchy correlates best with the phonological 
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Table 5.5.5. l·eature ordermgs expressing the damnance relation Jmong 
features, vowels. 
Hierarchies 
Phonological hierarchy 
Auditory hierarchy 
Lxperiment 4 
Lxperiment 5 
bxperiment 11 
LxpcruTients 4,5 and 11 
Visual hierarchy 
Fxperiment 4 
experiment 5 
Пхреriment 11 
Lvpcriments 4,5 and 11 
Lxperiment 12 
Audiovisual hierarchy 
bxpcrimcnt 4 
Lxperiment S 
Lxpcriment 11 
Lxpenmcnts 4,5 and 11 
Feature orderings 
loh'-high-back-round-tense 
high-tense 
high-tense-round 
low-high 
low-high-tense-round 
high-tense 
round-high-tense 
high-low 
round-high-tense-low 
round-lij-gli-tcn >e-law/back 
high-tense 
round-high-tense 
lew-high 
round-low-In gh-tense 
hierarchy. In the feature ordering for auditory presentation (Experim­
ents 4,5 and 11) the difference with the phonological feature ordering 
concerns the relative position of round and tense. Since the marking 
for the feature tense has not been specified in a particular feature 
environment, (see Chomsky and Halle, 1968) the relative position of 
this feature in the phonological hierarchy cannot be considered oblig­
atory. If so, then the feature ordering "tense-round11 may also be 
applicable in the phonological hierarchy. This may then lead to a 
perfect correlation among the feature orderings with two hierarchies. 
However, by adding the feature back to the set of features considered 
so far, the relative position of this feature differs in the auditory 
and phonological hierarchy. Whereas in the feature ordering related to 
the auditory hierarchy the feature back occupies the first position 
(highest in the hierarchy) in the feature ordering related to the phon­
ological hierarchy it has a position between high and round» In order 
to change the latter position of back into the former a change from 
Rule 9 to a rule like Rule 10 and from Rule 11 to a rule like Rule 12 
is necessary. 
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(9) 
(Ю) 
lu 
tu 
low] 
low] 
- * • 
-* 
[-
[ + 
[-
low] 
low] 
low] 
low] 
u back 
_u round 
+ back 
u round 
(a) 
(b) 
(a) 
(b) 
(11) [ u back] - [ + b a c k ] [_ + low^ 
(12) [uback] -i-I+back] Q l T I w J 
In the case of both the visual and the audiovisual hierarchy the 
feature round occupies the first position in the ordering, whereas in 
the phonological matrix it occurs after Ιοω and high. Moreover, in the 
feature ordering related to the visual hierarchy, the feature low occurs 
after high and tense instead of prior to these features such as in the 
feature ordering related to the phonological, the auditory and the 
visual hierarchies. Therefore these deviations from the phonological 
hierarchy will need more changes in the marking conventions present­
ed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) in order to make the phonological hier­
archy also correlate with the visual or audiovisual hierarchy then 
when a perfect correlation with the auditory hierarchy only is wanted. 
Given the set of rules within the marking conventions for vowels, 
each vowel segment can be described properly in terms of the marked-
unmarked distinction. Subsequently, the m and u values can be con­
verted into plus (+) and minus (-) values. The matrix which then 
occurs is the correct classificatory matrix for the set of vowels. 
Table 5.5.6 shows the classificatory matrix for the vowels used in 
this study (Experiments 4,5, 11 and 12) based on the feature order­
ing of the phonological hierarchy. 
Table S.S.6. Full/ speciiicd distinctive feature specifiLatlons based on 
markuig conventions for eight vwcls. 
lou 
high 
baU 
round 
tense 
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5.5.3. Speech code and speech perceiver's interpretation 
It can be said that the theory of markedness (including the phon-
ological hierarchy) can be accepted when the assumed hierarchical 
organization of feature information in the brain reflects the hearer's 
interpretation of speech. As such, the marked-unmarked distinction in 
phonology is an adequate model concerning the manner in which audit-
orily received speech has been coded. This suggests that there are 
different manners of coding speech, dependent on the way speech is 
received. In other words, when speech is received auditorily, another 
coding system will be activated in the brain to deal with that inform-
ation than when speech is received visually or audiovisually. A simil-
ar explanation has been suggested by Wickelgren (1965) with respect to 
a possible difference in confusion structure between auditory reception 
of, and short term memory for the same set of CV syllables. On the 
other hand, by referring to one coimon source (articulatory movements) 
for both hearing and speechreading (see Section 1.1), we may also acc-
ept one coding system which will then be an effective coding system 
for "articulatory movements", i.e. the speaker's interpretation. The 
way speech is received may only leed to a particular modification of 
this interpretation. One way of expressing this modification is to 
regard the theory of markedness as a description of the speaker's inter-
pretation i.e. the coding system for "articulatory movements". In this 
case a hierarchical organization of feature information in the brain is 
postulated. Moreover, the "hearer's interpretation" (auditory hierarchy) 
is a very close reflection of this coding system, whereas the "speech-
reader's and hearer-speechreader's interpretation" deviates considerably 
from it. 
This may or may not be a tenable explanation. Irrespective of whether 
it is maintained or not, the theory of markedness is revealing with 
respect to auditory coding. In the case of a markedness explanation the 
obtained auditory hierarchy can be used as a reliable substitute for or 
representative of the hierarchical organization of feature information 
in the brain. In this sense, hearing refers to the way speech is produc-
ed in accordance with the motor theory of speech perception (Liberman 
et al, 1967). It should be noted that the coding system for correct 
"articulatory movements" is to be considered independent of the ability 
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of the muscular coordination that is required for the implementation 
of that system. In hearing (speech understanding), the acoustic inform-
ation will be heading for the articulation coding system and in so 
doing will be projected onto a stage of speech production that is prior 
to that of the weak muscular coordinations. This may explain why speak-
ing ability is not a condition for speech understanding. 
By adopting, moreover, a particular criterion for feature selection, 
which in this study is the relative feature discriminability, the acc-
epted subset of alternatives after selection of a particular feature 
(see Section 2.3) can be considered a set of hypotheses concerning the 
stimulus which has been presented. Later feature selections will lead 
to a further narrowing down of this set of hypotheses to only one. 
Considered in this way, the perceptual process will be in accordance 
with the major assumption within the analysis-by-synthesis model of 
speech perception (Stevens and Halle, 1964). It says that active hypo-
thesis formation about the stimulus presented will take place on the 
basis of a preliminary analysis of the received data. In the case of 
phoneme recognition, this preliminary analysis concerns feature ab-
straction and feature selection. 
If we accept the theory of markedness as a description of the cod-
ing system for "articulatory movements", we have to explain why the 
several interpretations of speech (auditory, visual and audiovisual 
hierarchy) differ from the coded form (phonological hierarchy). A 
straightforward answer to this question leads to what has been indic-
ated in psychological studies of grammar as the influence of perform-
ance factors on the recovery of underlying linguistic structures. In 
terms of sequential feature processing this means that due to limit-
ations of the perceptual apparatus, features with a greater promin-
ence (degree of discriminability) will be selected prior to those 
which depend on information that cannot be extracted easily from the 
incoming stimulus. As a consequence of this way of feature selection, 
the feature ordering underlying the recognition data will differ from 
that in the phonological hierarchy. Therefore, a distinction should be 
made between the knowledge a person has about the structure of his 
language and the implementation of this linguistic structure in his 
language behaviour. 
Our language activities are based on behavioral structures which 
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among other things also reflect our knowledge of the linguistic 
structures. The extent to which this will occur may depend on the 
influence of other factors. For example, due to the limitations of 
the perceptual apparatus, the speechreader may not be able to detect 
minor variations in articulatory movements which are associated with 
a particular feature. It is, therefore, an open question whether a 
particular linguistic structure will be useful for the description of 
perceptual processing of speech. Our study gives evidence supporting 
the relevance of both the distinctive feature as a unit in speech 
processing and hierarchical ordering of different distinctive feat-
ures. The exact nature of this hierarchical ordering, however, de-
pends on specific characteristics of the input modality (visual, 
auditory or audiovisual). As such, some aspects of the linguistic 
structure associated with phonemes are important for phoneme recogn-
ition, whereas other aspects (the particular feature hierarchy) 
seem to be suppressed or modified by the particular characteristics 
of the ear and the eye. 
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A P P E N D I X 
APPENDIX A (Chapter 2) 
Tables A 1-A 6 Observed and p red ic ted (underlined) confusion probabi l -
i t i e s . P red ic t ions are based on estünated y- values (see Section 2 . 3 ) . 
Table A 1. Experiment 1 ( /b/ . / p / , / d / . / t / . / z / , / s / ) 
Auditory -15 db Visual 
Stimulus Response Stimulus Response 
506 023 425 
554 008 402 
023 023 000 
006 030 000 
023 
034 
221 
311 
011 
019 
189 
176 
581 
528 
000 
005 
330 
296 
000 
003 
012 
025 
712 
645 
023 
040 
322 
364 
360 
382 
012 
009 
580 
614 
000 
005 
000 
002 
047 
030 
023 
002 
489 
446 
023 
029 
000 
000 
034 
029 
000 
006 
012 259 025 
011 167 023 
309 037 358 
347 028 424 
238 
296 
215 
266 
000 
007 
000 
007 
000 
007 
000 
007 
738 
704 
785 
734 
027 
018 
014 
018 
000 
018 
013 
018 
013 
000 
000 
000 
338 
235 
311 
211 
040 
049 
076 
044 
000 
000 
000 
000 
459 
558 
541 
582 
147 
117 
114 
122 
013 
000 
000 
000 
054 
054 
054 
049 
200 
240 
190 
215 
000 
000 
000 
000 
122 
128 
081 
133 
613 
569 
608 
594 
Audiovisual -15 db 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
d 
b 
910 
951 
070 
068 
02S 
004 
Ρ 
090 
034 
930 
916 
000 
000 
Respe 
d 
000 
014 
000 
001 
926 
900 
mse 
t 
000 
001 
000 
014 
012 
032 
ζ 
000 
000 
000 
000 
037 
063 
s 
000 
000 
000 
001 
000 
001 
000 
000 
000 
004 
000 
000 
000 
004 
000 
000 
000 
004 
034 
065 
095 
102 
012 
007 
839 
867 
012 
004 
119 
098 
046 
005 
893 
860 
060 
062 
080 
059 
000 
030 
810 
829 
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Stimulus 
Auditory -12 db 
Response 
Audiovisual -12 db 
Ρ 
d 
b ρ d 
512 000 440 
600 014 357 
036 012 000 
008 020 002 
024 683 000 
012 603 006 
268 000 024 
359 000 020 
269 000 705 
234 004 724 
000 210 000 
004 233 014 
070 012 244 
082 002 254 
012 093 012 
002 082 005 
000 026 000 
017 020 001 
765 000 025 
726 005 020 
012 663 000 
006 641 015 
244 035 605 
255 012 644 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
d 
t 
ζ 
s 
b 
922 
954 
048 
051 
000 
005 
000 
000 
000 
003 
000 
000 
Ρ 
078 
036 
952 
939 
000 
002 
000 
003 
000 
000 
000 
002 
Response 
d 
000 
009 
000 
001 
988 
923 
049 
043 
057 
045 
000 
002 
t 
000 
000 
000 
009 
000 
035 
852 
908 
011 
002 
035 
045 
ζ 
000 
ooi 
000 
000 
012 
044 
012 
002 
898 
916 
035 
047 
s 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
002 
086 
044 
034 
034 
930 
905 
Stimulus 
Auditory -9 db 
Response 
b 
Ρ 
d 
t 
ζ 
s 
b 
561 
625 
000 
003 
195 
146 
000 
001 
012 
018 
000 
000 
Ρ 
012 
011 
702 
632 
000 
003 
100 
148 
000 
000 
012 
018 
d 
427 
345 
000 
002 
793 
824 
013 
005 
120 
101 
000 
001 
t 
000 
006 
274 
349 
000 
014 
863 
833 
000 
002 
082 
102 
ζ 
000 
013 
000 
000 
012 
013 
000 
000 
867 
86S 
035 
005 
s 
000 
000 
024 
014 
000 
000 
025 
013 
000 
014 
871 
874 
Stimulus 
Audiovisual -9 db 
Response 
973 014 014 000 000 000 
979 014 007 000 000 000 
Ρ 
d 
047 953 000 000 000 000 
045 947 000 008 000 000 
012 
005 
012 
000 
000 
005 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
005 
012 
000 
000 
005 
964 
964 
024 
045 
036 
031 
000 
001 
000 
014 
940 
934 
000 
000 
012 
030 
024 
017 
012 
001 
940 
950 
071 
044 
000 
000 
012 
015 
012 
014 
917 
920 
Table A 2. Experiment 2 (/s/,/t/,/d/). 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
s 
t 
d 
Response 
s 
344 
344 
217 
217 
025 
014 
t 
607 
607 
735 
734 
040 
048 
d 
049 
049 
048 
049 
935 
938 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
s 
t 
d 
s 
455 
446 
272 
261 
243 
261 
t 
402 
366 
452 
489 
369 
360 
d 
143 
188 
275 
250 
388 
379 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus 
s 
t 
d 
Response 
s 
500 
499 
202 
203 
008 
007 
t d 
464 036 
463 038 
757 042 
758 039 
027 965 
027 965 
Table A 3. Experiment 3 (/£/,/p/,/b/,/m/). 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
f 
Ρ 
b 
m 
£ 
482 
475 
291 
297 
025 
030 
005 
001 
Response 
Ρ 
462 
455 
628 
634 
066 
064 
006 
002 
b 
048 
057 
067 
057 
895 
895 
027 
031 
m 
008 
013 
014 
012 
014 
011 
963 
966 
Visual 
Stumilus 
f 
Ρ 
b 
m 
f 
986 
987 
000 
002 
002 
002 
005 
002 
Response 
Ρ 
002 
007 
543 
540 
271 
285 
296 
285 
b 
005 
003 
290 
266 
404 
414 
272 
279 
m 
008 
003 
167 
192 
323 
299 
427 
434 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus 
£ 
Ρ 
b 
m 
f 
991 
993 
005 
002 
000 
002 
000 
002 
Response 
Ρ 
005 
007 
928 
929 
066 
066 
005 
002 
b 
003 
000 
053 
054 
918 
917 
028 
029 
m 
002 
000 
014 
015 
016 
015 
967 
967 
Table A 4. Experiment 4 (/e/,/ι/,/Ι/). 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
e 
1 
I 
Response 
e 
624 
621 
081 
114 
230 
216 
1 
191 
198 
586 
577 
200 
198 
I 
185 
181 
333 
309 
570 
586 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
e 
1 
I 
e 
591 
582 
110 
095 
243 
258 
1 
082 
101 
664 
668 
121 
101 
I 
327 
317 
226 
237 
635 
641 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus 
e 
1 
I 
Response 
e 
742 
737 
074 
071 
207 
213 
ι I 
096 161 
107 156 
703 223 
704 225 
118 676 
107 680 
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Table A 5. Experijiient 5 (/e/, /I/, /i/, /y/) 
Auditory Visual Audiovisual 
Stimulus Respaise Stimulus Response Stimulus Response 
e 
787 
791 
140 
137 
007 
003 
006 
003 
I 
162 
167 
823 
819 
015 
017 
015 
017 
i 
031 
023 
023 
023 
504 
506 
176 
176 
У 
020 
019 
014 
021 
474 
475 
804 
804 
I 
У 
e 
565 
558 
298 
315 
131 
098 
000 
001 
I 
388 
381 
625 
624 
168 
194 
002 
002 
i 
046 
060 
076 
060 
701 
707 
007 
007 
У 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
991 
991 
I 
У 
e 
856 
857 
106 
104 
015 
004 
006 
000 
I 
119 
120 
877 
874 
029 
036 
001 
000 
i 
019 
016 
015 
016 
948 
953 
008 
011 
У 
006 
007 
002 
006 
008 
007 
985 
989 
Table A 6. Experiment 6 (/b/, /d/, /t/), (/b/, /d/), /d/, /t/) and 
C/b/. А Л -
Auditory 
Stimulus Respmse 
b d t 
. 403 505 092 
D
 418 520 062 
. 204 762 034 
α
 192 745 063 
. 055 034 911 
τ
 016 060 924 
Auditory 
Stimulus Response 
b d 
b 503 496 
d 225 775 
Auditory 
Stimulus Response 
d t 
d 964 036 
t 067 933 
Auditory 
Stimulus Response 
b t 
b 812 188 
t 035 965 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
b d t 
. 941 028 031 
й
 942 036 022 
. 030 602 369 
α
 030 601 369 
030 312 659 
1
 030 312 658 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
b d 
b 939 061 
d 011 989 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
d t 
d 652 348 
t 370 630 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
b t 
b 956 044 
t 043 957 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus Response 
b d t 
. 957 028 015 
D
 964 035 001 
, 011 964 024 
α
 012 964 024 
. 013 031 956 
Z
 012 031 957 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus Response 
b d 
b 959 041 
d 020 980 
Audiovisual 
Stimulie Response 
d t 
d 983 017 
t 044 956 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus Response 
b t 
b 980 020 
t 006 994 
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APPENDIX В (Chapter 3) 
Tables В 1 - В 3. Observed confusion probabilities (Experiment 7). 
Table В 1. Experiment 7 (/s/,/t/). 
s/n 
ratios 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
-12 db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
-18 db 
-20 db 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
-12 db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
-18 db 
-20 db 
Auditory 
Stimulus Response 
s t 
1000 000 
1000 000 
800 200 
s 381 619 
517 483 
535 465 
489 511 
000 1000 
033 967 
182 817 
t 261 739 
387 613 
391 609 
395 605 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus Response 
s t 
1000 000 
952 048 
746 254 
s 614 386 
600 400 
667 333 
578 422 
049 951 
050 950 
230 770 
t 393 607 
467 533 
410 590 
333 667 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
s t 
448 552 
455 545 
439 561 
s 614 386 
393 617 
467 533 
623 377 
230 770 
377 623 
377 623 
t 387 613 
419 581 
459 541 
492 508 
Table В 2. Experiment 7 (/t/,/k/). 
s/n 
ratios 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
-12 db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
-18 db 
-20 db 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
-12 db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
-18 db 
-20 db 
Auditory 
Stimulus Response 
t к 
984 016 
1000 000 
750 250 
t 540 460 
514 486 
512 488 
297 713 
017 983 
048 952 
300 700 
к 262 738 
400 600 
477 523 
489 511 
Audiovisual 
StiiRilus Response 
t к 
1000 000 
1000 000 
746 254 
t 614 386 
600 400 
667 333 
578 422 
049 951 
050 950 
230 770 
к 393 607 
467 533 
410 590 
333 667 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
t к 
885 115 
727 273 
700 300 
t 885 115 
767 233 
797 203 
609 391 
257 743 
333 667 
467 533 
к 233 767 
387 613 
302 698 
333 667 
192 
Table В 3. Experiment 7 (/s/,/к/). 
s/n 
ratios 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
-12 db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
-18 db 
-20 db 
- 8 db 
-10 db 
-12 db 
-14 db 
-16 db 
-18 db 
-20 db 
Auditory 
Stimulus Response 
s к 
1000 000 
966 034 
895 105 
s 341 659 
600 400 
439 561 
476 524 
000 1000 
074 926 
237 763 
к 250 750 
357 643 
512 488 
356 644 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus Response 
s к 
1000 000 
1000 000 
759 241 
s 845 155 
667 333 
586 414 
655 345 
000 1000 
000 1000 
310 690 
к 150 850 
333 667 
271 729 
351 649 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
s t 
607 393 
444 556 
536 464 
s 825 175 
679 321 
542 458 
679 321 
283 717 
333 667 
350 650 
к 164 836 
323 677 
203 797 
362 638 
APPENDIX С (Chapter 4) 
Tables С 1 - С 4. Observed and predicted (underlined) confusion prob­
abilities. In the auditory and audiovisual conditions of Experiment 9, 
the subject groups I, II, III and IV correspond with signal-to-noise 
ratios of -18 db, -15 db, -12 db and -9 db, respectively. 
Table С 1. Experiment 9 I (/b/,/d/,/z/,/s/). 
Auditory I 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
250 
251 
402 
370 
280 
338 
288 
254 
Response 
d 
407 
408 
286 
289 
290 
264 
171 
198 
ζ 
269 
243 
232 
243 
290 
299 
216 
225 
s 
074 
099 
080 
099 
140 
099 
324 
322 
Audiovisual I 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
925 
919 
008 
006 
006 
000 
008 
006 
Resp 
d 
075 
040 
483 
494 
167 
177 
193 
177 
onse 
ζ 
000 
027 
308 
335 
575 
547 
412 
421 
s 
000 
013 
200 
165 
258 
269 
387 
396 
Visual 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
924 
922 
052 
045 
042 
045 
042 
045 
I 
Response 
d 
051 
045 
552 
555 
233 
255 
280 
255 
ζ 
017 
019 
233 
236 
425 
411 
424 
435 
s 
008 
013 
164 
165 
300 
288 
254 
265 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
412 
415 
387 
371 
208 
232 
153 
150 
II 
Response 
d 
387 
390 
420 
435 
292 
272 
186 
175 
ζ 
092 
111 
126 
111 
425 
413 
254 
266 
s 
109 
083 
067 
083 
075 
083 
407 
409 
Audiovisual II 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
1000 
1000 
025 
013 
008 
013 
008 
013 
Response 
d 
000 
000 
783 
761 
350 
356 
150 
185 
ζ 
000 
000 
150 
128 
492 
532 
308 
277 
s 
000 
000 
042 
098 
150 
098 
530 
525 
Visual 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
983 
981 
025 
023 
025 
023 
017 
023 
II 
Response 
d 
017 
012 
613 
616 
233 
194 
158 
194 
ζ 
000 
004 
151 
193 
417 
418 
400 
379 
s 
000 
003 
210 
168 
325 
365 
425 
404 
194 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
518 
499 
345 
352 
220 
227 
111 
110 
III 
Response 
d 
333 
314 
474 
461 
254 
298 
159 
145 
ζ 
070 
084 
121 
084 
356 
373 
167 
181 
S 
079 
103 
060 
103 
169 
103 
563 
564 
Audiovisual III 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
Ь 
518 
512 
345 
227 
220 
227 
111 
227 
Response 
d 
333 
319 
474 
506 
254 
275 
159 
106 
Ζ 
070 
085 
121 
135 
356 
366 
167 
141 
s 
079 
084 
060 
132 
169 
132 
563 
526 
Visual 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
983 
983 
027 
040 
043 
040 
043 
040 
III 
Response 
d 
009 
011 
639 
650 
164 
145 
130 
145 
ζ 
000 
002 
173 
095 
216 
251 
296 
291 
s 
009 
004 
164 
215 
578 
564 
530 
525 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
250 
251 
402 
370 
280 
338 
288 
254 
IV 
Response 
d 
407 
408 
286 
289 
290 
264 
171 
198 
ζ 
269 
243 
232 
243 
290 
299 
216 
225 
s 
074 
099 
080 
099 
140 
099 
324 
322 
Audiovisual IV 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
983 
985 
000 
003 
008 
003 
000 
003 
Response 
d 
008 
012 
785 
762 
144 
168 
017 
014 
ζ 
008 
003 
215 
192 
763 
787 
067 
067 
s 
000 
001 
000 
043 
085 
043 
916 
916 
Visual 
Stimulus 
b 
d 
ζ 
s 
b 
975 
975 
049 
032 
032 
032 
016 
032 
IV 
Response 
d 
016 
015 
545 
552 
175 
203 
238 
203 
Ζ 
000 
005 
195 
186 
349 
342 
270 
279 
s 
008 
006 
211 
230 
444 
422 
476 
485 
195 
Table С 2. Experiment 9 II (/b/,/p/,/z/,/s/). 
Auditory I 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
452 
446 
204 
253 
304 
350 
228 
199 
Resp 
Ρ 
212 
164 
347 
357 
157 
129 
317 
280 
cuse 
ζ 
269 
285 
286 
162 
441 
381 
139 
216 
s 
067 
IOS 
163 
228 
098 
140 
317 
305 
Audiovisual I 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
691 
745 
241 
386 
018 
027 
008 
014 
Response 
Ρ 
309 
254 
750 
612 
009 
009 
034 
023 
ζ 
000 
001 
009 
001 
781 
719 
517 
373 
s 
000 
000 
000 
001 
193 
245 
441 
591 
Visual 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
431 
523 
268 
432 
009 
030 
008 
025 
I 
Response 
Ρ 
569 
487 
732 
578 
027 
028 
050 
033 
ζ 
000 
000 
000 
000 
593 
487 
575 
403 
s 
000 
000 
000 
000 
372 
454 
367 
539 
Auditory II 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
750 
640 
099 
176 
518 
546 
160 
151 
Response 
Ρ 
080 
109 
514 
572 
149 
093 
454 
488 
ζ 
134 
215 
072 
059 
254 
309 
118 
065 
s 
036 
036 
315 
192 
079 
052 
269 
276 
Audiovisual II 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
811 
809 
072 
201 
017 
055 
008 
016 
Response 
Ρ 
189 
191 
928 
799 
017 
015 
017 
054 
ζ 
000 
000 
000 
000 
741 
734 
395 
214 
s 
000 
000 
000 
000 
224 
196 
571 
717 
Visual 
Stimulus 
Ь 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
402 
497 
402 
449 
009 
024 
058 
022 
II 
Response 
Ρ 
598 
503 
598 
551 
026 
024 
000 
026 
ζ 
000 
000 
000 
000 
578 
472 
467 
426 
S 
000 
000 
000 
000 
388 
480 
475 
526 
196 
Auditory 
Stiimlus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
845 
770 
091 
179 
439 
361 
077 
084 
III 
Response 
Ρ 
082 
043 
545 
634 
000 
020 
205 
297 
ζ 
045 
178 
091 
041 
526 
589 
171 
136 
5 
027 
010 
273 
146 
035 
030 
547 
483 
Audiovisual III 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
945 
881 
108 
120 
000 
000 
017 
он 
Response 
Ρ 
055 
140 
874 
880 
083 
011 
051 
067 
ζ 
000 
000 
000 
000 
717 
796 
144 
226 
s 
000 
000 
000 
000 
200 
126 
788 
795 
Visual 
Stimulus 
Ь 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
402 
527 
336 
398 
072 
142 
107 
108 
III 
Resp 
Ρ 
500 
379 
582 
508 
063 
102 
089 
137 
ons e 
ζ 
045 
055 
045 
041 
468 
439 
429 
332 
s 
054 
039 
036 
053 
360 
317 
375 
423 
Auditory I\ 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
884 
822 
009 
040 
188 
165 
017 
008 
Response 
Ρ 
045 
029 
777 
811 
034 
006 
117 
163 
ζ 
143 
144 
045 
007 
752 
801 
050 
039 
s 
000 
005 
ГО 
142 
026 
028 
817 
790 
Audiovisual IV 
Stimulus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
938 
962 
009 
038 
000 
003 
000 
000 
Resp 
Ρ 
054 
034 
982 
957 
009 
000 
000 
003 
onse 
ζ 
009 
004 
009 
000 
983 
963 
007 
038 
s 
000 
000 
000 
005 
009 
034 
933 
959 
Visual 
Stiimlus 
b 
Ρ 
ζ 
s 
b 
425 
526 
264 
409 
036 
035 
034 
028 
TV 
Response 
Ρ 
558 
472 
727 
588 
018 
032 
026 
040 
ζ 
009 
001 
009 
001 
598 
492 
538 
382 
s 
009 
001 
000 
002 
348 
441 
402 
550 
197 
Table С 3. Experiment 10 (/s/./t/./k/). 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
s 
t 
к 
Response 
s 
647 
648 
330 
275 
221 
275 
t 
199 
204 
396 
421 
336 
309 
к 
154 
148 
274 
304 
443 
416 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus 
s 
t 
к 
Respons 
s 
835 
855 
170 
157 
148 
157 
t 
112 
136 
788 
789 
170 
165 
e 
к 
052 
009 
042 
054 
682 
677 
Visual 
Stimulus 
s 
t 
к 
Response 
s 
487 
494 
306 
316 
203 
172 
t к 
365 148 
372 134 
571 123 
550 134 
272 525 
298 530 
I
a
(Fig. 
Stimulus 
s 
t 
к 
4.3. 4a) 
Response 
s 
570 
575 
309 
325 
193 
147 
t 
293 
298 
571 
548 
209 
248 
к 
137 
127 
120 
127 
598 
605 
lb (Fig-
Stimulus 
s 
t 
к 
4.3. 4b) 
Response 
s 
780 
791 
211 
199 
189 
199 
t к 
128 091 
156 053 
602 187 
600 201 
335 476 
330 471 
198 
Table С 4. Experiment 11 (/e/,/I/,/i/). 
Auditory 
Stimulus 
ε 
I 
i 
Respons 
ε 
744 
762 
101 
091 
086 
091 
I 
135 
171 
663 
652 
234 
231 
e 
i 
120 
067 
236 
256 
680 
677 
Audiovisual 
Stimulus 
ε 
I 
i 
Respons 
ε 
826 
817 
056 
029 
000 
029 
I 
174 
108 
546 
573 
063 
049 
e 
i 
000 
075 
398 
398 
937 
923 
Visual 
Stimilus 
ε 
I 
i 
Response 
ε 
622 
580 
281 
297 
110 
158 
I i 
296 082 
254 166 
475 245 
538 165 
327 563 
287 554 
I
a
(Fig. 
Stimulus 
ε 
I 
i 
4.3. Sa) 
Response 
ε 
783 
781 
106 
075 
044 
075 
I 
153 
142 
582 
600 
180 
165 
i 
064 
077 
312 
324 
775 
760 
yPig. 
Stimulus 
ε 
I 
i 
4.3. 5b) 
Response 
ε 
500 
474 
325 
330 
155 
190 
I i 
392 108 
366 159 
468 208 
511 159 
324 520 
294 516 
199 
APPENDIX D (Chapter S) 
Table D 1. Observed and predicted (underlined) confusion probabil i t ies. 
Predictions are based on estimated y. values (see Section 5.2). 
Visual 
Stimulus Response 
л у з o i e 
л 357 292 1S7 168 016 011 
ЗВ2 151 202 232 023 010 
у 123 642 101 117 011 006 
152 641 080 093 016 018 
э 270 035 365 275 035 020 
239 151 345 232 024 009 
о 096 124 169 573 022 017 
103 151 149 563 011 023 
i 042 016 011 016 439 476 
009 038 004 005 453 491 
e 017 000 017 022 307 637 
010 009 005 003 307 636 
200 
SUNWARY 
In the present study we are concerned with the question whether a 
specific distinctive feature analysis of phonemes can properly be 
related to the process underlying the recognition of these phonanes 
when received auditorily (hearing only), visually (speechreading = 
lipreading only) and audiovisually (hearing and speechreading combined. 
Should this be the case, then the distinctive feature analysis will 
have a certain psychological validity. 
Chapter 1 is devoted to a brief characterization of both the linguist-
ic analysis of phonemes in terms of distinctive features and the dis-
tinctive feature as a unit in speech processing. With respect to the 
linguistic analysis of phonemes, the term systematic phoneme is used 
in order to characterize the distinctive feature description of 
discrete segments. Moreover, the possibility is mentioned of represent-
ing each systematic phoneme as a column-matrix of classificatory feat-
ures, of which the rows indicate the distinctive features that optim-
ally specify the phoneme segment. We give a brief description of the 
Chomsky-Halle distinctive feature system (the CH system) which has 
been used to assign a distinctive feature description to the con-
sonants and vowels considered in this study. Considering the distinct-
ive feature as a unit in speech processing, we discuss sane of the 
literature that directly or indirectly assesses the role of distinct-
ive features in speech processing. The evidence covers a variety of 
research with respect to speech production, perception and memorizing. 
Subsequently, a preliminary model is discussed which expresses the 
initial perceptual analysis of CV syllables which are received audit-
orily, visually and audiovisually. The notion "relative degree of dis-
criminability of a feature" is introduced in order to indicate the 
ease of extracting fron a distorted speech signal (e.g. due to noise 
or to hearing-impairment for the listener) the information which is 
indicative for assigning the stimulus to a particular category of that 
feature. The relative degree of discriminability of a feature is con-
sidered in relation to the relative confusion frequency of CV syllables 
in each of the input modalities. It is hypothesized that because of the 
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difference in relative discriminability of the same features, the 
pattern of confusion among CV syllables will differ in each of the 
three presentation conditions (auditory, visual and audiovisual]. 
Especially with respect to the audiovisually received stimuli, an 
interaction process is assumed in which the discriminability of a 
feature can be considered a joint function of the discriminability 
of the same feature when speech is received by audition and by vision, 
separately. 
The relationship between the initial perceptual analysis in terms of 
distinctive features and the further recognition process forms the 
central issue dealt with in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
Chapter 2 is concerned with a description of the relationship be-
tween the distinctive feature analysis of phonemes and the confusion 
among these phonemes in a recognition task. This relationship has 
been considered fron two different viewpoints. Firstly, a clustering 
procedure (Johnson 1967) was used to obtain a hierarchical represent-
ation of the confusions among phonemes. The hierarchy reflects clust-
erings (non-overlapping clusters of the phonemes) at different levels. 
Each of these clusterings was allocated to a particular distinctive 
feature. The allocation was considered successful whenever at that 
level of clustering the whole set of within-cluster phonemes could 
be partitioned into two clusters, each associated with one of the 
categories plus (+) or minus (-) of the feature. In most of the cases 
considered (Experiments 1-6) one of the features that described the 
difference among the phonemes in the set could be related properly 
to a particular clustering in the hierarchy. Thus, given the hierar-
chical representation of clusterings, a rank ordering was obtained 
for the distinctive features that were allocated successfully to the 
several clusterings in the hierarchy. The hierarchical clustering 
representation suggests a hierarchical ordering of distinctive 
features according to their relative degree of discriminability 
which is smaller the greater the contribution by the feature to 
confusions among the phonemes in the set. Since the cluster hierar-
chies obtained fron confusion matrices based on auditorily, visually 
and audiovisually received CV syllables differ structurally (Exper-
iments 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6), the ordering of the features involved on 
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the basis of their relative discriminability seems to differ as a 
function of the input modality. On the whole, the clustering analysis 
revealed that distinctive features can be considered an important unit 
in speech processing and that the confusion pattern of phonemes reflects 
the relative discriminability of the distinctive features involved. This 
first approach of the relationship between distinctive feature analysis 
and confusion pattern of phonemes was more or less based on an inter-
pretative paradigm, whereas the second approach of this relationship 
reflects a hypothesis-testing paradigm. To this end we postulated a 
sequential elimination principle, on the basis of which the probability 
of a particular response could be related to the relative discrimin-
ability of the distinctive features. According to this principle, dis-
tinctive features are processed serially and in a fixed order. After 
processing of a feature, a part of the set of response alternatives 
is eliminated (Rejected part) and the other is considered further 
(Accepted part). Processing of other features will lead to further 
elimination of alternatives until only one alternative remains which 
is then given as a response (self-terminating mode of feature process-
ing). The hypothesis was formulated that, given the sequential elim-
ation principle, each confusion matrix is based on a particular tree-
like decision structure that reflects the features in an order corres-
ponding to their relative discriminability; features with a higher 
degree of discriminability are processed earlier. The tree-like de-
cis iai structure presupposes a mode of feature processing according 
to which features are processed serially, in a fixed order and in 
which feature processing can terminate before all features have been 
processed. The hypothesis of an underlying tree-like decision struct-
ure was tested by predicting different confusion matrices for the same 
set of confusion data; each predicted confusion matrix was based on a 
tree-like decision structure reflecting one of the possible feature 
orderings of the same set of features. This hypothesis was well 
supported by the experimental data. This implies the following. (1) 
The sequential elimination principle underlying the tree-like decision 
structure can be accepted. (2) Supporting evidence is given for the 
serial/self-terminating/fixed order mode of feature processing. (3) 
The degree of confusion among speech sounds can be related to the 
relative degree of discriminability of distinctive features. 
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The discussion was completed by considering the sequential elimination 
principle to be a special case of a more elaborate elimination model 
called Elimination by Aspects. This led us into the problem of a clear 
cut choice, on the basis of our data, between the sequential elimination 
model and alternative choice theories that are based on Luce's choice 
axiom. An attempt to make the sequential elimination model more likely, 
was to see whether the constant-ratio rule could be rejected. Since this 
was not the case, we were still in a position in which alternative 
models might be used to account for the underlying decision process in 
phoneme recognition. A further discussion of this problem was postponed 
until Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 3 we discussed the interaction between hearing and speech-
reading when speech is received audiovisually. A review of the liter-
ature on audiovisual interaction shews that the combination of audit-
ion and vision generally enhances intelligibility. Though this was 
confirmed in a variety of studies, the nature of the interaction 
process was never subjected to examination. The remaining part of this 
Chapter concerns the presentation and testing of three different prop-
osals with respect to the nature of the underlying interaction for the 
joint effects of hearing and speechreading. The proposals made were 
restricted to a manner of interaction in which the discriminability of 
a feature when speech is received audiovisually is expressed as a 
function of the discriminability of the same feature when speech is 
received by hearing only and by speechreading only. In terms of the 
tree-like decision structure underlying a confusion matrix (see Chap-
ter 2 ) , this means that the combination rule should predict the prob-
ability of a feature category plus (+) or minus (-) for audiovisually 
received speech. The predicted probability of each of the feature 
categories (branches of the tree-like decision structure) was used to 
predict the confusion matrix. This was done with respect to confusion 
matrices obtained in multi-choice (Experiments 1-6) and two-choice 
(Experiments 6 and 7) tasks. Though each of the three combination 
rules led to predictions that did not violate experimental evidence, 
the combination rule that gave the relative best results was selected 
as the most reasonable interpretation. This was the Maximization rule, 
which asserts that when speech is presented audiovisually, for each 
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feature, that modality for which the feature has the highest probab-
ility of correct recognition is selected while the other channel is 
ignored. Thus, at the level of feature categories, the information 
from one modality only will be used in the recognition process. The 
same interpretation, moreover, could also be given for the inter-
action of information from different features within the same modal-
ity, namely, in those cases where different features can lead to the 
same phoneme distinctions in a particular set. 
Chapter 4 is concerned with a detailed discussion of the mode of 
feature processing. Though the experimental evidence so far dit not 
violate the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" mode of feature 
processing, we did not consider that evidence decisive. In fact, 
this mode of feature processing was considered to be one of eight 
different modes of processing distinctive features. The first part 
of the Chapter was, therefore, devoted to a direct test of the claim 
that predictions based on the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" 
mode are in better accordance with experimental findings than pred-
ictions from the other modes. The predictions were inferred from res-
ponse latencies obtained on the basis of "same-different" judgments of 
stimulus pairs. In Experiment 8 these were CV syllables, where the pairs 
differed in the vowel only. With respect to "different" response times, 
the data support predictions based on two modes of feature processing, 
including the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" mode. A decision in 
favour of this latter mode of feature processing could be made on the 
basis of confirmed predictions regarding "same" response times. Moreover, 
by accepting this mode, "same-different" judgment times obtained in 
the audiovisual condition could be predicted correctly on the basis 
of the Maximization rule (see Chapter 3) from the judgment times 
obtained when speech was received by hearing only and by speechread-
ing only. The second part of the Chapter concerns the test of a 
direct implication of the "serial/self-terminating/fixed order" 
processing. Response latencies for CV syllables presented in a 
recognition task were interpreted on the basis of the tree-like 
decision structure underlying the confusion matrix. Results of the 
experiments (Experiments 9, 10 and 11) did not contradict the claim 
made that the tree-like decision structure reflects the "serial/ 
self-terminating/fixed order" mode of feature processing. It was shown 
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that, given the tree-like decision structure: (1) the mean correct 
reaction time for a CV syllable increases with the number of nodes to 
be passed fron root to single element cluster; (2) reaction times of 
a certain response are independent of its correctness; (3) the probab-
ility of the feature categories associated with the branches of the 
tree can be used to describe a fundamental relationship between mean 
choice reaction time and the relative discriminability of a feature; 
(4) correct choice reaction times to CV syllables differing in one 
feature only will be the same. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to a discussion of the relationship between 
linguistic structure, i.e. distinctive feature description of phonemes, 
and language behaviour, i.e. the recognition of phcnemes received in 
either of the three input modalities. The discussion attenpts to make 
clear in what sense the distinctive feature analysis of phonemes is 
relevant to the recognition of those phonemes. As a model for the 
representation of phonemes in the brain we propose the linguistic 
theory of markedness, but before testing its psychological validity, 
two problems are discussed. The first one regards the feature specific-
ations plus (+) or minus (-) that are used to describe the differences 
among phonemes in terms of a binary coding system. It is shown that a 
set of feature specifications for a particular set of phonemes can be 
determined on the basis of recognition data. This is accomplished by 
applying the sequential elimination procedure developed in Chapter 2 
to all possible feature specifications for the same set of phonemes. 
Each of the feature specifications considered leads to a tree graph 
properly reflecting one of the possible feature orderings. The feat-
ure specification associated with the predicted confusion matrix with 
the best fit to the obtained confusion matrix was considered the 
correct feature specification for the set of phonemes (Experiments 4 
and 11). 
The second problem concerns the relationship that can be established 
between such a feature specification and one based on a phonological 
feature system. It is assumed that an optimal feature system reflects 
the speech perceiver's interpretation (predictive power of the system) 
in a variety of tasks (generality of the system). If, now, the CH 
system is considered to be an optimal feature system, it can be said 
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that phonemes are coded in memory in terms of a binary coding system. 
If, however, two different classificatory matrices are supported by 
performance data, e.g. one of them by auditorily received speech and 
the other by visually received speech, a problem emerges regarding the 
choice of a strict binary classificatory matrix that can be used as 
an optimal feature analysis of the phonemes involved. A solution is 
proposed by assuming one underlying classificatory system which incor­
porates particular dominance relations among features, and which is 
supplemented by specific acoustical and visual performance factors. 
This, finally, brings us to a discussion of the theory of markedness 
that we propose as a description of the ссиппюп underlying represent­
ation, which we assume to be the internal coding system for phoneme 
articulation. In this theory dominance relations among features are 
explicitly stated. After having considered some evidence in the 
literature cmceming the role of feature dominance in speech per­
formance (speech acquisition and speech pathology), we discuss 
deviations in our recognition data (feature orderings underlying the 
confusion matrices) from the phonological feature hierarchy based on 
the theory of Markedness. Deviations turn out to be the largest for 
the visual data; the acoustic results are in close agreement with 
the theoretical feature ordering. Though this might lead one to 
consider the internal representation as essentially acoustic, we 
suggest that it is preferable to interpret these findings in terms 
of an articulatory coding system. Only minor additional performance 
factors will then need to be introduced for an accurate description 
of the acoustical data, whereas more elaborate extensions are needed 
with respect to the visual modality. 
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Samenvatting 
In dit onderzoek houden wij ons bezig met de vraag of een specifieke 
analyse van fonemen in distinctieve kenmerken op een adequate wijze in 
verband gebracht kan worden met het proces dat ten grondslag ligt aan 
de herkenning van deze fonemen, wanneer zij auditief (uitsluitend luis-
terend) , visueel (uitsluitend liplezend) en audiovisueel (luisterend en 
liplezend gecombineerd) worden ontvangen. Mocht dit het geval zijn, dan 
zal deze analyse in kenmerken een zekere psychologische validiteit be-
zitten. 
Hoofdstuk 1 is gewijd aan een korte karakterisering van een linguïs-
tische analyse van fonemen in distinctieve kenmerken en aan de distinc-
tieve kenmerken als eenheid in de verwerking van spraak. Wat de linguïs-
tische analyse van fonemen betreft wordt de term systematisch foneem 
gebruikt, teneinde daarmee de beschrijving van discrete segmenten in 
termen van distinctieve kenmerken te karakteriseren. Bovendien wordt 
de mogelijkheid besproken cm elk systematisch foneem te representeren 
als een kolom-matrix van classificatorische kenmerken, waarvan de rijen 
de distinctieve kenmerken aangeven die het foneemsegment optimaal spe-
cificeren. Wij geven een korte beschrijving van het door Chomsky en 
Halle ontwikkelde systeem van distinctieve kenmerken (het CU systeem), 
dat gebruikt is om aan de verschillende medeklinkers en klinkers die 
in dit onderzoek in beschouwing zijn genomen, een beschrijving in 
termen van distinctieve kenmerken te geven. Uitgaande van het distinc-
tieve kenmerk als eenheid in de verwerking van spraak, bespreken wij 
een deel van de literatuur die direct of indirect evidentie verschaft 
voor de rol van de distinctieve kenmerken in de verwerking van spraak. 
Deze evidentie resulteert uit een verscheidenheid van onderzoekingen met 
betrekking tot de productie, de perceptie en het onthouden van spraak. 
Vervolgens wordt een voorlopig model besproken dat de initiële per-
ceptuele analyse van Of syllaben die auditief, visueel en audiovisu-
eel worden ontvangen, tot uitdrukking brengt. Het begrip "relatieve 
graad van discrimineerbaarheid van een kenmerk" wordt geïntroduceerd, 
teneinde het gemak aan te geven waarmee uit een vervormd spraaksig-
naal (o.a. tengevolge van ruis of gehoorsstoomis in het geval van 
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de luisteraar), de infoxmatie is te putten die indicatief is voor het 
onderbrengen van de stimulus in een bepaalde categorie van dit kenmerk. 
De relatieve graad van discrimineerbaarheid van een kenmerk wordt be-
schouwd in relatie tot de relatieve verwarringsfrequentie van CM sylla-
ben in elk van de drie aanbiedingsmodaliteiten. Er wordt verondersteld, 
dat vanwege het verschil in relatieve discrimineerbaarheid van de ken-
merken naar gelang van deze aanbiedingscondities, de patronen van de 
verwarringen tussen de CV syllaben over de condities (auditief, visueel 
en audiovisueel) zullen verschillen. Vooral met betrekking tot de au-
diovisueel ontvangen stimuli wordt er een interactieproces veronder-
steld, waarin de discrimineerbaarheid van een kenmerk kan worden opge-
vat als een functie van de discrimineerbaarheden van hetzelfde kenmerk, 
wanneer spraak uitsluitend auditief en uitsluitend visueel wordt ont-
vangen. De relatie tussen de initiële perceptuele analyse in termen 
van distinctieve kenmerken en het verdere herkenningsproces, is het 
centrale geschilpunt waarover de hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 handelen. 
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een beschrijving van de relatie tussen de analyse van 
fonemen in distinctieve kenmerken en de verwarring tussen deze fonemen 
in een herkenningstaak. Deze relatie is vanuit twee verschillende ge-
zichtspunten benaderd. Ten eerste werd een clusterprocedure (Johnson, 
1967) toegepast teneinde een hiërarchische representatie van de verwar-
ringen tussen fonemen te verkrijgen. Deze hiërarchie is een naar niveau 
opklimmende sequentie van clusteringen (elkaar niet overlappende sequen-
ties van clusters). Elk van deze clusteringen werd gekoppeld aan een 
bepaald distinctief kenmerk. Deze koppeling werd als succesvol beschouwd 
wanneer op het betreffende clusteringsniveau in elk van de clusters de 
daarin voorkomende fonemen gepartitioneerd konden worden in twee sub-
clusters, de ene corresponderend met de plus (+) en de andere met de 
min (-) categorie van het kenmerk. In het merendeel van de uitgevoerde 
analyses (Experimenten 1 t/m 6) kon één van de kenmerken die de ver-
schillen tussen de onderzochte fonemen beschrijven, overtuigend in ver-
band worden gebracht met een bepaalde clustering in de hiërarchie. Zo 
werd er op basis van de sequentie van de clusteringen in de hiërarchi-
sche representatie een rangordening verkregen voor de distinctieve ken-
merken, die met succes gekoppeld werden aan de verschillende clusterin-
gen in de hiërarchie. De representatie in hiërarchische clusteringen 
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suggereert een hiërarchische ordening van distinctieve kenmerken, over-
eenkomstig hun relatieve graad van discrimineerbaarheid die kleiner is 
naarmate de bijdrage van het kenmerk tot de verwarring tussen de fone-
men in kwestie groter is. Aangezien de hiërarchische clusteranalyses 
van de verwarringsmatrices structureel verschillen naar gelang zij ge-
baseerd zijn op auditief, visueel en audiovisueel ontvangen CV sylla-
ben (Experimenten 1, 2, 3, 4, S en 6) schijnen de ordeningen van de 
betrokken kenmerken op grond van hun relatieve discrimineerbaarheid te 
verschillen als een functie van de aanbiedingsmodaliteiten. Over het 
geheel genomen bleek uit de clusteranalyses dat distinctieve kenmer-
ken beschouwd kunnen worden als belangrijke eenheden in de verwerking 
van spraak en dat het verwarringspatroon van fonemen de relatieve 
discrimineerbaarheid van de betreffende distinctieve kenmerken weer-
spiegelt. Deze eerste benadering van de relatie tussen de analyse in 
distinctieve kenmerken en het verwarringspatroon van fonemen werd 
min of meer gebaseerd op een interpretatieparadigma, terwijl de twee-
de benadering van deze relatie een hypothese-toetsend paradigma han-
teert. In dit geval hebben wij een sequentieel eliminatieprincipe ge-
postuleerd op grond waarvan de waarschijnlijkheid van een bepaalde 
respons in relatie gebracht kon worden met de relatieve discrimineer-
baarheid van de distinctieve kenmerken. Volgens dit principe worden 
distinctieve kenmerken serieel en in een vaste volgorde verwerkt. Na 
de verwerking van een kenmerk wordt een deel van de verzameling van 
respons-alternatieven geëlimineerd (verworpen deel) en het andere 
deel wordt verder in beschouwing genomen (aanvaard deel). Het ver-
werken van andere kenmerken zal leiden tot verdere eliminatie van al-
ternatieven totdat er slechts één alternatief overblijft, dat dan als 
respons gegeven wordt ("zelf-eindigende wijze van kenmerkenverwer-
king"). Nu werd de hypothese geformuleerd, volgens welke, gegeven het 
sequentiële eliminatieprincipe, elke verwarringsmatrix gebaseerd is 
op een bepaalde boomvormig georganiseerde beslissingsstructuur waar-
in de kenmerken worden afgewerkt in een volgorde, die overeenkomt 
met hun relatieve discrimineerbaarheid: kenmerken met een hogere 
graad van discrimineerbaarheid worden het eerst verwerkt. De boom-
vormige beslissingsstructuur vooronderstelt een wijze van verwerken 
van kenmerken die serieel en in een vaste volgorde geschiedt en waar-
in het mogelijk is het proces te beëindigen voordat alle kenmerken 
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zijn verwerkt. De hypothese van een aan het herkenningsproces ten grond-
slag liggende, boomvoxmige beslissingsstructuur werd getoetst door voor 
dezelfde verzameling verwarringsdata verschillende verwarringsmatrices 
te voorspellen; elke voorspelde verwarringsmatrix was gebaseerd op een 
boomvormige beslissingsstructuur die correspondeert met één van de mo-
gelijke permutaties van de kenmerken in kwestie. Deze hypothese werd 
door de experimentele data duidelijk ondersteund. Dit betekent dat Cl) 
het sequentiële eliminatieprincipe dat aan de boomvoimige beslissings-
structuur ten grondslag ligt kan worden geaccepteerd, (2) er evidentie 
is voor een wijze van verwerking van kenmerken, die serieel is, in een 
vaste volgorde geschiedt en zich zelf beëindigt, (3) de graad van ver-
warring tussen spraakklanken in verband gebracht kan worden met de re-
latieve graad van discrimineerbaarheid. 
Tot besluit van de discussie werd het sequentiële eliminatieprincipe 
beschouwd als een speciaal geval van een omvangrijker model dat "Eli-
mination by Aspects" wordt genoemd. Als gevolg hiervan stonden wij voor 
het probleem, om op grond van onze gegevens een duidelijke keuze te 
maken tussen het model van sequentiële eliminatie en alternatieve 
keuze-theorieën die gebaseerd zijn op het keuze-axioma van Luce. In 
een poging het sequentiële eliminatie-model aannemelijker te maken 
gingen we na of de "constant-ratio rule" kon worden verworpen. Aange-
zien dit niet het geval was, bleef de mogelijkheid open alternatieve 
modellen te gebruiken teneinde er mee verantwoording te geven van het 
beslissingsproces dat aan het herkennen van fonemen ten grondslag ligt. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt verder op dit probleem ingegaan. 
In hoofdstuk 3 bespraken wij de interactie tussen luisteren en liple-
zen bij audiovisuele perceptie van spraak. Uit een overzicht van de 
literatuur over audiovisuele interactie blijkt dat de combinatie van 
luisteren en liplezen in het algemeen de verstaanbaarheid doet toene-
men. Hoewel dit bevestigd is in vele onderzoekingen, is de aard van 
het interactieproces nimmer onderzocht. In het resterende deel van 
dit hoofdstuk worden drie verschillende voorstellen met betrekking tot 
de aard van de interactie die ten grondslag ligt aan het gecoirbineer-
de effect van luisteren en liplezen, aangeboden en getoetst. De geda-
ne voorstellen hadden slechts betrekking op een wijze van interactie 
waarin de discrimineerbaarheid van een kenmerk in audiovisuele spraak-
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waarneming wordt uitgedrukt als een functie van de discrimineerbaarhe-
den van hetzelfde kenmerk in de auditieve en de visuele spraakwaame-
ming. Gelet op de boomvormige beslissingsstructuur die ten grondslag 
ligt aan een verwarringsmatrix (zie hoofdstuk 2), betekent dit dat de 
coniiinatieregel de waarschijnlijkheid van de plus of min categorie van 
een kenmerk in de audiovisuele perceptie van spraak behoort te voor-
spellen. De aldus voorspelde waarschijnlijkheid van elk van de catego-
rieën van het kenmerk (de takken van de boomvormige beslissingsstruc-
tuur) werd gebruikt bij het voorspellen van de verwarringsmatrix. Dit 
geschiedde voor verwarringsmatrices verkregen uit zowel meer- als 
twee-keuzetaken (Experimenten 1 t/m 6 respectievelijk Experimenten 
6 en 7). Hoewel de voorspellingen resulterend uit elke van de drie 
combinatieregels niet werden geschonden door de experimentele gegevens, 
werd niettemin die combinatieregel welke de relatief beste resultaten 
gaf, als de meest redelijke interpretatie gekozen. Dit bleek de "Maxim-
ization" regel te zijn, die stelt dat in de audiovisuele aanbieding 
van spraak voor elk kenmerk de modaliteit wordt gekozen, waarin de kans 
op het juist herkennen van het kenmerk het hoogst is, terwijl de andere 
modaliteit niet wordt benut. Met andere woorden, op het niveau van de 
categorieën van de kenmerken wordt in het herkenningsproces de informa-
tie uit slechts één modaliteit gebruikt. Bovendien kon dezelfde inter-
pretatie binnen één en dezelfde modaliteit ook gegeven worden aan de 
interactie van informatie afkomstig van verschillende kenmerken, name-
lijk, in die gevallen waarin verschillende kenmerken kunnen leiden tot 
eenzelfde partitionering van een verzameling fonemen. 
Hoofdstuk 4 is gewijd aan een gedetailleerde discussie over de wijze 
waarop kenmerken worden verwerkt. Hoewel de tot nog toe vergaarde ex-
perimentele evidentie niet in tegenspraak was met de "serial/self-term-
inating/fixed order"-verwerkingswijze van kenmerken, achtten wij die 
evidentie niet van beslissende aard. Deze verwerkingswijze is er name-
lijk één uit een geheel van acht verschillende wijzen van het verwerken 
van distinctieve kenmerken. Het eerste deel van het hoofdstuk werd 
daarom gewijd aan een directe toetsing van de bewering dat voorspellin-
gen gebaseerd op de "serial/self-terminating/fixed order"-verwerkings-
wijze beter overeenkomen met experimentele resultaten dan voorspellin-
gen vanuit de andere verwerkingswijzen. De predicties werden afgeleid 
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uit de reactietijden die verkregen waren bij oordelen over het "gelijk" 
dan wel "ongelijk" zijn van paarsgewijs aangeboden stimuli. In Experi-
ment 8 waren dit paren van CV syllaben die enkel naar de klinker ver-
schilden. Wat betreft de reactietijden voor het oordeel "ongelijk", 
ondersteunen de resultaten de voorspellingen die gebaseerd zijn op twee 
verwerkingswijzen van kenmerken waaronder de "serial/self-terminating/ 
fixed order"-verwerkingswijze. Een beslissing ten gunste van deze laat-
ste verwerkingswijze van kenmerken kon worden genomen op basis van de 
bevestiging van de voorspellingen betreffende de reactietijden waarmee 
de gelijkheidsoordelen werden gegeven. Bovendien konden, door deze ver-
werkingswijze te accepteren, de tijden, waarin de gelijk- of ongelijk-
heidsoordelen werden gegeven in de audiovisuele conditie, op correcte 
wijze op basis van de "Maximization rule" (zie hoofdstuk 3) worden 
voorspeld vanuit de oordeelstijden, verkregen in de uitsluitend audi-
tieve en uitsluitend visuele aanbiedingsconditie. Het tweede deel van 
het hoofdstuk betreft de toetsing van een rechtstreekse implicatie van 
de "serial/self-terminating/fixed order"-verwerkingswij ze. Reactietij-
den, verkregen voor CV syllaben die werden aangeboden in een herken-
ningstaak werden geïnterpreteerd op basis van de boomvormige beslis-
singsstructuur die ten grondslag ligt aan de verwarringsmatrix. De re-
sultaten van de Experimenten 9, 10 en 11 waren niet in tegenspraak met 
de bewering dat de boomvormig georganiseerde beslissingsstructuur een 
weerspiegeling is van de "serial/self-teiminating/fixed order"-wijze 
van de verwerking van kenmerken. Er wordt aangetoond dat, gegeven de 
boomvormige beslissingsstructuur, (1) de gemiddelde reactietijd voor 
een correcte herkenning van een CV syllabe toeneemt met het aantal te 
passeren knopen langs het pad van de wortel naar het terminale, uit een 
element bestaande, cluster; (2) de reactietijden van een bepaalde res-
pons onafhankelijk zijn van de juistheid daarvan; (3) de waarschijn-
lijkheden van aan de takken van de boom gekoppelde categorieën van het 
kenmerk gebruikt kunnen worden voor de beschrijving van een fundamen-
tele relatie tussen de gemiddelde reactietijd van een keuze en de rela-
tieve discrimineerbaaiheid van een kenmerk; (4) de reactietijden van de 
correcte herkenningen van CV syllaben die slechts naar een kenmerk ver-
schillen gelijk zijn. 
Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan een discussie over de relatie tussen de lin-
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guîstische structuur, i.e. de beschrijving van de fonemen door middel 
van distinctieve kenmerken, en taalgedrag, i.e. het herkennen van de 
in een van de drie condities aangeboden fonemen. In de discussie wordt 
gepoogd duidelijk te maken in welk opzicht de analyse van fonemen in 
distinctieve kenmerken relevant is voor het herkennen van die fonemen. 
Als model voor de wijze waarop fonemen zijn gerepresenteerd in de her-
senen stellen wij de linguïstische theorie met betiekking tot de "ge-
markeerdheid" van kenmerken voor, maar aan de toetsing van de psycho-
logische validiteit daarvan gaat de bespreking van een tweetal proble-
men vooraf. Het eerste probleem betreft de specificaties van de plus 
(+) of min (-) categorie van een kenmerk die worden gehanteerd tenein-
de daarmee de verschillen tussen fonemen in de terminologie van een 
binair codeersysteem te beschrijven. Wij laten zien op welke wijze uit 
herkenningsgegevens een stelsel van specificaties van kenmerken kan 
worden opgesteld voor een bepaalde verzameling van fonemen. Dit ge-
schiedt door toepassing van de sequentiële eliminatieprocedure uit 
hoofdstuk 2 op alle specificaties van de kenmerken die voor die fone-
men mogelijk zijn. Elke overwogen specificatie van de kenmerken resul-
teert in een boomdiagram dat een adequate weerspiegeling is van een 
van de mogelijke ordeningen van de kenmerken. De specificatie van de 
kenmerken die via de op basis daarvan voorspelde verwarringsmatrix 
optimaal paste bij de verkregen verwarringsmatrix werd als de juiste 
specificatie voor de onderhavige fonemen beschouwd (Experimenten 4 
en 11). 
Het tweede probleem betreft de relatie die er gelegd kan worden tus-
sen zulk een specificatie van kenmerken en een specificatie op basis 
van een fonologisch systeem van kenmerken. Er werd verondersteld dat 
een optimaal systeem van kenmerken een weerspiegeling is van de wijze 
waarop de spraakwaamemer de fonemen interpreteert (de voorspellende 
kracht van het systeem) in een verscheidenheid van taken (de algemeen-
heid van het systeem). Indien het СБ systeem in deze zin kan worden 
opgevat als een optimaal systeem van kenmerken dan kan men stellen dat 
fonemen volgens een binair codeersysteem in het geheugen worden geco­
deerd. 
Als evenwel twee verschillende classificatie-matrices worden onder­
steund door gegevens uit het taalgedrag, bijvoorbeeld de ene door au­
ditief ontvangen spraak en de andere door visueel ontvangen spraak, 
doet zich het probleem voor van de keuze van een strict binaire clas-
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sificatiematrix die gebruikt kan worden als een optimale analyse van de 
ondeihavige fonemen in kenmerken. Er wordt als oplossing voorgesteld 
een aan het herkenningsproces ten grondslag liggend classificatiesys-
teem aan te nemen, waarin bepaalde dominantierelaties tussen kenmerken 
bestaan en dat gemodificeerd wordt door bepaalde acoustische en visuele 
gedragsfactoren. Dit leidt tenslotte tot een discussie over de theorie 
van "gemarkeerdheid" die wij voorstellen als een beschrijving van de 
gemeenschappelijke, aan het verwerkingsproces ten grondslag liggende 
basisrepresentatie, die, naar wij aannemen, het interne codeersysteem 
is voor het uitspreken van fonemen. In deze theorie worden de dominan-
tierelaties tussen kenmerken expliciet geformuleerd. Na een overzicht 
van enige in de literatuur beschreven evidentie betreffende de rol van 
de dominantie van kenmerken bij het spreken (zoals ook in de spraakver-
werving en spraakpathologie), bespreken wij discrepanties tussen onze 
herkenningsgegevens (permutaties van kenmerken die ten grondslag lig-
gen aan de verwarringsmatrices) enerzijds en de fonologische hiërarchie 
van kenmerken zoals die gebaseerd is op de theorie van "gemarkeerdheid" 
anderzijds. De discrepanties blijken het grootst voor de gegevens, ver-
kregen in de visuele conditie; de acoustische resultaten daarentegen 
stemmen nauw overeen met de theoretische ordening der kenmerken. Hoewel 
men op grond hiervan ertoe zou kunnen komen de interne representatie als 
in wezen acoustisch te beschouwen, suggereren wij dat het verkieslijk 
is deze resultaten te interpreteren vanuit de gezichtshoek van een ar-
ticulatorisch codeersysteem. Er hoeven dan slechts enkele sijnpele ad-
ditionele gedragsfactoren te worden geïntroduceerd voor een nauwkeuri-
ge beschrijving van de gegevens, verkregen in de auditieve conditie, 
terwijl de visuele aanbiedingsmodaliteit een veel complexere uitbrei-
ding behoeft. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
I 
Het proces van het herkennen van fonemen in afzonderlijke CV syllaben 
kan worden opgevat als een sequentiële eliminatie van alternatieven 
op grond van distinctieve kenmerken. 
Dit proefschrift: Hoofdstuk 2 
II 
Er zijn aanwijzingen dat een audiovisueel aangeboden CV syllabe wordt 
herkend door voor elk distinctief kenmerk informatie uit de daarvoor 
meest betrouwbare zintuigsmodaliteit te selecteren. 
Dit proefschrift: Hoofdstuk 3 
III 
De hiërarchie van kenmerken uit het systeem van Chomsky en Halle kant 
beter overeen met de akoestische dan met de visuele(liplezen) verwer-
kingshiërarchie . 
Dit proefschrift: Hoofdstuk 5 
IV 
Optionele verandering van klinkers tot sjwa zal eerder geschieden naar 
mate het betreffende woord als een echt Nederlands woord wordt ervaren 
V 
De toekenning van primair woordaccent door proefpersonen hangt af van 
de wijze waarop het woord door hen in delen wordt gesplitst (bracketir 
VI 
Het postuleren van een fonologische component, zoals dat in de transfor-
mationele generatieve grammatica het geval is, staat het in principe toe 
ook spellingspatronen te gebruiken als fonologische representaties van 
gegeven fonetische structuren. Hierbij zal dan niet meer noodzakelijk 
worden voldaan aan criteria van eenvoud (simplicity) en natuurlijkheid 
(naturalness). 
VII 
Wanneer iemand met articulatiestoomissen geleerd heeft twee spraakklan-
ken die in éên distinctief kenmerk verschillen, goed van elkaar te onder-
scheiden, zal er generalisatie plaatsvinden naar het onderscheid binnen 
andere paren van spraakklanken die ook uitsluitend in dit specifieke ken-
merk van elkaar verschillen. 
Caif>tonf A.J., Generative studies of children's phonological disorders. 
Journ. Speech Hearing Dis., 1970, 35, 315-339. 
VIII 
In tekst vervatte informatie wordt op lange termijn beter onthouden wan-
neer die informatie door middel van geïntegreerde samengestelde zinnen 
wordt aangeboden, dan wanneer dat in de vorm van enkelvoudige zinnen ge-
beurt. 
IX 
In het onderzoek naar de mate van risico in een groepsbeslissing moet 
rekening worden gehouden met de moeilijkheid van de beslissing alsmede 
met de attitude van de leden van de groep ten opzichte van zowel het 
nemen van risico als het groepsgewijs nemen van beslissingen. 
X 
In Suriname bestaat er een grote behoefte aan onderzoek dat kan leiden 
tot een beter inzicht in de grote onderwijsproblemen in dat land. Het 
is derhalve onbegrijpelijk dat zulk onderzoek in Suriname niettemin met 
veel wantrouwen wordt tegemoet getreden. 
XI 
Wanneer WOTRO zich tijdig met een subsidieaanvreger zou verstaan, ook 
al woont deze in het oosten des lands, zou de evaluatie, respectieve-
lijk afwijzing, van een aanvrage niet hoeven te berusten op onjuiste 
vooronderstellingen, respectievelijk op gebrekkig inzicht in de onder-
zoeksmethoden, die thans in de psychologische functieleer voorhanden 
zijn. 
XII 
Lang niet iedereen is ervan overtuigd dat het spelen met vuur gevaar-
lijk is en daarom moet worden vermeden. 
H.W. Campbell Nijmegen, 22 februari,1974 


